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FY 72 PROPOSED RANGER IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

May 1971

June
July
August
1971

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

September
1971

1.

1. Adopt ranger plan and advise V/,0.

2. Position Classification Standards to United States

Civil Service Commission for acceptance and use.

3. Accept job requirements and qualifications and bepin

to recruit 5 rangers. Obtain clearance from M.O.

a. In Bureau (GS-9/11) — 2 rangerfe

and/or

b. Outside Bureau (GS-5/9) — 3-5 rangers.

4. Prepare order for special equipment.

Firm up training program.

Complete patrol procedures.

Complete records and reports procedures.

Develop plan of operation.

Develop I&E program to inform public.

Select rangers.
'

Rangers come on board upon approval of AWP, hopefully

September 1. •

2, Period of orientation —

a. New ranger personnel

(1) Work with each function.

.. i- VJho does what, how and why.



How does ranger fit in.

(2) Read economic profile, etc.

(3>) Study district photo files.

(4) Fly district.

(5) Visit high value areas.

3. State Office Training

a. Ranger program objectives, goals, etc.

b. Introduction to law enforcement agencies.

(1) Highway Patrol, Sheriff, Border Patrol,

Fish and Game, California Division of

Forestry, etc. tell about their organization

and problems around the P.D. and related to

the P.D.

(2) Questions and Answers.

October & 1. Training
November
1971 a. Basic Peace Officer Training 208 hrs

.

(5 weeks)
b. Training in other Bureau programs and

especially in off-road vehicle use management.

c. I&E Training.

d. Ranger procedures and operations training.

(1) Patrol techniques.

(2) Records and reports.

(3) Law enforcement.



2.

3.

e. Special situations.

(1) Narcotics and Drugs,

(2) Search and rescue.

(3) Emergency mobilization.

(4) Vehicle troubleshooting

Assignment to areas.

Trial operations.

December
1971
May 15,

1972

Ranger operates normally at full capacity within assigned

Area with special assignments out of Area.

May &

June 1972
1. Advertise for additional rangers.

2. Critique ranger operations to date.

3. Reorient ranger program.

4. Prepare for new rangers. See May-June 1971,

Start program over as modified by reevaluation.





II

BLM DESERT RANGER FORCE

A. General:

The California Desert, within easy reach of 10 million people in

the Los Angeles area, is being subjected to trends that will be

harmful to users and ruinous to resources and the high potential

of the desert to serve an even greater population. The trends,

now well established, are inadvertent misuse and deliberate

abuse. A public affairs program will be employed to stop most

of the inadvertent misuse—and an overwhelming majority of the

public will respond to this in a positive way. In contrast,

there are those who commit deliberate acts of vandalism against

property and crimes against other visitors. No amount of per-

suasion and explanation will deter their anti-social acts.

This trend, if allowed to continue, would result in incalculable

losses to the public.

The traditional resource manager does not have the authority,

the training or the numbers needed to deal with the lawless

element.

Local law enforcement agencies are too thinly manned to assist

except in extreme cases. The Bureau of Land Management must

assume the added role of protecting resources and people against

criminal acts, in cooperation with local agencies, as is done by

the Forest Service and the National Park Service. Legislation and

capability to authorize and implement this nev; role are urgently

needed.



For the present, BLM can assume the added protection role in

establishing a ranger force by carefully selecting: 1) Per-

manent Bureau resource management employees interested and

qualified in protection-law enforcement and reassigning them

to the desert; 2) New employees meeting the required ranger

education and experience qualifications.

Ranger desert assignments in the Bakersfield and Riverside

Districts would include management activities controlling off-

road vehicle use, resource management work such as that per-

formed by the range conservationist, v/ildlife specialist, and

so on, and resource and visitor protection services. Protec-

tion services would be provided whenever needed in the desert.

Besides travel to accomplish routine v/ork, rangers would run

regular safety patrols. Their vehicles would be clearly identi-

fied with the Bureau and specially equipped so rangers could

give emergency help to the public.

Until enactment of enabling enforcement legislation, supervisors

Vv?ould not allow most rangers to accept peace officer appointments

to enforce state laws on the public domain. The ranger would have

all of those duties as indicated above, with or without peace

officer appointment, but for that part of his law enforcement

duties, he would be a roving BLM ambassador rather than a lawman.

In his interim enforcement role regarding crime situations against

persons, he would provide liaison with local law enforcement forces



who would provide the necessary law enforcement on the public

domain. To aid in such enhanced protection by state and local

law enforcement agencies on the public domain, BLM needs legis-

lated authority to contract for such enhanced law enforcement

services. Several bills have been introduced in the 1st Session

92D Congress along this line for the U.S. Forest Service: H.R.

3146, II. R. 6400, and H.R. 7259

The ranger would systematically gather information on the inci-

dence of crime involving offenses against persons and resources.

Hazards would be identified. He would acquaint himself with his

area of responsibility so he could interpret its historical,

physical and other interesting attributes to the visitor. He

would go out of his way to educate and inform visitors about the

Bureau's management programs and rules-of-the-road in his area.

Observation, interpretation, guide service, information, educa-

tion, liaison, emergency assistance, and perhaps, arbitration in

conflicts, would come in the scope of his protection services.

With experience, BLM would provide the ranger policy and guidance

on such matters as uniform, training, ranger qualifications and

duties, chain of command, records, reports, possible use of

defensive v/eapons, hazardous duty classification, career ladder,

pay scale and specialized equipment, BLM would define conditions

V7here appointment as deputy shetiff is required and where stand-

ards are set for coordination and cooperation with federal, state



and local law enforcement agencies. The Law Enforcement Hand-

book, Appendix 1, guides the ranger in carrying out his law

enforcement responsibilities.

To develop enforcement awareness and technical capability, the

ranger would receive AOO hours of basic intensive law enforce-

ment training, 208 hours during his initial assignment. The

training would be of the type offered by the Central Valley

Peace Officers Training School at Modesto, California, or at

the Riverside County Sheriff's Academy, Riverside, California,

both certified by the State of California Commission on Peace

Officer Standards and Training. Additional specialized train-

ing such as that given by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and

Dangerous Drugs and others would be included during initial

training. BLM would provide the ranger orientation and manage-

ment training required to perform regular BLM duties which in-

cludes management of off-road vehicles and hazard abatement.

Some rangers might be trained at the National Park Service Grand

Canyon Center. A National Law Enforcement Academy to be operated

by the Treasury Department is to be opened in 1973 and could pro-

vide additional training. Hov;ever, because of the close coopera-

tion necessary between BLM and local law enforcement officials, it

would appear desirable to have most of the basic law enforcement

training provided locally. Such localized training would enhance

liaison between the BLM and the local law enforcement forces.



B. The Ranger's Role by Problem Type ;
/,-' :

Trespass acts BLM personnel are familiar with, unauthorized re-

moval of sand and gravel, decorative stone, digging of plants,

and stealing of Joshua Trees, can be investigated under federal

laws. The ranger makes investigations, provides preventative

I&E and cooperative expertise and coordinates such work with

other federal, state and private parties.

Hazard Factors can in most cases be removed, provided adequate

funds and manpower are available. The ranger's duties include:

inventory hazards, recommend and carry out actions to prevent

and eliminate hazardous conditions, and coordinate and cooperate

in hazard reduction programs.

Hazards are identified as persons, property, places and situa-

tions. Some hazard factors are deficient visibility, insecurity

of premises and presence of conditions which create hazards such

as reservoirs and abandoned mine shafts. People are hazards when

crowds gather, particularly juveniles, or when arguments, fights

or panics occur. Lack of regulation is a hazard.

Vandalism and misuse or overuse against BLM resources such as rock

painting, water pollution, and land scars caused by off-road

vehicles, in most cases, could be eliminated through BLM rules and

regulations, if they were enforceable. The ranger would be the

principal enforcer. Even v/ithout enforcement authority, the ranger

can eliminate a lot of such vandalism or misuse by making public

contact in an information-education patrolling program.



Vandalism against property such as the shooting of signs and

outbuildings, the burning of signs and tables, and littering are

offenses covered by State and local laws which could be enforced

by the ranger on the public domain where the BLM has proprietory

jurisdiction and the ranger has a peace officer appointment

sanctioned by BLM. Generally, such offenses are infractions or

misdemeanors under state and local laws and would not be enforced

by BLM, The ranger would form a close liaison with local law

enforcement people and assist where possible. Ranger patrols

should reduce the amount of such vandalism, with enough public

contact.

Crimes against persons on the public domain such as theft, assult,

harassment, are misdemeanors or felonies and should be enforced

by local enforcement officers. The ranger without peace officer

authority could assist, and after peace officer appointment, could

enforce. The ranger primarily works in the role of prevention and

provides close liaison with local law enforcement.

C. Supervision ;

Where the ranger force is large enough, ranger duties are normally

assigned by Area Managers in accordance with procedures developed

by the State Office. The Chief Ranger under the District Chief

of Operations, coordinates the ranger program at the district level.

Patrol is the principal means for the ranger to carry out his

duties. The ranger patrols desert areas randomly along routes

developed jointly with his Area Manager, Chief of Operations and/or



Chief Ranger. Enroute he makes contact with as many of the

public as possible, pivinp constant appraisal to problems. For

example, he observes and Inventories use trends by time of day,

period of year, type of people, v/hat they do, etc., on Recreation

Use and Of f-Road-Vehicle Use forms. Appendices 2 and 3. He

inventories hazards and crimes in accordance v;ith Appendices A

and 5. . . .

U^ere assigned, the ranger conducts the hazard abatement program.

The range manages off-road-vehicle special events, rallies and

races as assigned.

The ranger provides liaison/information and education vzith local

law enforcement forces such as the Sheriff, California Highway

Patrol, State Beaches and Parks, State Fish and Game, California

Division of Forestry, U.S. Forest Service, and National Park

Service. In this work, he promotes problem awareness by local lav;

enforcement on BLM land and solicits their law enforcement support.

He obtains statistics of deaths and injuries on the public domain

reported to local law enforcement. He obtains training opportuni-

ties for BLM with local law enforcement. He coordinates crime and

injury /death reporting relative to the public domain between BLM,

law enforcement and others. He obtains through local law enforce-

ment agencies, intelligence regarding rock festivals, etc. He

coordinates regarding needed regulatory county ordances which bene-

fit BLM. He conducts and/or assists in search and rescue operations,

10



Tlie ranger provides liaison/information and education with

other groups such as county planners, motorcycle clubs, dune

buggy clubs. Sierra Club, Scouts, A-H, Camp fire Girls and

Desert Protective League, 4

The ranger evaluates damage to resources, investigates wild-

fires and inventories range trends, soils, water, v/ildlife, etc.,

where necessary to better administer the visitor and resources

protection services program,

D. Ranger Source ;

Ranger grades are professional GS-5/12 and technical GS-5/9,

Whether professional or technical, like grades perform like work.

The professional ranger has a BS degree and the technician ranger

has an AA degree. Job Requirements and Qualifications are in

detail. Appendix 6,

The first ranger entrance level selections would be from these

sources: 1) As Natural Resource Specialists from the Civil Service

Commission Announcement A21 using special selective factors deter-

mined from BLM Desert Ranger Job Requirements and Qualifications;

2) Outdoor Recreation Planning Series, GS-023, using the special

selective factors; and, 3) Park Management Series, GS-025, using

the special selective factors. To select rangers from Series GS-025,

BLM at the Washington, D,C. level v/ould have to clear use by the *

Bureau with the Civil Service Commission.

Announcement 421 excludes park and recreation management trained

11



people needed in the ranger program, A long range goal is to

develop a special series for the BLM which vrould emphasize

those ranger characteristics specifically needed to manage

people as well as resources. Such a series might resemble the

BLM modified National Park GS-025 Series, Appendix 7.

To develop ranger supervisors, and because of the heavy inven-

tory and information/education beginning workload due to pre-

sent limited data on hazards, recreation use, and crimes in

the California Desert, BLM resource permanent employees inter-

ested in ranger work and law enforcement and who meet the

ranger job requirements and qualifications would be considered

for grade levels GS-9/11. Ranger qualified young men from out-

side the Bureau would be hired at the grade levels GS-5/9. It

takes a special temperment and type of education/experience to

carry out ranger duties. Most rangers with this protection back-

ground would come from outside the Bureau.

E, Organization:

An effective ranger force at the field level requires Bureau wide

policy, direction, and procedures. The California ranger force

is being developed on an interim critical need basis pending the

establishment in Washington of the necessary organization and

guidance to provide the overall Bureau enforcement capability.

Therefore, California's implementation and operations of the BLM

12



desert ranger force must be based on flexible principals in

order to fit into a Bureau wide approach which v/ould provide

career development, etc.

An interim California State Office organization would be

developed to include enforcement, fire control, and other pro-

tection responsibilities under one staff chief in the Division

of Resources. This visitor and resource protection organization

would provide technical direction to the field for fire control,

any kind of trespass such as grazing, timber, and sand and gravel

trespasses, visitor protection against hazards as defined under

B., and law enforcement. Command would flow through existing

Bureau channels.

In the beginning, because of the small ranger force, the field

ranger would operate within the Bakersfield and Riverside districts

organization in the Division of Operations. The district manager

controls the ranger force on a district wide basis in accordance

with guidelines and direction from the State Director.

We forsee a much larger force such as the 50 field rangers called

for in the Development and Resources Corporation (D&R) report and

additional support services such as provided by receptionists,

dispatchers, communications specialists, clerks, and computer ana-

lysts. As this force increases, the organization arrangement

should shift towards placing the field rangers within the Area

Manager responsibilities presuming his recreation management

13



responsibility would include management of Way Stations and all

responsibility in his area including law enforcement and visitor

protection.

With a fully manned ranger program, 2A hour/day, 7 day a v/eek

services would be provided in some areas during October 15 to

May 15, V/eekends would be covered throughout the year during

daylight hours.

With a limited number of field rangers, they would shift from

area to area with need. Their work v/ould normally include the

weekends, and their day shift would normally include the after

5 P.M. daylight hours.

The first five ranger assignments (FY 72) by grade follow:

Bakersfield District

1..-GS-9/11 ranger

Riverside District and Land Office

1—GS9/11 ranger

3—GS5/9 ranger

The D&R report under interim management calls for the above rangers

in FY 1972 and shows a buildup schedule to 50 rangers by the end

of FY 1976 as follows:

FY 1972 FY '73 FY '74 FY ' 75 FY ' 76

5 20 36 47 50

This buildup schedule and total number of rangers may change with

experience and need.

14



F, Training

The first half of Basic Peace Officer Training, about 208 hours

as shown by checks at Subjects scheduled in Appendix 8, will be

given to each ranger during his first year.

In addition to Basic Peace Officer Training, the ranger will

receive two weeks of BLM orientation training regarding adminis-

tration, general duty assignments particularly in use, hazard

and crime inventory, patrol and enforcement procedures, search

and rescue, first aid and vehicle trouble shooting. Narcotics

and drug use awareness training will be included.

With legislative authority to enforce BLM rules and regulations,

then the balance of Basic Training will be completed such as

firearms, defensive tactics and traffic control.

Advanced sociological, recreation management and law enforcement

training will be given as needed. This includes courses at

colleges or universities,

G, Special Equipment ; (To be developed)

H, Patrolling ; ) Handbook to be developed)

Ground

Air - Contract

Fixed Wing

Helicopter

I, Records and Reports; (Handbook to be developed)

15
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GENERAL

LAW ENFORCEMENT BOOKLET
FOR RECREATION AREAS

INTRODUCTION

This booklet is written to help Bureau of Land Management (BLM)

personnel do a better job of law enforcement in developed

recreation sites and areas of concentrated public recreation use.

It is intended to serve as a working tool for the man on-the-ground,

It can be used as a ready reference for law enforcement procedures.





AUTHORITY

BLM's law enforcement authority originates from law. Based on this

authority and deficient funds, manpower, training and equipment, BLM's

present law enforcement capability is limited.

Observations of BLM's present law enforcement capability are as follows:

1. Lands administered by BLM are managed under the multiple use concept,

2. BLM must protect from theft, damage, and/or destruction its resources,

facilities and personal property on its administered public land,

3. The F,B,I, investigates most Federal criminal statute violations

occurring on BLM land after BLM referral,

4. Other than enforcement of campground use fee collections, BLM has no

law enforcement authority,

5. BU-I has general rules and regulations governing public recreation

pursuits on its administered land but these rules and regulations

are not enforceable,

6. There are Federal criminal statutes governing theft, damage, and

destruction of BLM property and assault against a BLM employee but

there are none relative to littering, shooting, camping and building

fire in unauthorized places, trespass without damage to property and

other such actions identified under general rules and regulations

referred to under item 5 above,

7. There are no Federal criminal statutes applicable to BLM regarding

murder, rape, assault, child molest, robbery, burglary, auto theft,

car clouts, theft, malicious mischief, riots, drunkenness, disturbing

the peace, panhandling, indecent exposure and nudism, and other such

offenses between visitors on BLM land.



8. There are State criminal statutes governing such offenses as

identified under item 7 above applicable to BLM land where

the United States has proprietory jurisdiction.

9. Nearly all public land administered by BLM in California has

proprietory jurisdiction by the United States and, therefore.

State Peace Officers can enforce State law on BLM land.

10. The BLM in its role as a proprietor is entitled to protection

under State law as any other citizen. However, as a practical

matter, the Sheriff's first consideration is people protection

and services. He is short handed and therefore keeps his forces

close to the more dense poi)ulated areas leaving the more renote

BLM lands c^^^^'^Hy ""der protectet'. Tlie r,nnc pattern exists

refardiup the Uij']i\.'ay Patrol and otlicr State L & E forces.

11. Hiere \:illing, the Sheriff may deputize a BLM employee as a Peace

Officer and that employee may accept such appointment in the scope

of his federal employment when sanctioned by BLM. The BLM Peace

Officer may then enforce State law on Federal land wliere the U.S.

has proprietory jurisdiction, and further, may cooperate V7ith the

Sheriff to enforce State law on private land intermingled V7ith and

around the BLM land, providing such an activity is reasonably neces-

sary to properly protect the BLM land. However, the BLM Peace Officer

must have the full support and cooperation of the Sheriff, District

Attorney, local Judges, County Board of Supervisors and even the local

citizenry if he is to function. Remember, State law violators are

tried in State Courts by State Prosecutors and sent to State jails

and prisons.



12. Certain BLM rules and rc[;ulat:ions dealing with firearms,

littering, open fires, speeding, occupancy and so forth may

be covered by County Ordinances passed by the Board of

Supervisors which are then infractions or misdemeanors under

State law. The problem here is there is great variety between

counties making it difficult to maintain any enforcement.

13. Generally, policy and direction in law enforcement, on BLM

land for the protection of people, facilities and resources

is lacking. There is one statement in the rules and regulations

suggesting that BLM rely on local law enforcement. Lands

administered by BLM have a wide range of recreational opportunities

for the people. L^nds with unusual qualities of landscape or

special historical significance, or lands with potential for

recreational development are being identified for eventual

development. Some recreation sites have been developed and

are being maintained in terms of preserving the natural scenic

or historic quality of the site but not in terms of visitor

safety. Up to about 3 years ago at the inception of the

Desert Study, BLM placed emphasis on education of the public

to the significance of recreation values, preferring to assume

that law violations were misarlventures or inadvertent actions

of a good-intcntioncd visitor. In the last 20 years the popu-

lation in California has doubled to more than 20,000,000 people

and the visitation to BLM lands has increased more dramatically.

Tiie advantage of a varied yet generally mild California climate

and the water development program have been conducive to creating



a wide variety of outdoor recreational interests on the P.D.

People are visiting these lands in greater numbers daily,

particularly those in the proximity to metropolitan areas and

those with water-oriented recreational facilities.

14. Crime occurs wherever people gather in numbers and is occurring

on P.D. We don't know to what extent, but we do know that crime

and antisocial behavior on BLM lands are building substantially

in frequency and volume. Where BLM provides recreation to the

public, then BLM should provide visitor protection services as

well as resources protection.

Basic law enforcement is traditionally a state problem and in this re-

gard, most major categories of public and private offenses are adequately

covered by state law. Since the public domain, is under a proprietory

jurisdiction, the Bureau of Land Management may look to state law enforce-

ment in the same manner as a private individual. The applicable state

laws will generally be found under the following categories: Offenses

against the habitatnts such as arson and burglary; offenses against pro-

perty which include larceny and robbery; offenses against the public

health, safety, comfort and morals; and offenses against public justice

and authority.

BLM personnel duly appointed Peace Officers under State law have legal

authority to enforce State laws and local ordinances. Certain highly



trained and qualified BLM law enforcement personnel may be

authorized by BLM to accept such Peace Officer appointment to

enforce State and local laws on the public domain.

BLM personnel have the rights of any citizen to present facts

and evidence before the proper authorities, but should ordinarily

obtain advice from the ranger or other protection specialist before

any action is taken.

In addition to the general categories listed above, which it is

believed are covered by adequate state law, there are certain

specialized statutes which deal with the protection of Federal Govern-

ment property. These are federal laws, the violation of which would

be prosecuted through the federal system of courts. Examples of

these types of laws would be fire law, wrongful cutting of government

timber, Antiquities Act, etc. The objectives, authorities, responsi-

bilities, policies, and procedures for the guidance of Bureau employees

in preventing and controlling trespass of this type are under 9230 -

TRESPASS in the BLM Manual and Appendix ^
. i .-t

The most glaring deficiency in the systems of laws which are available

for carrying out the protection responsibility on the public domain

lie in the area of specialized rules and regulations which are neces-

sary to properly regulate the use of government services provided to

the public such as campgrounds or other recreation installations. As

an example of the deficiency of State law in this regard, we find



that all specialty regulations in the State of California are

found in a special section of the State code which is made appli-

cable only to the state parks and recreation areas.

The U.S. Forest Service and U.S. National Park Service, like the

BLM, are involved with recreation uses of federal land. But,

unlike BLM, they have been provided by Congress with federal

statutory authority to enact rules and regulations, the violation

of which are petty offenses which can be processed in a system of

minor federal courts administered by United States Magistrates.

Although the Secretary of Interior has the authority to enact rules

and regulations, there is no statutory authority for BLM which pro-

vides punishment for violation of those rules and regulations other

than specialty regulations which can be enacted under the Taylor

Grazing Act in areas within grazing districts. The major problem

in use of the authority under the Taylor Grazing Act is that many

of the areas of the public domain which will be developed for recre-

ation uses are not within the grazing districts and therefore, not

subject to the authority under the Taylor Grazing Act. Tlie legisla-

tion similiar to that necessary to provide BLM authority for enforce-

ment of its rules and regulations can be found in Title I, Sections

112 and 113 of Senate Bill S.921 i;hich was introduced by Senator

Jackson on February 23, 1971.

An interim alteimative to having Secretarial rules and regulations

which are enforceable by criminal sanctions would be the use of county



ordinances enacted and supported fully at the local level

specifically to cover the specialized needs of the Bureau of Land

Management. Tlie ability to get any uniformity in such a series

of ordinances is rather remote and does not appear to be a very

desirable enforcement nethod. Yet, this approach may have some

merit in certain areas. Such ordinances would be enforced by

locally appointed Peace Officers and the enforcement of such

ordinances on the public domain must be sanctioned by BLM,

There is no statutory authority for BLM to pay the Sheriff and

other local law enforcement forces for services generally provided

BLM on public domain. The exception, it appears, is where addi-

tional local law enforcement services are provided BLM not ordi-

narily furnished the private individual. However, there always

would be a gray area as to whether or not the services purchased

would have normally been furnished any citizen. To eliminate this

danger, legislation such as House of Representatives Bill H.R. 7259

introduced by Congressman Teague April 6, 1971 for the U.S. Forest

Service is desirable. Such legislation for BLM would allow total

protection of the public domain by combination of federal effort

supplemented by state or local law enforcement.





POLICY

BLM personnel, other than highly trained designated law enforcement

officers, can not make arrests, searches, and seizures. They will

attempt to prevent violations by advising and informing the public.

Wliere voluntary compliance with Federal laws and regulations cannot

be obtained, they will issue a Notice of Violation as a warning to

the violator. They will also cooperate with State and County lav;

officers where criminal action under State lavj is necessary,

BLI! personnel should take imnediate action to prevent violations of

lav;s and rcpulations I'hich may result in serious danape to property

or injury to persons.

BLM's primary concern will be for the safety of employees and the

public. IJhen damage to resources and property cannot be prevented

without risking personal injury to an employee or the public, the

risk will not be taken. However, prompt follow-up action will be

taken to secure adequate law enforcement.

Routine contacts with public land users suspected of violating lav;

or regulations will be made by employees who have had lav; enforce-

ment training of a kind and extent appropriate to handle the antici-

pated situation. District Managers are responsible for the Xi/ritten

designation, by name or position, of these employees and for assuring

that they receive the necessary training. These employees v;ill



identify themselves as Officers. They will reflect the attitude that

fire laws, campground and other Federal regulations for the use of

public lands are reasonable and compliance is expected. They v;ill

make no threats and will tell the offenders what action is required of

them. No weapons of any type will be carried without authorization.

Situations should be avoided where weapons are needed. V/hen it is

necessary to issue a Notice of Violation as a warning, it will be

issued in a matter-of-fact, professional manner. This Notice serves

as a record in case State laws have been violated and further local

law enforcement work is required, to help in obtaining restraining

orders or injunctions, and/or as a written record of the happening,

BLM will continue to rely on local and State law enforcement officers

to enforce State and local laws and ordinances and to protect the

public.

Use of the services of the U.S. Marshals, F.B.I, or other Federal law

enforcement officers will normally be requested through the State

Office Protection Specialist, or his "Acting", when Federal action is

deemed essential and the circumstances warrant such a request. Mien

emergency situations dictate direct requests for such assistance, the

State Office Protection Specialist will be advised.

We will supplement these regular enforcement authorities with minimum

defensive action needed to protect the life or safety of BLM personnel



and Public land users.

Defensive action is defined as that action or reaction necessary to

counter physical force. It shall be the minimum action needed to

prevent bodily harm to people. It does not authorize the possession

or use of firearms or other weapons, even as a counter to such use

by others, without specific advance approval of the State Director,

We will request the services of regular lav/ enforcement agencies

for all FORCIBLE arrests and for OFFENSIVE action necessary, such as

confrontation with "sit-ins".

District Managers shall arrange for the necessary training, leader-

ship, and equipment for those individuals and in those areas where

such action is judged essential after consultation v/ith field person-

nel and local law enforcement authorities.

The State Office Protection Specialist v/ill be available for advice

and assistance as needed and requested.

Two-way radio communication should be provided where needed. Night

patrols or responses to reported incidents will normally be conducted

by not less than two (2) BLM Officers per vehicle.

Responding to violence with violence is prohibited. The minimum

level of force required to counter violence may be used as a last

resort to prevent bodily harm to employees and public and in selfdefense,



In the exercise of DEFENSIVE action, it is evident that sound judg-

ment will always be required. Training in strategy, tactics and

techniques is essential for those whose duties can be expected to

place them in confrontation situations.

DEFENSIVE action, as herein defined, will be fully supported and

defended.



ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER AGENCIES

Federal, State, and County law officers are generally willing to

assist in BLIl law enforcement work to the extent possible without

interference with their assigned duties. BLM personnel should be

acquainted with thse persons and get their assistance v;hen needed

and proper.

Federal Bureau of Investigation - Contacts are to be nadc through

the District Ilanager.

County Sheriff - Contacts are made through locnl arrangements which are:

(Leave blank for local instructions. Leave sufficient
room for District to write in names, addresses, phone
numbers, etc.)

Highway Patrol - Contacts are made through local arrangements which are;

(same)

California Division of Forestry - Contacts are made through local arrange-

ments which are:

(same)

California Fish and Wildlife - Contacts are made through local arrangements

which are:

(same)

Others as required -





iniAT TO DO

First, size up the situation. Determine its seriousness to see if

you can handle it or not.

Minor Violations

If you can handle the situation by yourself and the violation appears

to be minor in nature and unintentional, then take the following steps

1. Assume that the violator is innocent and probably is not

aware of the regulation.

2. Approach the violator in a courteous, business-like, and

firm manner.

3. Explain the violation.

4. Let the violator explain his action. Do not argue,

5. Offer the violator alternatives if available.

6. Obtain voluntary compliance or issue Notice of Violation if

you cannot get compliance.



Serious Violations

If you cannot handle the situation by yourself or the violation is

flagrant, malicious, or intentional, then do the followinp:

1. Make notes to get date and time, act committed, description

of violator(s), license number and description of vehicle(s)

involved, and data on witnesses. Do this as rapidly and

completely as possible,

2. Call, go, or send for help if situation is obviously out of

control.

3. If not out of control, contact violator and advise him of

his violation and ask him to stop. Be courteous, business-

like, firm, and confident.

4. Discuss the violation with violator if possible. Do not

argue with him.

5. Issue Notice of Violation.

6. Call, go, or send for help if the violator is belligerent

or uncooperative.



Explosive or Potential "Blow-Up" Sitxiations

Certain situations in campgrounds, such as drinking parties, motor-

cycle gangs, etc., usually have a period of "build-up" before active

trouble starts. In these situations, you may have an opportunity to

size up the situation and make arrangements for help in advance of

the need. VHienever such a situation arises, you will take the

following steps, if time permits:

1. Notify the Area Manager or Ranger that a potential trouble

situation exists.

2. Recheck the situation by remaining at or returning to the

camp to see how the situation is developing.

3. Notify the Area Manager or Ranger immediately if the situ-

ation starts to get out of hand so that assistance can be

dispatched.

During the period of developing trouble, it is possible that a contact

with the potential troublemakers will be helpful, but the approach vrill

have to be determined on the ground at the time. In some situations, a

California Highway Patrol or County Sheriff car going through the camp

will be enough to quiet things down.

It is important to make notes of the number and type of vehicles in-

volved so that accurate information is available to the Area Manager

or Ranger so that adequate plans can be made. If at all possible,

your vehicle should be radio equipped once a trouble situation starts



to develop. This may be handled by switching vehicles or by returning

to the station as the distances involved dictate. A second BLM employee

is also desirable.

In these situations, your observation should not be discontinued at

5:00 p.m., since trouble is far more likely to arise after this hour

than before. Get clearance from your Area Manager before continuing

your patrol.



Traffic Violations

For traffic violations do the following:

1. Do not chase or pursue . You are not a "speed cop",

2. Get description of violator (s) and vehicle (s). (License

number, make, model, number of people, etc.)

3. If you cannot handle the situation, call, go, or send for

help.

A. If necessary to prevent damage to property or danger to

life, set up a roadblock. The essentials for setting up

roadblocks are:

a. Prevent further violation.

b. Establish contact with the violator.

c. Allow sufficient sight distance. (Do not set up in

a blind location).

d. Usually your vehicle parked in the center of the road

serves as the best roadblock.

e. Set up only on campground roads.

Use discretion in doing so and be sure the situation warrants it.



Boating

The policy of BLM in California is not to attempt enforceinfent of all

marine laws and regulations. However, some of our campgrounds will

be closely connected to water and boating, ie Eagle Lake, and some

actions by boaters may endanger life and property. If you observe

a boat operated in a careless and dangerous manner, particularly in

or near a designated swimming area, you should notify the Area

Manager or Ranger immediately, if possible, so that a California

Highway Patrolman or Sheriff's Deputy can be notified. You should

make detailed notes on the nature of the violation, the number of

people in the boat, witnesses, and other pertinent information in

case your testimony is needed in a State prosecution of the violator.

This should be done only in cases where there is danger to persons

or property, not merely a violation of the boating laws. The only

exception i>70uld be where /notorboats are used on lakes closed to all

motorboating; in such cases the violation should be reported to the

Ranger and all pertinent information obtained for use in a possible

prosecution.

Some criteria for estimating motorboat speeds are:

1. The minimum speed for pulling water skiers is above 10 m.p.h.

2. The average boat begins to "plane" at about 10 m.p.h.

"Planing" begins when the bow rises and a big wake results.

At higher speeds, the boat levels out and the v;ake diminishes,



General Hints

The BLM employee's attitude and approach are important. The wrong

attitude and approach can sometimes cause a seemingly minor violation

to get out of hand and become a serious law enforcement problem. Use

common sense. Stop and think before taking action. There are no

hard and fast rules when it comes to dealing with people who are total

strangers. Different people react differently under like circumstances.

When you call for help, be sure you know where this help is available

and that it can be reached. Your first contact for help is your Area

Manager, Ranger, or as othen^7ise directed by your District Manager,





IIISTRUCTIONn FOr FILLING OUT NOTICE OF VI0T>/^TION

(Notice of Violation form yet to be developed)





APPENDIX





LAW
RULE AND P.IXULATION

VIOLATIONS

FIELD DOCUMENTATION

1. Descriptive Location of Violation / Describe the location of

the violation v/ith reference to local landmarks.

Examples:

Yuba Trail, 3 miles east of the trail head.

Unit /'lO, Douglas City Campground.

20 feet from bank of Bear River, H mile upstream from

Shady Rest Campground.

2. Date - Time . Pinpoint the time that the violation took place.

If exact date and/or time is not known, so state by noting that

the date and/or time is approximate.

3. Description of Violation . Give a verbal description and cite

the rule, regulation, or law that has been violated.

Examples:

Riding a two-wheel motor vehicle on West Panoche Trail

which has been closed by the District Manager in "Recrea-

tion Regulations", Item 4, dated May 1, 1969, under

authority of Regulation U-6.

,/'• •



Four days over the length of stay limit set forth

by the District Manager in "Campground Regulations",

Rule //I dated April 15, 1969, under authority of

Regulation U-6,

Operating a trail bike without a spar k arrestor in

the Cow Mountain Fish and Wildlife Withdrawal Area

which is prohibited during fire season.

A. Driver's License Number * Positive identification of the violator

should be made. The driver's license is the most common means

of accomplishing this; however, other identification such as

military ID cards. Social Security card, can be used,

5, Vehicle Make . This information should be completed wherever a

vehicle is involved in the violation. It is an optional means

of corroborating identification at other times— for example,

in the case of an overstay of the length of stay limit in a

campground,

6. Elaborate on Circumstances . Two items in particular should be

supplied:

(a) Notes or attached photos explaining the status of posting

of signs or notices of the applicable regulation in the

vicinity. Defense, if any, is often based upon insufficient

signing. Our attorneys need to have knowledge of the

sufficiency of signing in order to form a sound basis for



the decision to prosecute,

(b) Names and addresses of witnesses of violation which nay

be called upon to testify, if necessary-





Title 43—PUBLIC LANDS:

INTERIOR

Chapter II—Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, Department of the Interior

[Circular No. 2257]

OUTDOOR RECREATION

SUBCHAPTER B—LAND TENURE MANAGEMENT
(2000)

PART 2230—SPECIAL USES

Subpart 2236^Permits

1. Section 2236.0-5 is amended by the
addition of paragraphs (d) and (e) to

read as follov/s:

§ 2236.0-5 Definitions.*****
(d) The term "commercial facilities

and services" means accommodations,
equipment, and other related supplies
and services provided by a private en-
trepreneur, whether an individual,
group, association or qualified corpora-
tion, to facilitate public use of outdoor
recreation resources. These facilities and
services may include but are not limited
to : Resorts, hotels, motels, trailer camps,
restaurants, stores, automotive and
transportation services, guide and out-
fitter services, marinas, and ski slopes
including lifts and tows.

(e) The term "sports events, races
and rallies" means any outdoor sports
event, including motorized vehicular
events.

2. Section 2236.1-3 is amended by the
addition of paragraph (d) to read as
follows

:

§ 2236.1-3 Permits and rencvals.

* • • * •

(d) The applicant shall agree and
stipulate that the Federal Government,
Department of the Interior and the Bu-
reau of Land Management and its rep-
resentatives shall not be responsible for
damage or Injury to persons and prop-
erty which may occur during the per-
mitted use period or as a result of such
use.

3. Sections 2236.2-3 and 2236.2-4 are
added to read as follows

:

§ 2236.2—3 Commercial facilities and
services.

(a) Applicability of general regula-
tions. All of the general provisions of

§ 2236.1 not inconsistent with the special
provisions relating to permits for the
provision of commercial facilities and
services are applicable to such permits.

(b) Applications. In addition to the
requirements of § 2236.1, each applica-
tion for a special land use permit to pro-
vide commercial facilities and services to
the public must be accompanied by three
copies of a statement describing (1) the
proposed use of the lands, (2) public
services to be provided, (3) estimated
capital investment, and (4) a showing
that the application involves an estab-
lished or definitely proposed project. The
application shall include sufficient de-
tail concerning the plan of development
to describe the facilities and/or services
and their purpose adequately.

(c) Additional requirements. Rental
charges: Rental payments to the Gov-
ernment for permits shall provide a fair

return to the United States.

(d) Terms and conditions of per-
mits.— (1) Protection. Each permit is-

sued by the authorized oflBcer will con-
tain provisions deemed necessary to

protect the public health and safety, and
will provide for periodic Inspections for

compliance.
(2) Stipulations. Each permit to pro-

vide commercial facilities and services

shall contain stipulations irequirlng con-
formance with reasonable public service

rules, schedules, or charges, and any
other provisions necessary to protect the
public interest and the public values in

the lands, as may be determined by the
authorized oflBcer.

§ 2236.2—4 Sports events, races and
rallies.

(a) Applicability of general regula-
tions.. All of the general provisions of

§ 2236.1 not inconsistent with the special

provisions relating to permits for sports
events, races, and rallies are applicable
to such permits.

(b) Additional requirements. In addi-
tion to the requirements of § 2236.1 each
application for a special land use permit
for a sports event, race, rally, meet, or
other contest or event shall be accom-
panied by three copies of:

(1

)

A map or diagram of the proposed
route of the event In sufficient detail

for an on-the-ground inspection of the
proposed route or location of the event.

(2) A description of the purpose of the
event and estimated number of persons
participating.
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(3^ A description, if motorized
vehicles are involved, of the type and
estimated number of vehicles participat-
ing.

*ci Terms mid conditions. (H Not-
withstanding any other provision of this

subpart, the authorized officer may reject
any application for any activity which he
considers will constitute undue hazard
to participants and spectators or will

irreparably impair scenic and other
values.

' 2 ) The authorized officer may require
a surety bond before issuing a permit
under this section. This bond shall in-
sure:

(i) Cleanup of litter and removal of
all markers or other temporary installa-
tions.

(ii) Repair of any Improvements
damaged as a result of the permitted
use.

dii) Restoration of any lands requir-
ing stabilization as a result of the event.

(3) The authorized officer is au-
thorized to release a permittee from
the bond, when all terms and conditions
are met.

Subchapter F is revised to read as
follows:

SUBCHAPTER F—OUTDOOR RECREATION AND
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT (6000)

Group 6000—Outdoor Recreation

PART 6000—OUTDOOR RECREATION;
GENERAL

Sec.
60000-1 Purpose.
6000.0-2 Objective.

6000.0-4: Responsibility.
6000.0-6 Management policy.

Authority: The provisions of this Part
6000 issued under sees. 1, 3. 6, 50 Stat. 874,

875: 43 use. 1181a, llBlc, 1181e; R.S. 2478;

43 use. 1201.

§ 6000.0-1 Purpose.

The lands administered by the Bureau
of Land Management are used and
managed for a variety of purposes which
are described in Subpart 1725 of this

chapter. The regulations in this sub-
chapter relate to the use and develop-
ment of the.se lands for outdoors recrea-

tion purposes. The regulations also iden-

tify circumstances under which use of

such lands may be restricted in order to

protect the public health and safety, and
natural resources and values.

§ 6000.0-2 Objective.

The Bureau shall manage lands to

promote public use and enjoyment of the

lands for outdoor recreation use in

a manner which will protect the health,

safety, and comfort of the public and
preserve and protect natural resources
and values.

§ 6000.0-4 Responsibility.

(a) Except where specified to the con-
trary, the authority of the Secretary of

the Interior to develop, manage, au-
thorize the use, and stipulate the terms
and conditions of such use of lands, and
make other determinations in accord-
ance with the regulations of this part

has been delegated to authorized officers

of the Bureau of Land Management.

<b) The using public has the responsi-
bility to use the lands in a manner which
will permit maximum use and enjoyment
by all, and will protect and preserve the
lands, their resources, and any public
recreation facility or value which is

added thereon.

§ 6000.0-6 Manu(;c'menl policy.

(a) Subpart 1725 of this chapter de-
scribes the program and multiple-use
management policy for public lands, in-
cluding the development of recreational
resources, consistent with the economic
and effective development and manage-
ment of public lands, for use by the
public.

(b) Encouragement will be given to
State and local governments and private
agencies to develop additional public
recreation facilities when such develop-
ment is consistent with long-range man-
agement plans and programs of the
Bureau.

( c ) Priority will be given to

:

(1) Recreation development and en-
hancement as follows:

(i) Undeveloped sites currently under
heavy, uncontrolled use that threatens
public health and safety or damage to
the recreation resource.

(ii) Areas in localities where public
recreational demand exceeds available
opportunities and facilities.

(ill) Areas adjacent to heavily trav-
eled routes or highways near urban
areas, bodies of water, and unique scenic
attractions.

(2) Preservation and protection of
natural and cultral resources, including
but not limited to scientific, scenic, his-
toric, and archeological values, and
primitive environments.

(d) Reasonable fees in accordance
with Part 18 of this title may be estab-
lished and collected by the authorized
officer.

PART 6010—GENERAL PROGRAM
Sec.

6010.1
6010.2
6010.3
6010.4
6010.5

Identification of lands.
Rules of conduct.
Supplemental rules.

Closure of lands.
State and local laws.

Authority: The provisions of this Part
6010 Issued under sees. 1, 3, 5. 50 Stat. 874,
875; 43 U.S.C. 1181a, 1181c, 1181e; R.S. 2478;
43 U.S.C. 1201.

§6010.1 Identification of lands.

To assist the public in the identifica-
tion of lands, the Bureau shall, where
feasible, post signs, publish ownership
maps, and otherwise identify public rec-
reation opportunities.

§ 6010.2 Rules of conduct.

(a) Permitted activities.— (1) Collect-
ing—hobby specimens. Flowers, berries,

nuts, seeds, cones, leaves, and similar
renewable resources and nonrenewable
resources such as rocks, mineral speci-
mens, common invertebrate fossils, and
gem stones may be collected in reason-
able quantities for personal use, con-
sumption, or hobby collecting. Limita-
tions on this privilege are contained in
paragraph (b) of this section.



(2) Collecting—for sale or barter.

Gathering or collecting of renewable or

nonrenewable resources for Uic purpose

of sale or barter may be done only where
specifically authorized by law.

(3) Petrified wood. For regulations

pertaining to collection of petrified wood
see Subpart 3612 of this chapter.

(4» Vegetative and mineral materials.

For regulations pertaining to removal of

vegetative and mineral materials under
the Mineral Material Sales Act, see Sub-
parts 3610, 3611, and 5400 of these

regulations.

lb) Prohibited activities. In the use of

lands for public outdoor recreation pur-

poses, no one shall:

( 1

)

Intentionally or wantonly destroy,

deface, injure, remove or disturb any
public building, sign, equipment, marker,

or other public property.

(2) Harvest or remove any vegetative

or mineral resources or object of

antiquity, historic, or scientific interest

unless such removal is in accordance
with Part 3 of this title regulations or

paragraph (a) of this section, or is other-

wise authorized by law.

(3) Appropriate, mutilate, deface, or

destroy any natural feature, object of

natural beauty, antiquity, or other public

or private property.

(4) Dig, remove, or destroy any tree

or shrub.

(5 J Gather or collect renewable or

nonrenewable resources for the purpose
of sale or barter unless specifically per-
mitted or authorized by law.

(6) Drive or operate motorized vehicles

or otherwise conduct himself in a man-
ner that may result in unnecessary
frightening or chasing of people or do-
mestic livestock and wildlife.

(7) Use motorized mechanical devices
for digging, scraping, or trenching for

purposes of collecting.

§ 6010.3 Siipplenicnial rules.

Additional rules to protect the public
health and safety and protect resources
may be established by the authorized
oflBcer, as necessary. They shall be posted
in appropriate locations to notify the
public of requirements for the occupancy
and use of lands, outdoor recreation fa-
cilities, and roads and trails. The posted
rules may provide for, but need not be
limited to, protection of public health
and safety, protection of the lands from
fires, prevention of soil erosion, and
utilization and protection of outdoor
recreation and other resource values of
the Federal lands.

§ 6010.4 Closure of lands.

In the management of lands to pro-
tect the public and assure proper re-

source utilization, conservation, and pro-
tection, public use and travel may be
temporarily restricted. For instance,
areas may be closed during periods of

high fire danger or unsafe conditions,
or wliere use will interfere with or delay
mineral davelopment, timber, and live-

stock operations, or other authorized u.se

of the lands. Areas may also be closed
temporarily to:

(a) Protect the public health and
safety.

(b) Prevent excessive erosion.
(c) Prevent unncces.sary destruction

of plant life and wildlife habitat.
(d) Protect the natural environment.
(e) Preserve areas having cultural or

historical value.

(f) Protect scientific studies or pre-
serve scientific values.

§6010.5 State and local laws.

Except as otherwise provided by law.
State and local laws and ordinances
shall apply. This refers, but is not
limited, to laws and ordinances govern-
ing:

(a) Operation and use of motor vehi-
cles, aircraft, and boats.

(b) Hunting and fishing.

(c) Use of firearms.
(d) Injury to persons or destruction

of property.
(e) Air and water pollution.
(f) Littering.

(g) Sanitation,
(h) Use of fire.

Group 6200—Recreation

Management

PART 6200—GENERAL
Sec.
6200.0-1 Purpose.
6200.0-6 Policy.

Authority: The provisions of this Part
6200 Issued under sees. 1, 3, 5, 50 Stat. 874,

875; 43 U.S.C. 1181a. 1181c, 1181e; R.S. ?478;
43U.S.C. 1201.

§ 6200.0-1 Purpose.

This group defines outdoor recreation
regulations dealing with the adminis-
tration of lands for specific types of pub-
lic use, resource conditions, outdoor rec-
reation occupancy and use, and resource
development.

§ 6200.0-6 Policy.

Where appropriate for management
and public identification purposes, lands
having significant natural values may be
(a) designated pursuant to the provisions
of Subpart 1727 of Part 1720 of this
chapter, and (b) segregated pursuant to
the provisions of § 2410.1-4 of this
chapter.



PART 6220—PROTECTION AND PRES-
ERVATION OF NATURAL VALUES

Sec.
62200-1 Purpose.

Subpart 6221—Primitive Areas

6221.0-1 Purpose.
6221 .0-2 Objective.
6221.1 Characteristics.
622 12 Cri terla for use.

Subpart 6222—Scenic Corridor-BufFer Zones

6222.0-6 Policy.

Subpart 6223—Wile) and Scenic Rivers

6223.0-1 Purpose.
6223.0-2 Objectives.
6223.0-3 Authority.
6223.0-6 Policy.

Subpart 6225—Natural Areas

6225.0-1 Purpose.
6225.0-2 Objectives.
6225.0-5 Definition.
6225.0-6 Policy.

6225.1 Use of natural areas.

Aitthoritt: The provisions of this Part
6220 issued under sees. 1. 3, 5, 50 Stat. 874,

875; 43 U.S.C. 1181a, 1181c. 1181e; R.S. 2478;

43U.S.C. 1201.

§ 6220.0-1 Purpose.

This part provides guidelines for the
management ; and criteria for the use, of

lands to preserve, protect, and enhance
areas of scenic splendor, natural wonder,
scientific interest, primitive environ-
ment, and other natural values for the
enjoyment and use of present and future
generations.

Subpart 6221—Primitive Areas

§6221.0-1 Purpose.

This subpart provides procedures and
guidelines for the protection and recrea-
tion use of lands that have been deter-
mined to be primitive in character.

§6221.0-2 Objective.

Lands designated as primitive areas
shall be administered for public recrea-
tional use in a manner to protect primi-
tive values, and to

:

(a) Allow the free operation of nat-
ural ecological succession to the extent
feasible for scientific and other study.

(b) Preserve solitude, physical and
mental challenge, inspiration and primi-
tive recreation values.

(c) Preserve public values that would
be lost if the lands were developed for
commercial purposes or passed from
Federal ownership.

(d) Allow the natural restoration of
the primitive character of the lands.

§ 6221.1 Characteristics.

Natural, wild, and undeveloped lands
In settings essentially removed from the
effects of civilization are appropriate for

designation as primitive areas. Essential
characteristics are a natural environ-
ment that can be conserved and on which
there is no undue disturbance by roads
and commercial uses. Primitive areas
may be representative of natural envi-
ronments ranging from the southwest
desert to the arctic tundra.

§ 6221 .2 Criteria for use.

(a) Public use of primitive areas for
recreation purposes is encouraged to the
optimum extent consistent with the
maintenance of the primitive envi-
ronment.

(b) Travel in primitive areas is re-
stricted to nonmechanized forms of
locomotion.

(c) Construction will not be allowed
In or on the land except in connection
with authorized nonrecreation uses of
the lands, and as necessary to meet re-
quirements for the protection and ad-
ministration of the area (including
measures required in emergencies in-
volving the health and safety of persons
within the area)

.

(d) Roads, mechanized equipment,
commercial timber harvesting, non-
transient occupancy, and the landing of
aircraft is prohibited except in connec-
tion with activities necessary in the use
of the lands for authorized nonrecrea-
tion purposes, and then only under con-
ditions specified by the authorized
officer.

(e) Grazing of domestic livestock,

water storage projects, and rights-of-
way for utility lines and other purposes
may be permitted by the authorized oflB-

cer under such conditions and restric-

tions as he deems necessary to preserve
primitive values.

Subpart 6222—Scenic Corridor

—

Buffer Zones

§ 6222.0-6 Policy.

Scenic corridors may be established
along roads and highways, rivers and
streams, trails and other lands for the
preservation, protection and enhance-
ment of scenic and natural values. Size
and use of scenic corridors shall be con-
sistent with the purposes for which they
are established.

Subpart 6223—Wild and Scenic

Rivers

§ 6223.0-1 Purpose.

To provide guidelines for management
of lands affected by the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act.

§ 6223.0-2 Objectives.

To assure that all lands affected by the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act are managed
in a manner consistent with the pur-
poses of the act.

§ 6223.0-3 Authority,

(a) The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
(82 Stat. 906) provides that certain
selected rivers which, with their imme-
diate environment, possess outstandingly
remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic,
fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or
other similar values, shall be preserved
in free-flowing condition, and that their
immediate environments shall be pro-
tected for the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations.



§6223.0-6 Poli.,.

Lands affected by the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act will be identified as soon as

possible and will be managed in such a
manner as to preserve that character-
istic of the area that led to its designa-
tion under the act.

Subpart 6225—Natural Areas

§ 6225.0-1 Purpose.

To describe procedures for manage-
ment, protection and recreation use of

lands having unusual natural character-
istics.

§ 622.5.0-2 Objectives.

To provide guidelines for the outdoor
recreation use of natural areas.

§ 622S.0-5 Definition.

The following types of areas may be
established under the regulations of this

subpart:

(a) Research natural areas. These are
established and maintained for the pri-

mary purpose of research and education.
Scientists and educators are encouraged
to use research natural areas in a man-
ner that is nondestructive and consistent
with the purpose for which the area is

established. The general public may be
excluded or restricted where necessary
to protect studies or preserve research
natural areas. Lands having the follow-
ing characteristics may qualify:

(1) Typical or xmusual faunistic or
floristic types, associations, or other
biotic phenomena, or

(2) Characteristic or outstanding
geologic, pedologic, or aquatic features
or processes.

(b) Outstanding natural areas. These
are established to preserve scenic values
and areas of natural wonder. The pres-
ervation of these resources in their nat-
ural condition is the primary manage-
ment objective. Access roads, parking
areas and public use facilities are nor-
mally located on the periphery of the

area. The public is encouraged to walk
into the area for recreation purposes
wherever feasible.

§ 6225.0-6 Policy.

Where appropriate the Bureau shall

establish and record areas of sufficient

number and size to provide adequately
for scientific study, research, recreational

use and demonstration purposes. These
will include:

(a) The preservation of scenic values,

natural wonders and examples of sig-

nificant natural exosystems.
(b) Research and educational areas

for scientists to study the ecology, suc-
cessional trends, and other aspects of
the natural environment.

(c) Preserves for rare and endangered
species of plants and animals.

§ 6225.1 Use of natural areas.

No person shall use, occupy, construct
or maintain improvements in natural
areas in a manner inconsistent with the
purpose for which the area Is established;
nor shall he use, occupy, construct or
maintain improvements unless permitted
by law or authorized by the regulations
of this subpart.

PART 6250—RECREATION ACCESS
Sec.
6250.0-1 Purpose.
6250.0-2 Objective.
6250.0-6 Policy.

6250.1 Use of trails.

6250.1-1 Hiking and horse riding trails.

6250.1-2 Motor tralU.

Subpart 6251—Operation of Motorized Vehicle*

6251.0-6 Policy.

6251.1 Motorized vehicles.

6251.2 Motorized vehicle events.
6251.4 Off-road travel restrictions.

AuTHORrry : The provisions of this Part 6250
Issued under 1. 3, 5, 50 Stat. 874. 875; 43
use. 1181a, 1181c, 1181e; R.S. 2478; 43
U.S.C. 1201.

§ 6250.0-1 Purpose.

To provide guidelines for provision of

access to and limitations on travel across
lands.

§ 6250.0-2 ObjecUve.

To assure that persons wishing to use
lands have access to them and that out-
door recreation use does not damage the
resources.

§ 6250.0-6 Policy.

(a) In cooperation with State and lo-

cal governments and private individuals
and associations, the Bureau will en-
deavor to provide access for public use
and enjoyment of lands with outdoor
recreation values.

(b) Roads and trails constructed by
the Bureau shall normally be available
for public access to the lands. However,
lands and roads and trails may be re-

stricted to specified authorized use or no
use in the interest of public health and
safety or preservation and protection of

the lands.

(c) The Bureau shall, where feasible,

locate, identify, construct, and maintain
hiking, horse riding and motor trails,

and shall post appropriate signs or
markers and use other means to make
the existence of such routes known to the
general public.

§ 6250.1 Use of trails.

§ 6250.1-1 Hiking and horse riding
trails.

Motorcjxles and other motor vehicles
are prohibited on trails limited to hiking
and horse riding.

§6250.1-2 Motor trails.

(a) Motor vehicles shall remain on
established routes or trails.

(b) Drivers of motor vehicles shall
yield the right-of-way to pedestrians,
saddle horses, pack trains and horse-
drawn vehicles.

(c) Motor vehicles shall be operated
in accordance with the regulations in
§ 6251.1



Subpart 6251—Operation of

Motorized Vehicles

§6231.0-6 Policy.

Where appropriate, the Bureau will

designate vehicle use sites and areas for
the operation of motorized vehicles.
Such sites and areas shall be selected
fr.jm lands having terraiai suitable to
vehicle capability, with low resource
production, erosion and siltatixjn poten-
tials. Selection shall be governed by the
ability of the land and resources to with-
stand and sustain cross-country driving
and vehicle use impacts. Lands where
scenic qualities or other values would be
impaired will not be selected for vehicle
use sites and areas. Sites and areas will

be designed to:

(a) Provide recreation opportunities
for owners of vehicles with off-road ve-
hicle use capability.

(b) Provide public use areas where
dune buggies, motorcycles, "jeeps", tote-
gotes and other vehicles may be tested
and driven under varied conditions.

(c) Concentrate ofT-road vehicle use
into specific areas and sites.

(d) Reduce impacts on other lands and
resources by providing suitable locations
for cross-country driving.

§6251.1 Motorized vehicles.

The operation of motorized vehicles
for outdoor recreation and other purposes
is permitted within the following limits
unless more restrictive regulations of
this subpart apply

:

(a) Operators shall maintain safe
speeds and drive ii- a prudent and safe
manner with fuU consideration and re-

gard to public safety and property.
(b) Drivers may be restricted to es-

tablished roads and motor trails or
existing vehicle tracks.

(c) Operators of vehicles shall at all

times drive in a manner as to prevent
destruction of the land or vegetative re-

sources.

(d) Operators may not drive their ve-
hicles where prohibited by posting or
other public notice.

(e) All vehicles shall be maintained
in a safe operating condition for public
safety and lihe prevention of fire.

§6251.2 Motorized vehicle events.

(a) The authorized ofHcer may issue

permits in accordance v/ith the regula-
tions in Subpart 2236 of Part 2230 of

this chapter for the operation of motor
vehicles for organized races, rallies,

meets, endurance contests, and other
motorized vehicular events.

(b) Permitr may be issued to provide
a suitable location for motorized vehicu-
lar events. Any permit issued will con-
tain provisions to

:

(1) Protect the public and partici-

pants.
(2) Minimize damage to the land

and its resources.

§ 62.ll. I Off-ro.ad travel—reslrictiorif^.

(a) The authorized officer may specify
areas where the casual operation of mo-
torized vehicles for recreational or other
purposes will be restricted if the lands
are subject to (1) resource damage and
soil erosion, or (2) loss of primitive,

scenic or other environmental qualities.

(b) Areas where sucii use is restricted
will be posted by means of boundary
signs and identified on maps and dia-
grams of sufficient detail to make the
existence and locations known to the
general public.

PART 6260—VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Subpart 6261—Rules for Visitor Use of

Developed Recreation Sites

Sec.
62610-1 Purpose.
6261.0-2 Objective.
6261.0-6 Compliance.
6261.1 Sanitation.
6261.2 Audio devices.

6261.3 Occupancy and use.
6261.4 Vehicles.
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AuTHGRrTY: The provisions of this Part
6260 Issued under sees. 1, 3, 5, 50 Stat. 874,

875; 43 U.S.C. 1181a. 1181c. 1181e; R.S. 2478;
43 U.S.C. 1201.

Subpart 6261—Rules for Visitor Use of

Developed Recreation Sites

§6261.0-1 Purpose.

The rules of this subpart are designed
for the comfort and well-being of the
public in its use of developed outdoor
recreation sites and outdoor recreation
facilities provided by the Bureau.

§ 6261.0-2 Objective.

To promote orderly occupancy and use
of developed recreation sites, and other
locations where the Bureau has installed

outdoor recreation facilities for public
use.

§ 6261.0—6 Compliance.

Rules for public use and occupancy of

developed recreation sites, and other lo-

cations where the Bureau has installed

outdoor recreation facilities, will be
posted in conspicuous locations. Failure
to comply with rules so posted may re-

sult in denial of the use of developed
recreation sites and facilities and such
other fui'ther action as may be required.

§ 6261.1 Sanitation.

All persons shall:

(a) Dispose of all garbage, paper,
cans, bottles, waste materials, and rub-
bish by burning in authorized fires, re-

moval from the site, or by disposal at

places which may be provided for such
purpose.

(b) Drain or dump refuse or waste
from any trailer or other vehicle only
in places or receptacles provided for such
use.



(c) Rofrain from cleaning fish or food
or wasliint? clothing or articles of house-
hold use at hydrants or at water faucets
located in restroDins.

(d) Avoid polluting or contaminating
water supplies or water used for human
consumption.

(e) Deposit any body waste only into
toilet receptacles provided for that pur-
pose. Deposit of any bottles, cans, cloths,

rags, metal, wood, stone or other damag-
ing substance in any of the receptacles
in toilet structures is prohibited.

(f ) Use refuse containers or other ref-

use facilities only for the purposes for
which they are supplied. Tlie dumping
of household or commercial garbage or
trash brought from private property is

prohibited.

§6261.2 Audio devices.

The followiiig acts are prohibited in

developed recreation sites:

(a) Operating or using any audio de-
vices, including radio, television, and
musical instrimients, and other noise-
producing devices, such as electrical gen-
erator plants and equipment driven by
motors or engines, in a manner to annoy
other persons.

(b) Operating or using public address
systems, whether fixed, portable, or ve-
hicle mounted unless approved by the au-
thorized officer.

(c) Installing aerial or other special
radiotelephone or television equipment
unless approved by the authorized officer.

§ 6261.3 Occupancy and use.

The following rules apply to the oc-
cupancy and use of developed camping
and picnicking facilities on the public
lands. As a condition to such occupancy
and use, the user shall

:

(a) Pitch tents or park trailers or
place other camping equipment only in

places provided for such purposes.
(b) Camp within a campground no

longer than the period of time established
by the authorized officer.

(c) Attend camping equipment with-
in prescribed time limits. Camping
equipment which is unattended for more
than posted limits, without permission of
the authorized officer, is subject to dis-
position under State and local laws.

(d) Before departure remove equip-
ment and clean any rubbish from the
place occupied for recreation purposes.

(e) Build fires only in stoves, grills,

fireplaces, or fire rings provided for such
purposes.

(f) Camp overnight only in places
provided or posted for such purposes.

(g) Maintain reasonable quiet in
campgrounds between evening and
morning hours as posted.

(h) Eiiter or remain in campgrounds
closed during established night periods

only as an occupant, or to visit pei-sons

occupying the campground for camping
purposes.

(i) Not enter or use a site or a portion

of a site closed to public use.

§ 6261.4 Vehicles.

The following rules apply to driving

and operation of motor vehicles in devel-

oped recreation sites in the Interest of

public safety and comfort.

Motor vehicles and trailers shall not

be:
(a) Driven or operated in excess of

posted speeds.

(b) Driven or parked except on roads

and places provided for this purpose.

(c) Driven or operated In willful dis-
regard of the rights or safety of others
or without due caution and at a speed, or
in a manner, so as to endanger, or be
likely to endanger, any i>erson or
property.

(d) Driven or operated on trails
within developed recreation sites, except
for purposes of maintaining such sites
and facilities.

(e) Driven or operated in developed
recreation sites, for any purpose other
than access to or from the site.

(f) Driven or operated in developed
recreation sites closed to such entrance
by the authorized officer.

(g) Driven or operated at any time
without a muffler in working order, or in
such a manner as to create excessive or
unusual noise or annoying smoke or dust,
or using a muffler cutoff, bypass, or sim-
ilar device.

(h) Unnecessarily accelerated when
not moving or approaching or leaving a
stopping place.

§ 6261.S Public health, safety and
comfort.

The following rules are adopted to
further the public health, safety and
comfort in the use and occupancy of de-
veloped recreation sites and facilities.
The user shall not:

(a) Discharge firearms, firecrackers,
rockets, or other fireworks in developed
recreation sites.

(b) Be accompanied by a dog, cat, or
other animal unless it is crated, caged,
leashed, or otherwise under physical re-
strictive control at all times.

(c) Bring animals, other than Seeing
Eye dogs, to swimming areas.

(d) Bring saddle, pack, or draft ani-
mals into any developed recreation site
except where specifically permitted or
authorized



§ 6261.6 Public property and resources.

The following rules are adopted to pro-
tect public property and to preserve the
resources in developed recreation sites

for public use and enjoyment. The user
shall not:

(a) Intentionally or wantonly destroy,
deface, or remove any natural feature or
plant.

(b) Intentionally or wantonly destroy,
•njure, deface, remove, or disturb in any
manner any public building, sign, equip-
ment, marker, or other structure or prop-
erty.

PART 6270—RECREATION
DEVELOPMENT

Subpart 6273—Transfer of

Responsibility

§ 6273.0-6 Policy.

State and local governments and pri-

vate individuals and agencies are encour-

aged to develop and manage recreation

facilities on the public lands for public

recreation use and services. Such devel-

opments and operations shall be consis-

tent with long-range management plans

and authorities of the Bureau, and con-

sistent with leases, licenses, and permits
Issued under the authority of the regula-
tions in this part.

Stewart L. Udall,
Secretary o/ the Interior.

January 16, 1969.

[P.R. Doc. 69-766; Filed, Jan. 17, 1969;
8.51 a.m.)
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FOREWARD

The tremendous growth of off-road vehicle use in California
has posed serious problems on the public lands. Hundreds of

thousands of these vehicles can be found on public land each
week-end and they are competing for space with each other and
with other public land users. They are making a substantial
impact on the natural resources of the land.

Concerned with this rapidly increasing use and its impact on
the environment, the Bureau of Land Management undertook a pre-
liminary study of off-road vehicle use in 1968.

This initial study indicated the emerging problems and the

conflicts, with the land, and with other users of the resources.
These conflicts had led to such problems as soil displacement,
vegetative damage, littering, interference with wildlife,
livestock operations and recreation pursuits, and in losses of
other public values.

January 19, 1969, the Secretary of the Interior issued recreation
regulations which recognized off-road vehicle use as a legitimate
use of the public lands, and provided for management procedures
to manage this use.

March 7, 1969, the California State Multiple Use Advisory Board
to the Bureau of Land Management recommended that a citizen's
advisory council be formed to advise on how best to implement
these new regulations. As a result, major interest user groups
nominated representatives to an informal Off-Road Vehicle Advisory
Council (ORVAC) . The Council included members of the Dune Buggy
Group, California Department of Fish and Game, Desert Protective
Council, California Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs,
California Farm Bureau, California Cattlemen's Association,
Enforcement agencies, California Outdoor Recreation League, North
Bay Trail Riders, Sierra Club, California Wildlife Federation,
American Motorcycle Association, California Federation of

Mineralogical Societies and the California Woolgrower's Association.

The Council met four times over a seven month period to attain the
objectives of recommending procedures and consideration for the

management of off-road vehicle use. Through a series of round-
table discussions, sub-committee meetings, and personal efforts
between meetings, the Council helped immeasurably in providing



advice and counsel for preparing management procedures and in

recommending other considerations and actions needed to

properly provide and manage off-road vehicle use.

Natural Resource Specialists of the Bureau of Land Management
provided technical input as a part of their responsibility for

the management, protection, and development of the public lands for

many uses.

These are the guidelines that were developed for public land

resource managers to manage off-road vehicle use.

The guidance provided recognizes the broad regional differences
within California and is intended to allow the resource manager
considerable flexibility and exercise of judgment in applying
criteria and scientific principles in the management of off-road
vehicle use.

The Council recommendations and resulting management guidelines
recognize that resource users and resource managers must give
full consideration in the inventory, planning, and management
of off-road vehicle use to non-consumptive as well as consumptive
use of public land resources.

Such values as outstanding communities of plant and animal life,
solitude, historic spots, fragile watershed, archaeological
areas, general landscape values, including scenery, and the
quality of the whole environment must be totally weighed and
evaluated in each management decision.

la



OBJECTIVES

The objective of these procedures is to guide BLM resource
managers to public lands in California in managing for the
reasonable needs of various types of off-road vehicles within
the concept of multiple use, including natural, historic,
archaeological, and scenic values, in such manner as to

maintain a stable land resource, with a minimum of conflict with
other legitimate land users.



DEFINITIONS

Off-Road Vehicle Use (ORV)

The use made by any motorized vehicle traveling off an established

road (eventually, established roads will be shown on BLM maps).

Concentrated Use Areas

Areas which are intensively used by off-road vehicles and which

are identifiable on the ground areas varying in acreage from

one to several thousand acres, where the terrain, soil conditions,

geographical and geological characteristics either singly or

in combination have lent themselves favorably to off-road vehicle
use pursuits. Use in this category has resulted in extensive
temporary or permanent alteration of the surface and/or vegetation
characteristics of the area.

Management Areas

Eventually, upon in\entory and planning, all BLM lands will be

designated in one of the three following categories relative
to management of off-road vehicle use.

Open Use Areas

All public lands are considered to be open to use to off-

,, road vehicle use until and unless management action is taken
to designate certain lands into restricted or non-use areas
based on management criteria. Open use areas are those
where the combination of resource values, and other uses
made can allow off-road vehicle use with only a minimum , ,

of restrictions. These restrictions are generally of a

Code of Ethics type, or are temporary in nature such as

a fire closure, and are made known through appropriate public
notice. Management efforts in these areas are generally
of information and education and supervisory nature.
As on all public lands, these areas are subject to permit
requirements for events, races and rallies, and certain
Federal, State and local laws and ordinances, where such
apply.



Restricted Use Areas

When management criteria indicates the necessity, areas
will be designated where certain restrictions will be
required. These would include seasonal, week-day, or

periodical limitations, vehicle class limits, and off-road
vehicle density ceilings. Areas open to designated trail
use only, or limited area use are also included. Management
action includes information and education efforts, sign
posting, patrols, and related efforts to assure proper use
of the area.

Non-Use Areas

Areas where resource values and other considerations require
that off-road vehicle use not be planned or allowed. These
areas will eventually be shown on maps distributed to the
public. Vehicles are confined to main access roads.
Management actions would be those needed to insure closure
and protection of the area.

Sports Events, Races, and Rallies

Any type of scheduled, structured event which requires space,
land, water and/or other resources located on public domain where
the participants are usually competing for cash awards, trophies,
points or other such rewards. Any event where the spectators
and/or participants are charged a fee to view or participate. This
does not include small informal groups or family groups who plan
relatively unstructured outings on public lands.

See page 24 as to the condition when permits are required for
such activities in California.



MANAGEMENT STATEMENTS

General

Off-road vehicle (ORV) use is recognized as a legitimate form of

recreation. The public lands are open to motorized vehicle use

except for certain areas that are restricted or closed in order

to preserve special public values such as archaeological, scenic,

biotic or historic sites, to protect certain natural resources
such as critical watersheds or newly vegetated areas, to coordinate
with other land uses and to assure the public safety.

Management of off-road vehicle use under the multiple use concept
will often require certain restrictions on each resource use
in order to minimize user conflicts, protect the resources and

to obtain maximum public benefits.

There are two broad categories of off-road vehicle use on the

public lands.

(1) The individual, or non-organized type of use which is

managed on an area basis under an appropriate program
of information and education, signs, brochures, patrols,
and other on-the-ground management efforts.

(2) The structured type of use including races, rallies
or sports events where a scheduled use is to take place.

Though also managed within an area basis, the managers
may require an application for permit before allowing.
Specific guidelines are provided on this use under
Special Land Use Procedures.

These directives for management of off-road vehicle use are
developed in view of present authorities and manpower and money
limitations.

Special detailed procedures are provided later for (a) Inventory
and planning, (b) Special Land Use Permit Procedures, (c) Enforce-
ment procedures. The following statements indicate action to be
taken in certain areas pending more specific instructions, or

demonstrated need.



Information and Education

I&E will be relied upon heavily to gain user compliance and

acceptance and prevent unauthorized use, to inform the user of

changes or closures and to aid in cleanup, fire prevention and

general user maintenance of the area.

To extent funds and manpower allow, the following will be under-
taken at the local and state levels: Create, provide, and

present educational and audiovisual material for use by mass
communications media, school systems, youth and adult groups
and land user groups. Programs presented should be tailored
to meet special Interests, employing the message "Enjoy, but
Don't Destroy; Use it, but Don't Abuse it - or you will lose it".

Enlist the cooperation of various user and commercial Interests
in helping present and underwrite an education and information
program.

Specific projects such as development of an educational program
package may be undertaken as a cooperative venture with user
groups and other agencies. These will provide rewarding
outlets for Individuals and groups in meaningful and practical
efforts involving land use.

Prominently display rules and regulations, and explain their
necessity and objectives, making these available to the public.
Auxiliary user groups may assist on education and information
but not enforcement matters by encouraging compliance with an
area's plan for off-road vehicle use.

Public Coordination

Interested or affected parties will be asked to participate
in obtaining data and developing ORV plans and will again be
consulted during implementation and evaluation. Prior to

approving permits for events, other users of the land Including
the non-consumptive esthetic users should be consulted, and adjacent
private land owners will be considered.

Local groups of interested land users and other agency represent-
atives may be brought together Informally where appropriate and
feasible to advise and counsel on proposed plans, specific
problems and to Improve the coordination of efforts.



Increased effort will be given to coordinating efforts with those

of other political bodies to attain the best overall results.

Management and Supervision

Management plans will be made available for public review, comment,

and advice before being implemented. Procedures for Special Land

Use Permits for structured events are provided under a subsequent
statement.

Increased liaison and cooperation with local enforcement agencies
will be undertaken including designation of Bureau employees
as peace officers when appropriate. Procedures in addition to

those provided will be enlarged upon as specific cases provide
precedents. Local district training in enforcement procedures
will increase. Candidates will be selected and provided peace
officer training at recognized schools. A communications
system will be built considering enforcement requirements on such
a system. Provided with legislative authority to enforce regulations,

the Bureau would move to properly train, staff, and carry out an
enforcement capability, including the possibility of enlisting
volunteer deputy unit assistance.

With regard to patrol, week-end supervision will generally be
required as the majority of the use occurs at this time. The
amount of supervision, which by necessity will be very limited,
will also emphasize collection of use data and evaluation of the
plan with respect to needed changes. Enforcement techniques
will be followed under the procedures listed. To the extent
possible, each patrol will be made by two individuals appropriately
identified by BLM insignias.

Support Activities

Construction items such as parking lots, access, signs and
sanitation facilities will require programming for funds 3 years
in advance of installation and will be subject to total BLM
priorities. In some instances where items such as signs or
sanitation facilities are mandatory to proper use, a delay
in implementation of a plan of use could result.

If efforts are undertaken by cooperative groups to construct a
facility, for example, in order to provide for use of an area,
a cooperative agreement is required which fully provides for
consideration of all multiple uses of the area.



Maintenance and Rehabilitation

All areas where ORV use is promoted or endorsed will have to be
maintained. In cases where current maintenance is not adequate,
rotation of use and rehabilitation measures will be provided for,

Each user must be made aware of his responsibility for cleanup.



REQUIRED ACTION

The increasing impact of off-road vehicle use on California's

public lands is well-known. The General Statements provide the

insight into the direction to be taken in managing this use.

Following this next statement will be the Management Criteria
to be applied in eventually managing off-road vehicle use.

The Bureau's limited manpower and funds to support and manage
off-road vehicle use requires that efforts be placed in the most
critical areas of use requiring management and protection.

Action must be taken on the inventory, planning, and

management of areas receiving concentrated ORV use. This

will include action on both general off-road use and on
permits for ORV organized occurrences.

There must be identification of areas requiring protection
from ORV use, with followup restrictions or closure
procedures as required.

Management of general ORV use on the remaining areas will
be undertaken as funds and manpower permit.

Concentrated Use Areas

Concentrated use usually occurs on easily identified areas of

limited size, which are being extensively used. These sites
are usually quite accessible to large population centers and
well suited to one or more types of ORV use. User conflicts
can occur in two categories; those between different types of
ORV users and those between ORV use and other resource
activities. Management efforts of all ORVs in these situations
are critical to both the user and the resources. Proper super-
vision and support can add greatly to user benefits and enjoy-
ment as well as prevent or reduce resource damages and user con-
flicts.

Inventorying, planning and management of these concentrated use
areas will be undertaken as soon as manpower and money can be
obtained. Efforts should be directed towards acquiring the
necessary inventory data, compiling a vehicle use plan as
related to the other multiple uses present and implementing the
plan. This latter step should consider proper signing, sanitation
facilities, information and education requirements such as
brochures, public participation, supervision, enforcement and
maintenance

.



The processing of permit applications for organized ORV use
occurrences will insure that a proposed concentrated use is well
planned, managed and coordinated with other uses. The permit is

also a public service item that requires communication between the
user and the manager. Peinnits should be authorized only to the
extent that they can be properly planned and administered con-
sidering that assistance will be expected of the permittee.

Areas Requiring Protection and Closure

There is critical need to preserve or protect certain areas of

outstanding scenic value and significant flora, or fauna,
fragile watersheds, cultural sites, endangered wildlife habitat
or certain types of recreation or natural areas thru identification
and restriction or closure from ORV use before such use deunages

the resource. Such protection can include boundary posting in
special cases, delineation of such areas on maps available to

the public and thru various closure procedures.

Other Areas

Although the density of ORV use is not great in the remaining
extensive use areas certain situations can arise requiring urgent
management attention such as during periods of extreme fire danger
or because of serious conflicts with wildlife or domestic
livestock grazing, for example. Management will be undertaken
as soon as possible.
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MANAGEMENT CRITERIA

The complexity of multiple resource values and uses on public
lands requires that Resource Managers be provided with Management
Criteria to use as guides for providing and managing for off-
road vehicle use. The development of these criteria must
consider laws, policy, regulations, directions, scientific
principles, historic facts, and political, social, and economic
factors and trends. Criteria are to be considered as guides
and are to be applied on a selective basis as the situation
requires. However, deviation from the guidelines must be
justified.

Criteria were developed in two groupings:

1. General Criteria - to reflect overall legal, and
administrative considerations.

2. Technical Criteria - to reflect resource management
facts or principles.

Through the application of these criteria to resource and user
data the managers may select the course of management actions
to provide for off-road vehicle use, while protecting the natural
resources, and minimizing conflict with other legitimate uses.

The following charts indicate the sequence in which manage-
ment criteria are applied.
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MANAGEMENT CRITERIA

GENERAL CRITERIA

People
(Public Coordination
Requirements)
Laws and Regulations
State and County laws

TECHNICAL CRITERIA

Lands
Minerals
Range
Forestry
Watershed
Wildlife
Recreation
Scientific Values
Protection

Fire
Hazards
Sanitation
Safety

Environmental Amenities
Scenic
Open Space
Other Public Values

Support
Access
Maintenance
Supervision
Construction

Results

ORV NON USE AREA

in:

ORV RESTRICTED USE AREA
1. Seasonal or periodica]
2. Class
3. Number
4. Area

ORV OPEN USE AREA
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MANAGEMENT CRITERIA FLOW CHART

INVENTORY

Resource data
User data

MANAGEMENT CRITERIA

General
Technical

MANAGEMENT
DECISIONS
(Planning)

TYPES OF AREA DESIGNATED

1. Open Use

2. Restricted Use

a Time (weekend)

- b

c

(seasonal)
(rotation)

Area (trail)

(hillclimb)

Class (vehicle

Implemen-
tation

types)

d Density of use

3. Nonuse
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GENERAL CRITERIA

These guide the off-road vehicle use on public lands from an
overall standpoint. They originate from federal laws, policy,
rules and regulations, manualized or standardized procedures.
State and local laws and ordinances, and requirements for public
coordination.

1. ORV use will conform to federal laws, rules and
regulations and also operate within state and local
laws, and ordinances.

2. ORV use will be managed under the multiple use concept.
Single use will apply only in isolated situations where
multiple use is not feasible.

3. All areas are open to cross country travel unless
otherwise posted, signed or designated on maps to be
available to the public upon request.

4. ORV use will be barred or restricted where the lands,
resources and other public values cannot be conserved
or maintained.

5. BLM will plan ORV use on public land using the Bureau
Planning System concept recognizing its inherent
flexibility.

6. ORV use planning and implementation will include
provision for public coordination. User groups,
appropriate agencies and other pertinent parties will
be consulted or asked to participate where appropriate.

7. Application for permits for races, events, and rallies
will be required as necessary to minimize conflict
with other uses, protect the public safety, and to

prevent unnecessary damage to the resources. Each
area applied for should be inspected unless sufficient
inventory and use data are available.

8. ORV use will not be encouraged, by development of

access and other methods, until such time as super-
vision can be provided.
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TECHNICAL CRITERIA

In addition to the general criteria, these criteria are
used to guide the management of off-road vehicle use and

are based on resource management facts or principles. They
define the degree of off-road vehicle use which can be

allowed on public land areas ranging from open-use (e.g.

seasonal restrictions); heavily restricted (e.g. trail use)
to nonuse (e.g. historical sites).

Examples of the considerations of technical criteria include
the effect of off-road vehicle damage on landscape values,
outstanding biotic communities (both flora and fauna), certain
types of wildlife cover, the amount and type of use that
certain fragile soils can withstand, or the rate of spread of
fire under certain conditions.

Technical Criteria are shown by the two major categories they
help establish; Use Areas and Non-Use Areas.
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USE AREAS TECHNICAL CRITERIA

These criteria are not always specific, but the degree and type
of restrictions must depend on each situation.

The criteria selected and applied within the Use Area category
determines whether it is considered an Open Use Area (minor,
usually temporary and seasonal restrictions) or a Restricted
Use Area (usually permanent restrictions) (See Definitions).

1. In concentrated off-road vehicle areas, plans should
be implemented to insure protection of the natural
resources.

2. Sanitation requirements will determine ORV use density.

3. ORV use will be allowed on all roads and trails not
designated as closed on maps or so signed on the ground

4. ORV use will be confined to trails within natural
areas, critical open space or scenic zones and along
protected rivers and lakes.

5. Authorization for cross country use will not be
knowledgeably issued in areas containing significant
hazards such as mine shafts, pits and debris. Use in

these areas will be confined to trails or marked routes

6. Where practical, emphasis will be given to trail or

cross country use in those areas unusable to livestock.

7. Open type use should not be allowed on areas being
grazed by livestock. Exceptions could be appropriate
when both uses are of low density.

8. ORV use will be coordinated with the grazing lessee
prior to use.

9. Where use is permitted in livestock allotments under
intensive management, emphasis will be given to

designated trail use.

10. Within grazing management systems, ORV use will be
allowed on those pastures not being used and that

are determined to be of sufficient size to withstand
the contemplated ORV density. Use will be by authoriz-
ation only, on rotation pastures of insufficient size.
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11. Hill climb or intensive use areas should not be

located within small allotments. (Although 1,500

acres are suggested, the minimum allotment size

will be an independent determination)

.

12. Hill climb or intensive use areas should be located

away from areas of livestock concentration.

13. Hill climb or intensive use areas should be located

so as to impose the least possible damage to the

landscape and away from lambing grounds, steer pastures,
important livestock or wildlife watering or salting

facilities, and high value wildlife habitat when
concurrent use is planned.

14. Trails should be located away from valley bottoms,
meadows, or places of livestock concentration when
feasible.

15. No trail or cross country use will be authorized
through pastures unless adequate cattleguards or

controls are provided.

16. ORV trails to be used during the grazing season
should be located a sufficient distance from lambing
ranges, steer pastures, feed lots, livestock or wildlife
watering places and high value wildlife habitat.

17. Regulate ORV use in watersheds immediately adjacent to

live streams, rivers and lakes to maintain water
quality and important fish habitat.

18. Adjust use on deep erosive soils in order to prevent
gullying, sheet erosion and off-site damage.

19. Regulate use on high clay soils subject to excessive
compaction.

20. Adjust season and amount of use to Insure survival or
reproduction of perennials when critical to watershed
rehabilitation or forage production.

21. Frequency and degree of ORV use allowed will consider
area's potential for rehabilitation.

22. Rotate areas of intensive use according to recovery
rate of desired vegetative species and according to

amount of sediment that is tolerable.
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23. Seasonal restrictions on use should consider periods of

heavy precipitation, freeze and thaw, drought or fire
danger.

24. In valuable wildlife areas, allowance of intensive
ORV use should consider habitat requirements, critical
periods of nesting, brood rearing, fawning, etc.

Amount of ORV use, season of use, class of use and
area of use and trails will be used to meet wildlife
habitat requirements.

25. Regulate ORV use in rare and endangered species' habitat
to meet preservation requirements.

26. Restrict concentrated ORV use on wildlife lands where
needed, during critical hunting periods.

27. ORV use will be regulated on future campgrounds and
picnic areas to protect the environment.

28. During the fire season, open camp fires will be restricted
to developed sites, or to designated areas in high fire
hazard areas.

29. Areas will be subject to closure during fire season
where fire danger is extreme. Closures should con-
sider such factors as resource values, fuel condition,
weather, rate of spread and attack time.

30. ORV use will not be permitted in timbered areas during
periods of logging unless the combined use does not
result in undue hazard.

31. Use in commercial timber stands will be limited to

designated trails only, subject to daily closure in

periods of extreme fire danger.

32. Forest roads will be open to use except in wet periods
where and when roads are subject to erosion.

33. Use may not be allowed on waterbarred skid roads,
when posted.
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NON-USE AREAS TECHNICAL CRITERIA

These criteria define areas where off-road vehicle use will
not be endorsed or planned.

1. Areas, including those of outstanding scenic values
where damage occurs that cannot be feasibly rehabilitated,

2. Where sanitary problems would result which do not
satisfy the requirements of health and welfare.

3. Mining areas where intensive pits, quarries, shafts
and other excavations present hazards to recreation
use.

4. Explosive storage sites, or areas contaminated by
military hardware.

5. Areas where ORV use is not compatible with manage-
ment of rare and endangered wildlife and of plants
species.

6. Sites with scientific values such as historical,
biotic, archaeological and paleontological, where damage
would occur.

7. Watersheds determined to be critical to domestic
water supply, to protected rivers or lakes or to

high sediment-yielding frail watersheds. Also
along streams or lakes where physical damage to

important fisheries could not be prevented.

8. Slopes exceeding 50% unless in special hill climb
areas or in approved low use density or durable
soil areas. This does not presuppose that all
such slopes within a usable area will be posted.

9. Areas where soils are classified highly susceptible
to erosion.

10. Designated wilderness areas, wildlife areas and
certain natural areas.

11. Known potential and existing camp and picnic grounds
or other appropriate recreation developments.
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12. Specified trails or recreation areas where the

type of environment needed is non-compatible with
off-road vehicle use such as open space and scenic
strips along wild rivers.

13. Remote areas where physical access would not permit
fire protection or maintenance. Exceptions are
where maintenance or fire protection are not required

14. Range, wildlife and watershed development projects
such as reseedings, contour furrowing, or water
developments.

15. Areas adjacent to established watering places,
ranch headquarters, or lambing areas.

16. Mining claims - where interference would occur with
substantial active mining improvements and commercial
mining activity.

17. In areas immediately surrounding suburban develop-
ments .

18. On small isolated parcels where trespass on adjacent
ownerships is inevitable.

19. Active mineral leasing and material sale areas.

20. Land areas where title transfer or applications for

leasing for recreation and public purposes are
non-compatible with ORV use (e.g. proposed parks
and recreation sites)

.

21. Areas already encumbered by non-compatible special
land use permits.

22. Airport leases or cemetary sites.

23. Any public lands encumbered by non-compatible prior
and existing rights.

24. Areas or sites which have non-compatible R/Ws such
as communication sites - electronic and power
transmission rights-of-way.
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INVENTORY AND PLANNING PROCEDURES

Inventory

Procedures have not been specifically developed for ORV use.
However, the framework for resource inventories, the unit
resource analysis, does provide for recording ORV use
inventory data as it is gathered and combining this with
similar data for all other resources. Information can be
shown graphically on the recreation overlay and by tabular
summaries.

Of immediate importance is the need to inventory concentrated
off-road vehicle use areas and other areas subject to use and
requiring protection from damage, such as areas with wilderness
values, etc. Initially this would be a location inventory to

be shown on recreation overlays. Succeeding efforts should be
spent in gathering the information within these areas
necessary for planning purposes and to allow or prevent
authorization of ORV occurrences.

Consider areas to be closed to off-road vehicle use so that
the necessary protection efforts such as mapping or boundary
posting can be programmed. Concentrated use areas together
with these areas should also be delineated on the unit resource
analysis overlays.

Attention will also be given to inventory efforts in the
remaining areas.

These procedures anticipate that with expanding use, additional
data will be required such as user data, type of vehicles,
damage inventories, etc.

Planning

Suggested planning procedures for critical off-road vehicle
use areas on an interim basis.

1. Define area for planning.

a. Use individual planning unit maps or combinations
thereof.

2. Identify problems or conflicts to be resolved or

goals and objectives to be accomplished.
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a. Determine the amount and type of ORV use that
can be allowed in the area.

b. What type of controls are necessary to reduce
conflicts between ORV use and other resource
uses?

3. Develop resource information needed to plan off-road
vehicle use.

a. Amount and type of ORV use occurring on the

area.

b. Use existing information available for other
resources to make decisions on ORV use. If such
information is not complete, then interim
decisions can be made for non-destructive ORV
use or the additional information can be
developed to the extent necessary.

c. Public Participation

(1) Inventory and planning procedures should
include public participation by appropriate
government agencies and user groups.

4. Make recommendations for ORV use in the planning area
in light of constraints and conflicting uses.

a. Consider statutory limitations, policy, outside
Bureau planning, economic and social factors and
quality controls and scientific resource
principles (management criteria) . For example
ORV use would be restricted in new plantations
or seedings.

b. Develop appropriate land use guide for off-road
vehicle use in the area.

5. Finalize recommendations into decisions after approp-
riate public discussions and comments. (Example)

a. ORV use will be allowed on defined trails in

certain livestock pastures during the grazing
season.

6. Prepare off-road vehicle use action plan to consider
the following:
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a. Establish guidelines under which ORV use will be

managed with minimum use conflicts, resource
damage and providing protection to special public
values

.

Some of the specific items that should be con-
sidered are:

(1) Prepare map, with overlays if appropriate,
of planned ORV use areas according to

location, type, etc. Also show proposed
facilities improvements and other per-
tinent data such as grazing lease boundaries,
sign locations, legal access, parking and

camping areas.

(2) Schedule of proposed improvements and

access needs.
:

'

(3) Define restrictions such as periods of use,

types of vehicles allowed and areas of

non-use. . .

(4) Outline information and education program
and supervision requirements. Include
brochures, handouts, etc.

(5) Specify procedures or methods of sanitation
control, maintenance and rehabilitation.

(6) List special operating rules and regulations.

(7) Public cooperation proposals.

At the end of planning efforts, all public lands will fall in
one of three categories relative to off-road vehicle use:
open use, restricted use, or non-use areas. These designations
will result from the process of inventory and planning thru
the Bureau planning system which will identify opportunities,
needs for all users, resulting conflicts, and eventual land
use decisions based on the various management criteria.
These designations will eventually be placed on District maps
for public information.
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SPECIAL LAND USE PERMIT PROCEDURES

Bureau Manual 2924 provides the direction for issuing Special
Land Use Permits for sports events, races, and rallies. Within
the context of this manual certain flexibilities and judgments
are allowed.

Applications will be required for ORV events on public lands
where the participants are competing for prizes, trophies,
or other such rewards; where spectators and/or participants
are charged a fee to view or participate; where the magnitude
of the event is of such nature that unnecessary damage to the
resources is likely to occur or conflict between users is

possible without appropriate management actions to be
provided through the permit. After a period of experience,
it may be possible to more closely define those cases where
permits are required and those where permits need not be
required

.

The District Manager should authorize only those events which
can be managed properly. Though all user groups are to be
encouraged to advise the District Manager of a forthcoming
trip, it is not intended that small informal groups or family
groups who plan relatively unstructured outings on the public
lands or groups on rescue or patrol missions be required to

obtain a permit. In such instances the District Manager should
inform the interested group that they do not need a permit,
and are welcomed on the public lands. The District Manager
might insert a mimeograph sheet of "Rules of Conduct" with
his returned answer. (See Enclosure 2).

Groups not requiring permits should be requested to telephone
in a "Message of Intent" providing the following information
which can be recorded by the District on a standard form.

1. What area do you intend to use?
2. How long do you intend to stay?
3. How many vehicles will you use?

4. What type of vehicle will you use?

5. How many people will there be including children?
6. Name and address of person in charge and if affiliated

with an organized group.

This "Message of Intent" will furnish important inventory and
planning data to the Bureau of Land Management and also give
the District office a chance to inform the intended visitor
as to hazards, or any other pertinent information on the area
the visitor wishes to visit.
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In those instances where permits will be required. District

Managers with a heavy ORV workload, such as Bakersfield and

Riverside, should encourage user groups to meet at least

annually with District personnel to discuss scheduling of

proposed events, planning, layout and management of events.

A timing schedule could be as follows:

"All applications for ORV use events requiring permits for

a calendar year will be submitted to the District Manager
sufficiently in advance (possibly A months) of the calendar
year. The District Manager would then schedule a meeting
in the following 2 weeks with all groups represented in

the applications to resolve submissions."

In other districts, all applications for ORV events requiring
permits could be submitted sufficiently in advance (possibly
6 months) of the proposed event, to allow sufficient time for
processing the application including such efforts as searching
of the records, on-the-ground examination, if necessary,
coordination with other resource users, including land owners
in the area, advanced on-the-ground planning for courses,
routes, signing, contacting law enforcement groups and so
forth.

In the case of conflicting applications the one filed first
has priority of consideration.

In managing an authorized ORV use event the District Manager
should see that:

1. Proper safeguards are established for participants
and spectators.

2. Sanitation facilities are provided.

3. Resources are protected through proper routing and
signing of event.

4. Follow-up maintenance and rehabilitation measures
after event.

The following form with instructions will be used to obtain
information by which to authorize permits on Form 2920-1 for
organized sports events, races, and rallies of off-road use
on public lands.
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*SPECIAL USE INFORMATION FORM FOR ORGANIZED
VEHICULAR SPORTS EVENTS, RACES, AND RALLIES

To be filled out by applicant

I. 1. Date of Application

2. Date of Event

3. Type or Purpose of Event_

4. Name of Organization

5. A map of the route and/or location of the event in

sufficient detail for an on-the-ground inspection.

6. Estimate approximate number of:

a) Participants

b) Spectators

c) Type and number of vehicles to be used in event

7. Provision for law enforcement at event by:

a) Organization

b) County sheriff_

c) Other

8. Health and Sanitation Provided by:

a) Organization

b) BLM

c) Other

*Other conditions in 43 CFR Sub-part 2236 and 6251 will be followed
as required.
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9. Application signed by designated officer

Filing fee enclosed ($10.00)

Address of designated officer

To be filled out by BLM

II. 1. Conditions and terms of accepted applications that may
be incorporated into permit.

,

a) Bond and amount if required
,

b) Cleanup and Restoration stipulations

c) Repair or replacement of damaged or destroyed
public improvements

d) Other

e) This permit is non-assignable and nonrenewable.

2. Written permission from other land owners involved in

proposed event
,

3. Rental charge
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT ORV SPECIAL LAND USE INFORMATION FORM

The Off-Road Vehicle Use Form is to be handled in the following manner;

Applicant to fill out Part I, attach $10.00 filing fee and mail to

BLM District Office involved in application.

Part I

1. Date of application should be the date application is

submitted.

2. Applicants for special land use permits which involve
vehicular sports events, races, and rallies requiring
permits should submit applications to the Bureau of

Land Management sufficiently ahead of the proposed event
to allow processing. This is established by the District
Manager and is generally 6 months before event. List
alternate date acceptable also.

3. Type of event should be briefly listed, such as hare and
hound, 5 hour endurance, 4-WD cross country, etc.

4. Name of association, organization, corporation, etc.

5. Map should be a quadrangle map at scale 1" or 2" to the
mile or map acquired from BLM field offices.

6. Self explanatory.

7. A general statement should be made as to enforcement at
the event, such as "deputized sheriffs within organization",
etc.

8. Self explanatory.

9. Application fee, $10.00, to be used for administrative
costs. There will also be a charge for the rental value
of the use made of the public land during the event.
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Part II

Part II is information that would be incorporated into a

special land use permit. This information along with a

special land use permit will be returned to the applicant for
processing.

Districts are to follow BLM Manual 2924 in keeping the necessary
files and records of permits authorized or rejected.
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ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

General

The attributes which lure people to the public lands can be
lost through careless acts. The unwary visitor can lose his
life because of hazards. Thus, restrictions by laws, rules,
and regulations are made, depending on risks and values involved,
to provide for user safety, for conservation of the resources
and to minimize user conflicts. These are enacted by the
authority granted by the people for their own protection in
matters in which they are unable to adequately protect them-
selves. Lawful use by a cooperative and conservation minded
society is desired. To this end, it is essential that the

users of an area be informed and educated regarding applicable
laws, rules and regulations, how damage occurs, and how they
can protect and wisely use and enjoy the public land. When
cooperation, persuasion, and education fails, then law
enforcement becomes necessary. Law enforcement is the
tool which insures that the will of the people is carried out.

Enforcement commences after the adoption of laws, rules, and
regulations, either of a general nature, or specifically to
control special situations in a given area. Enforcement
encompasses getting the word out to the public, reasonable
supervision, warning violators by word or by citation
commensurate with the violation, by injunction, or by arrest.

The Bureau of Land Management presently does not have an
adequate protection system for ORV use on public lands it

administers. Funds, personnel, equipment, and facilities
to support law enforcement of ORV use are practically non-
existent.

Laws and regulations are inadequate. Rules and regulations on
outdoor recreation are, at this time, generally unenforceable.
Bureau employees are not trained in law enforcement, make no
arrests, are not authorized to carry or use firearms in per-
formance of duty, can cite no one regarding federal law or

regulation violations other than by Notice of Trespass, and
are not able to bring petty offense violators before a U.S.
Magistrate. Bureau employees must take violators of civil and
criminal Federal laws to Federal Court through the U.S.

Attorney regardless of offense size. The simplest action may
take a year or more to conclude. However, there are effective
interim enforcement actions that the BLM can take pending
the necessary enabling legislation, delegated authority,
funding, and training.
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BLM's enforcement emphasis on ORV use in the interim will be on

information, education, cooperation, and coordination. Signs,

handouts, maps, newspaper, T.V., and radio releases, physical
barriers, and working with individuals and groups are the techniques
to infonn the people of restrictions, closures, rules off the road,

and hazards. Field supervision will be coordinated with local law
enforcement officers (43 CFR 6010.5 - State and local laws).

Full cooperation will be expected from the users.

Methods ,

There are 7 basic methods which can assist BLM in obtaining
acceptance and compliance with off-road vehicle use plans, or permits

1. Education and cooperation of the vehicle users, and other
user groups.

2. Enforcement of State trespass laws and ordinances by the

County Sheriff.

3. Enforcement by other State agencies, (i.e. California
Highway Patrol, State Fish and Garaa, and California
Division of Forestry) of State laws for which these
agencies are charged with the enforcement.

4. Enforcement by other Federal agencies, (i.e. Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife,
and Border Patrol) of Federal criminal trespass laws.

5. Temporary closure of public land areas thru informational,
cooperative and educational means.

6. Complete and formal closure of areas where continued
violations occur or whenever ORV nonuse areas are
established. (6010.4 Closure of Land).

7. Federal injunction by Court order prohibiting a person or
group from carrying out a given action, or ordering a
given action to be done.

The following provides more detail on use of these methods:
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Method 1 - User Cooperation and Education

This method will be emphasized and used in all instances. It

will consist of various techniques of creating, providing,
explaining, and distributing educational and audiovisual
material to the communications media, citizen groups and school
systems. Brochures, sign posting, hand-out pamphlets explaining
the rules and their necessity will be used. Depending on
local situation, citizen's advisory groups, and auxiliary
personnel from users' groups may be called upon to provide
educational and information assistance in obtaining proper use
of the land.

Method 2 - Enforcement by the County Sheriff

This method in conjunction with Method 1, is most effectively
used in areas of concentrated ORV use such as rally points,
heavy weekend concentration areas, or for stopping chronic
and wilful offenders. District personnel should understand
the responsibilities of the County Sheriff's Office, becoming
acquainted with these individuals and thru a program of under-
standing and coordination, obtain their assistance when needed
and appropriate, such as in closure procedures under State Law
(See Method //6) .

The County Sheriff is responsible for enforcing State and

County laws and ordinances and for preserving the peace. He
may be ex-officio director of civil defense and disaster.
The Sheriff's department employs people comprised of jailers,
administrators, clerks, and sworn deputies. In addition he
has the volunteer reserves. The Sheriff can designate federal
employees as peace officers. Flexibility in the Sheriff's
organization is provided by moving men around to meet special
problems such as fairs, motorcycling events, and others.
Advance notice is required. Special enforcement squads of men
are especially trained to handle crowds. Manpower is provided
to the best of ability. Generally 2 to 3 deputies per 1,000
people are required for handling crowds

.

Method 3 - Enforcement by Other State Agencies

The State has concurrent legislative jurisdiction on public
land of the Bureau, and, therefore, can enforce State and local
laws and ordinances on these lands. State law officers are
generally willing to assist in BLM law enforcement work to the

extent possible without interference with their assigned duties.
District personnel should be acquainted with these persons
and get their assistance when needed and proper.
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California Highway Patrol ;

An example of assistance to BLM is in traffic control at

rallies along highways. The duties of the State Traffic
Officer with the California Highway Patrol are many and varied.

He is primarily concerned with the safe, proper use of the

highways within the State and with providing assistance to the

motoring public. In the normal course of his job he will
travel the freeways and the small county roads in his area
of assignment. In the desert, his duties are usually performed
along main highways and not in the back country. He enforces
the Motor Vehicle Code, makes vehicle safety inspections, and
takes charge at accident scenes to restore order and care for

the injured. He also renders assistance to local peace
officers when necessary.

California Department of Fish and Game :

California Department of Fish and Game Wardens enforce state
laws relating to the protection of fish and game. They have
the powers of a peace officer to make arrests for the

violation of State laws. They are deputized by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service to enforce Federal fish and wildlife
laws and enforce both State and Federal fish and wildlife
laws on public land of the BLM.

California Division of Forestry ;

This State agency is responsible for the prevention and
abatement of fires which threaten a loss to general watersheds
or timber bearing land owned by the State or private parties,
and not being within a corporate city. The State has res-
ponsibility for wildland areas covering some 37.5 million
acres. About two million acres of intermingled BLM public land
are protected by CDF under contract. The duly authorized
agents of the State Forester, which includes Federal employees,
can enforce State forest and fire laws. An example of
cooperative effort includes the information program of signs
which CDF places thru its Fire Prevention activities.

Method 4 - Enforcement by Other Federal Agencies

This relates to enforcement responsibilities of criminal laws,
and specific instances are to be brought immediately to attention of
the BLM State Office for action thru that office.
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Method 5 - Temporary Closure of Public Lands

This method could prove to be the most effective overall in
obtaining compliance and acceptance to the objectives of the
closure. It requires a management action to temporarily close
an area for specific reasons. It will be used whenever public
cooperation can be developed to eliminate ORV use within an
area. Example of closures made under this method include:

During extreme fire conditions.

During temporary unstable soil conditions.

During the normal implementation of a motorized vehicle
plan such as alternating hill climb areas, moving trails,
for seasonal or other temporary purposes.

Closure procedures may include:

1. Discussion with various user groups.

2. Mailing and providing of information to appropriate
public groups.

3. News or radio releases allowing as much lead time

as possible.

4. Maps identifying areas of closure, alternate use
areas and other appropriate data.

5. Adequate signing to inform the user of the closure.

6. Enforcement thru information and education.

Public cooperative closures do not contemplate making
arrests. Violators would be informed of the situation,
and asked to cooperate.

Formal closures under Method 6 would follow only if necessary,

Method 6 - Formal Closure IVHJST CON FCRfv' iQ ! M 70-320

This method includes closures where measures under Method 5

did not prove successful. It also will be used whenever ORV
non-use areas are established (43 CFR 6010.4 - Closure of Land).
This method should be judiciously applied. In this regard, the

following actions should be performed by the District Manager
before Formal Closure, which is accomplished under State law.

Upon specific authorization from the State Director, District
Managers may take Formal Closure action.
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1. Contact affected law enforcement agencies, ORV and

other users, lessees, State agencies and others for

their viewpoints.

2. Explain reasons for closure; District Manager may
conduct tours to show problem, and indicate alternative
available ORV use areas.

3. Keep the State Director fully apprised of the situation
and obtain his written approval to make closure
during a specified period. State Director coordinates
closure procedures with Regional Solicitor's Office.

4. Coordinate closure with affected law enforcement
agencies, ORV and other users, lessees. State agencies
and others.

5. Located closure boundary so that it can be physically
described, and indicated on maps.

6. Post closure area with "NO TRESPASS" signs at least
every 1/3 mile along the exterior boundary and at all
roads and trail entrances, in accordance with State
law.

7. Post "CLOSING ORDER" on the exterior closure boundary
at roads and trails leading into closure area. A
general information notice should also be posted
which includes map of area, general closure information,
and address and telephone number of district office.
Such posting should be on gates when available.

8. Post "CLOSING ORDER" in appropriate court houses,
post offices, and district office, and in the Land
Office and the records noted.

9. Give due notice by paid publication in legal section
of newspapers having daily circulation within the
closure area.

10. Issue information releases to the press, radio, and
T.V. as necessary depending on use, values, type of
closure, and duration of closure.

11. Give special notification to vehicle clubs, other
users and affiliated agencies by letter, telephone or
personal contact.

12. Initiate patrols to assure closure. The patrol is

conducted by BLM in accordance with special instructions
(See Enclosure 1)

.



13. Enlist the aid of the County Sheriff's Office to

enforce State and County trespass laws. Sheriff's
Office could assist in patrol where deputies are
available and such patrols would be particularly
beneficial during weekends.

14. Continue to enlist the cooperation of all appropriate
groups and keeps them informed during closure.

15. If closure is removed, same notification technique as

above.

Method 7 - Federal Injunction

The Federal Injunction is applicable to specific identifiable
individuals and groups on areas where damage can be accurately
demonstrated as a direct result of unauthorized use. While
it can most effectively be used in cases where officially
closed areas are breeched, and there is threatened damage to

Federal property, it can also be used in all public lands
where damage appears eminent, and certain facts are available.
When considered necessary, immediately inform the BLM State
Office for action thru that office.
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ENCLOSURE 1

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BLM PATROLS ON FORMALLY CLOSED AREAS

These provide BLM patrols with alternatives of action in case
of a formal closure violation depending on property damage, and

the violators awareness of the closure. Applicable Federal and

State law is included. Diplomacy and caution in dealing with
trespassers and complete cooperation with assisting Sheriff's
deputies is required.

Applicable Federal Law

It is a Federal crime to destroy Government property. In accordance
with 18 use, Section 1361, whoever willfully injures or commits
any depredation against any property of the United States, or of

any department or agency thereof, or any property which has been
or is being manufactured or constructed for the United States,
or any department or agency thereof, shall be punished as follows:

If damage exceeds $100 . . . Fine not more than $10,000,
imprisonment not more than 10 years, or both.

If damage does not exceed $100 . . . Fine not more than

$1,000, imprisonment not more than 1 year, or both.

Applicable State Law '
-

Under the laws of California, a mere entry into agriculture
land, whether posted or not, is not in and of itself a crime.
There must also be a criminal act. Most of the law on this

subject is found in Section 602 of the Penal Code, and especially
602(k). In this subsection, entry into lands that are either
cultivated or fenced, or posted with "no trespass" signs at
least every 1/3 mile along the exterior boundary and at all
roads and trail entrances, is a misdemeanor when accompanied
by any of the following acts:

(1) Refusing or failing to leave when told to do so by
the owner or possessor or their representative.

(2) Destroying "no trespass" or "no hunting" signs.

(3) Tampering with any lock on any gate.

(4) Discharging any firearm.
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There is also a group of laws (602 a, h, j, and 1) regarding
wilful acts done on ANY lands (not just limited to fenced,
cultivated or posted). All are misdemeanors.

(1) Cutting down, injuring or carrying away any wood
or timber lying or growing on such lands. (602a).

(2) Wilfully opening, tearing down, or destroying any
fence or gate on the enclosed land of another.
(602h).

(3) Entering any lands for the purpose of injuring
any property or interfering with any lawful
business or occupation carried on by the owner or

occupier . (602j )

.

(4) Entering and occupying structures or real property.
(6021).

Patrolling Action

Federal BLM employees do not have Federal legislative
authority to enforce the recreation regulations. Therefore,
their actions are limited to observation, cooperative efforts
to obtain compliance, and bringing violations to the attention
of appropriate law enforcement agencies, within a proper
sequence, and presentation of documented facts.

Before confronting a trespasser, assess the situation. If

there is any possible chance of physical violence, stay clear.
Obtain as much information as is voluntarily given. Do not
make an arrest or physically restrain anyone.

Government witnesses should try to accomplish the following
if the information can be obtained peacefully:

(1) Take trespass photographs.

(2) Immediately and diplomatically ask the trespassers
to STOP.

(3) Direct attention to closure sign at gate or entry.
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(4) Hand the closure notice copy to trespassers.

(5) Advise trespassers that they are violating Federal
and State law.

(6) Obtain names and addresses of trespassers and other
witnesses.

(7) Examine trespassers drivers licenses for name and

to confirm address. Note drivers license numbers.

(8) Write description of trespassers and trespass act.

(9) If no damage has occurred, there is doubt as to

their knowledge of closure, and trespassers cooperate
fully, take no further action, except by advising
off-road user of alternate BLM riding area, and other
appropriate actions.

(10) If damage has occurred, if violators refuse to leave,
or if gate sign is still intact and in position so

that trespassers cannot deny having seen it, then
call Sheriff and BLM State Office. As appropriate.
State Office will call Regional Solicitor who will
contact U.S. Attorney and FBI. Seek and support
Sheriff's arrest. Where the CLOSURE gate is breached
and witnesses can identify the person or persons
responsible, then the Regional Solicitor can request
prosecution by the Justice Department. Concurrently,
action can be taken by the Sheriff's Office.

Cooperation with Sheriff

Where trespass offense is observed, BLM witness should sign
complaint if requested by Sheriff's Deputy when an arrest
is made by him, but only as to what BLM witness observed.
BLM can guarantee the Sheriff of facts such as the fence is

on Government land, the gate is Federal property, and the
area is closed to the public, as presented in the Closure Order,

Where the trespass offense is not observed by a BLM witness,
BLM should agree to being a witness, if requested by the
Sheriff. BLM employees could attest to facts such as the
fence is on Government land, the gate is Federal property,
and the area is closed to the public, as presented in the
Closure Order.
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ENCLOSURE 2

AN EXAMPLE OF A CODE OF ETHICS USED
BY ONE OFF-ROAD VEHICLE GROUP

THE FOUR WHEELERS 'CODE

As members of the American public who operate four wheel-drive
vehicles to enjoy the awe-inspiring scenery of our mountains,
valleys, deserts, forests, marshes, and meadows, and all the
other back country areas of the nation, we will:

Leave the land and its vegetation as we find it. Help
preserve plant life and soil by limiting travel to

established roads and trails. Avoid cutting switchbacks
and driving through moist meadows which will leave
permanent scars.

Protect the history of the nation by not disturbing old
mining camps, ghost towns, diggings, or other historic
or natural values.

Respect the rights and property of other user groups such
as miners, ranchers, fishermen, hunters, and other
recreationists

.

Conduct all trips in a safe-sane manner.

Accept the responsibility of keeping the back country
beautiful by packing out litter.

Give everyone we meet the courtesy of the road as safety
and courtesy are contagious.

Observe the local history, the geology of the land and
the ecology of the vegetation so that we may more fully
appreciate the splendor of our national heritage.
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To: SD's, SCD's, DM's, W.O. Officials;. M-ESLO

From: Director

Subject: Restriction or Closure to Motorized Land Vehicles

icnoN by:

>»TTmH TO

.01 Purpos e; To provide interim instructions pending issuance of
BLM Manual for the management of motorized vehicle use on public land,

and Bureau roads and trails as appropriate

.

.02 Objectives ; To reduce or prevent damage to resource values or
improvements, and to foster public safety and preserve or enhance
Bcenlc, primitive, natural, and wildlife values incompatible with
motorized vehicular use.

.03 Authority ; kZ CFR Group 6OOO Outdoor Recreation.

.OU Responsibility : (See ,k for specific guidance) General
responsibilities are as follows:

A. Director . Through the Assistant Director, Resources
exercises leadership to ensure necessary restriction or
closure actions consistent with the objective of this
directive.

B. State Director . Issues restrictions and/or closing orders
specifying liraltationc on use. Notifies the Assistant
Director, Resources of emergency closures and where public
support is lacking (.06B), consults the Director prior to

taking closing action.

^* r)istrlct I4anager/Area Manager. Idontlfics endangered or
potentially endangered areas, asr-.^.Tibles field data and land
report (2063)^ and wiierc closure :is appropriate, forwards
recommendations to State Director.



,06 Policy:

A. General , The operation of motorized vehicles on the public
Isinds for outdoor recreation and other purposes is permitted
within the overall management objectives of the Bureau.

In the management of lands to protect the public and assure
proper resource utilization, conservation and protection,
public use and travel may be temporarily restricted. For
instance, areas may be closed during periods of high fire
danger or unsafe conditions, or where use will interfere
with or delay mineral development, timber and livestock
operations, or other authorized use of the lands. Areas
may also be closed temporarily to:

- Protect the public health and safety.

Prevent excessive erosion.

Prevent unnecessary destruction of plant life and
wildlife habitat.

Protect the natural environment.

- Preserve areas having cultural or historical value

.

Protect scientific studies or preserve scientific
values. (43 CFR 6010. if)

B. Closing Actions , Seek public understanding of need for
restriction or closing actions. Where objections are
significant, report to Director (Code I30).

C. Land Classification , Restrictions are supported within
the Bureau's land classification progi^ara and requirements
of National Environmental Policy Act of I969:

1. Classified Lands . Areas classified for multiple use

management under the Classification and Multiple Use
Act may be restricted or closed to vehicle use on a

temporary basis. Lnnds classified for transfer to
another form of public ownership may be closed to

vehicle use pending final trapsfer. Lands classified
for transfer from public owncr£;hip may be considered
for restrictions^ if serious damac;(> will result from
uncontrolled vehicle use.



2. Unclassified Lands , Ltinds not clusslfled under the

ClaBslflcation and Multiple Use Act are normally not
closed or restricted to off- road vehicle use. Considera-
tions may be given where valid public demands, resource
values, and/or damage to adjoininc private or public
lands clearly Justify closure actions.

,07 Types of Restrictions . Normally, closures are a combination of
two or more of the following:

A. Inclusive , The entire area, including existing roads and
trails, is cloced to vehicle use. Typical examples arc
closures made to protect, preserve, and restore primitive
environments, wild rivers, and natural areas.

^* Partial . Complete areas may be closed to vehicle use

except for designated roads and trails. Closures of this
nature are designed to control off-road vehicle use while
providing reasonable road and trail access to the general
area by vehicles. This type closui'e may also be used to
close Bpecific roads or trails to motorized vehicle use
for visitor protection and safety or the convenience of
other road or trail use

.

C. Annual, Year-round partial or inclusive closure to vehicle
use.

D. Seasonal , Temporary' closures may be effected for specified
seasons of the year i.e., fire season, winter snow season,
leimbing season, wildlife use of winter range, or periods of
high erosion hazard. Seasonal closures may be either partial
or inclusive closures.

E. PJmergency . Closures may be effected to protect lands and
resources from damaging or hazardous effects of vehicle use.

The need for such clos\ires itiay arise from unseaconal fire
hazards, flooding, heavy rains, and other immediate emergencier
not covered by seasonal closures. Inform the Director of these
actions by Early Warning System (I30).

.1 Basic Considerations . Closure of BI^Nl lands to vehicle use places
additional responsibilities and obligations on the office having
administrative juristic tioi:) over the closeci arop, . Closure action
requires the following considerations.



A. Public Part i cipation . oc;ok active; public participation,
understundlni-;, Jind support I'or all vehicle rcGtrlctionn

.

This may be accomplichcd throu^^ mcotinf;c for propor.cd
classification when closure is to be accomplinhed
Bimultaneously witii land classification actions, or direct
public participation and information pro^rarns os follows:

1. News Media , Obtain local involvement throu^;h news outlets
by a series of articles on conservation, watershed n!ana{_'.e-

ment, etc., and need for control measures.

2. Public Meetings . Schedule public meetinj^s to involve
representation from all segments of the interested public.
This should include the organized groups which will be

directly affected by the closure as well as conservation
groups and the general public, such as:

a. Sportsman's Clubs, Conservation groups,
U-\7heel drive, and other vehicle use

groups

.

b. Local interest civic groups - PfA's, Elks,
Rotary, Chamber of Commerce, etc.

c» Local cycle and car dealers.

d. Associations - cattle growers, wool growers,
forestry, etc.

e. Governmental agencies - Federal, State, County,
and City.

B. Enforcement . Since BLM has no authority to arrest for
regvilation violations, field personnel are to use extreme
caution in order to avoid false arrest suits. Make no attempt
to arrest violators in the field or to physically restrain thorn

in any way. Such policing actions are to be reserved for local,
state, or federal police authorities. (^i3 CFR 6010. 5)

Report cases of willful violation which may require police
action or other public process to the State Director throuf,h

channels . The State Director contacts the proper authorities
to obtain an injunction. (St^ite Director contacts U. 5.

Attorney through the Regional Solicitor.)



C. Patrol . Regular patrol of the restricted area is a

deterrent for most persons who miglit violate the closure
action. Patrol is accomplished in the course of routine
administrative activity and/or with the additional aid
of cooperating clubs and groups.

D. Identification . Identification of all areas with restricted
vehicle use is essential. Post signs at normal access
points to prevent accidental entry, and delineate the

areas with restricted vehicle use on public information
maps and notices. Include seasonal closing dates on signs
and notices. Normal access points may be posted with
additional information signs to explain the vehicle
restrictions and list cooperating groups. Identify open
roads and tracts in partial closure areas. Identify and
offer direction to alternative areas which are open for

vehicle use, if possible.

E. Publication . Notice of restrictions will be published in

newspapers of general circulation according to the format
outlines in .21 and Appendix I, sample Closure Order.
Seasonal closings are published each year they are in

effect prior to closure periods.

F. Review . Review all restrictions periodically. Revoke or

amend them as conditions permit.

.2 Closing Orders . The following are to be taken in implementing a

closing or restriction action.

Responsible Officer

Area Manager (Assisted by
appropriate Resource Special ists)

Action

Assembles field data,
including maps, photos,
plans, and teclinical infor-
mation, and prepares Land

Report (2063) as needed to

fully support restrictions.
Maintains close liaison with
cooperating agencies and interest
and user groups in formulation
of action j^lans. Provides
recommendations witli alternatives
for review.



District Manager 2. RcviewB information, chooGCG
appropriate alternatives, contacts
State Director, and plane final

course of action, includinp, an

adequate public participation plan.
Prepares National Environmental Policy
Act 102 statement. Holds public
meetings vd.th interest and user f^roups

to inform and obtain support for
required action.

District Manager

State Director

State Director 3, Contacts Regional Solicitor for
special legal instructions

.

Notifies Director of proposals for
emergency closures and restrictions
which have not received public support.

k. If closure action is approved, contacts
affected interest groups through public
meetings, reviews resource informatica,
and solicits cooperation and support.

5. . Issues Closing Order, making
references to any public agreement
worked out in Step k above. (See
-.21 minimum Content and Appendix I

for sample order.)

6. (a) Restrictions. Publish restrictior
notices issued by the State Director
in local newspapers of general circu-
lation, and post offices in local
County Courthouse. Serve on all known
interest groups, motorcycle clubs, cycl

Bales outlets, etc.

(b) Permanent closure. Follow steps
in (a) above, and submit for publicalic
in Federal Register .

.21 Restriction Notice, Minimujn content of restriction notices shall include:

District Manager

Area of District and/or State affected;



- .Just i fical ion for nnd purpose of closure net ion;

- Reference to any agreement worked out with interest groups;

- Authority under which closure is made (.03);

~ Period of time area is closed;

- Effective date of order;

- Size (acres of area; and

- Map attachments are optional. Closure on areas or portions
of areas difficult to describe by topographic or legal

descriptions should be portrayed on an accurate map. Maps
can be posted with closure notices in conspicuous places if

necessary. In all cases, reference should be made to the

presence of an accurate map of the closure area on file in the

District Office.

A. Closure Order . See Appendix I for example of Closure Order.

B. Publ icity . Issue a press release simultaneously with submission
of a restriction notice to the local newspaper. Ideally, this
release represents a culmination of the actions initiated under
.1 A 1. The release summarizes the need for restriction with
supporting statements from interest groups, if available. Make
reference in tlie news release to the restriction notice in the
Legal Notice Section of the newspaper. A list of cooperating
agencies and interest and user groujis may be included.

1 Enclosure - Forinat for Closure Order

Distribution w/encl

412 - 4
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Appendix J

FORMAT KOR CLOSURK ORDl-lR

Notice of Rentrictcd Vehicle Use

Closure Order

Notice is hereby given in accordance with Title ^^3 OFR Group 6OOO -

Outdoor Recreation n.nd in conformance with the principles established
by the National Environmental Policy Act of 19^9^ that certain lands
located in the Boiee Front watershed are closed to motorized vehicles
except on desifjnated roads and trails.

Careful review and analysis in cooperation vrLth other land management
authorities and the public, has found that use of this area by motorized
vehicles is causing damage to natural features and improvements. Continued
use by motorized vehicles will cause severe damage to the terrain, forage,
trees, etc.

All forms of motorized vehicles, including those used in mining explora-
tion, resource management, and administration, and the casual operation
for outdoor recreation puxposes, are excluded from the area except on
designated roads and trails.

This closure applies to the public lands located in the
segment of the Boise Front Watershed. The area is bounded generally by
the 8th Street Road on the north, 8th Street trail on tlie south, and the
Boise National Forest on the east.

The legal description of this area is;

Portions of Sections 13, l4, and 1^, T. 5N., R. 3E., B.M.

All Federal lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management witliin the
above described area are closed from the date of this notice until July 15,
1969 • Signs will be posted to identify the exterior boundaries.

A map of the closure area is postcjd on the Boise Post Office Bulletin. Board,
Ada County Courthouoe and in the Boise District Office located at 230 Collins
Road, Boise, Idaho 83Ya-^

.

Cooperation of all will bo sincojc.ly a]ipi-eciat(>d

.

Jdalio State Director
Bureau of Land Mnnagemenl

April U, 1<)6') Federal BuildJn;-,, Room 33'^

Date 550 West Fort Street
}ioiso, Idaho b^fCf?.





EXCERPTS FROM BLM FEDERAL TRESPASS LAWS

THAT PERTAIN TO RECREATION AREAS

(Yet to be completed)





A DIGEST OF SOfH CALIFORNIA STATE LAWS

THAT PERTAIN TO RECREATION AREAS

Crimes Against Property

(Yet to be completed)





A DIGEST OF SOME OREGON STATE LAV/S

TIUT I^KitTALJ TO lii'.GmOATION AREAS

Crimes Af^ainst Property

It is unlawful when:

1. Any person maliciously or wantonly cuts down, destroys, injures,

wilfully breaks, or defaces any real property not his own,

2. Any person wilfully cuts down, destroys or injures any standing

or growing tree upon the land of another, or wilfully takes or

removes from such land any timber or wood previously cut or

severed from the land

.

3. Any person throws, dumps, places^ or deposits upon any public

road, any sort of rubbish, trash, debris, refuse, sewage, or

any substance which would mar the appearance, create a stench,

or detract from the cleanliness or safety of such public road.

h» Any person maliciously or wantonly destroys or defaces any

building or any of the contents of such building constructed by

any person "upon any public land of this State, or of the United

States within this State.

$, Any pierson wilfully tears dovm, alters, or defaces any posted,

written or printed notice, posted or put up pursuant to any law

requiring or authorizing it to be done before the time for which

such notice is given has expired.

6. Any person maliciously or wantonly destroys or injures any

personal property of another.



Boats and Doatirify

1. Every operator of a boat shall at all times operate the boat

in a careful and prudent manner and at such rate of speed as

not to endanger the life, IL^ib, or property of any person.

2. No person shall ride or manipulate any water skis, surfboard,

or similar device in a reckless or negligent manner so as to

endanger any person or property,

3. No person under the influence of intoxicating liquor or narcotic

drugs or barbital, or who is a habitual user of narcotic drugs

or barbital, shall operate, propel or be in actual physical

control of any boat.

h' Motorboats prohibited on following lakes:

(Leave space for local listing)

5. Speed restrictions for motorboats in certain areas;

(same)



A DIGEST OF .Sn^!F: VMSHmOTOM STATE
LAWS THAT PEfiTAJiJ TO HEGlORATION AREAS

Mischief - Injury to Property

It is unlawful to wilfully:

1. Cut down, destroy or injure any wood or timber standing or growing

or which has been cut down and is lying down upon the lands of

another, or of the State.

2. Damage or deface any building or part thereof, or throvj any

stone or other missile at any building or part thereof.

3« Destroy or damage, with intent to prevent or delay the use

thereof, any engine, machine, tool, or implement intended for

use in trade or husbandry,

h» Place upon or affix to any real property or any rock, tree, wall,

fence, or other structure thereupon, without the consent of the

owner thereof, advertising.

Public Nuisance

A public nuisance is a crime against the order and economy of the State.

It shall be a public nuisance to:

1. Annoy, injure or endanger the safety, health, comfort, or repose

of any considerable number of persons; or,
,

2. Offend public decency; or,

3. Unlawfully interfere with, befoul, obstruct, or tend to obstruct,

or render dangerous for passage a lake, navigable river, bay,

stream, or a public park or street; or,

U* In any way render a considerable number of persons insecure in

life or the use of property.



It is a public nuisance:

1. To cause or suffer the carcass of any animal or any offal,

filth, or noisome substance to be collected, deposited, or

to remain in any place to the prejudice of others.

2. To throw or deposit any offal or other offensive matter, or

the carcass of any dead animal, in any watercourse, stream,

lake, pond, spring, well, street, or public • highway, or in

any manner to currupt or render unwholesome or impure the

water of any such spring, pond, lake, or we!Ll to the injury

or prejudice of others.

3« To obstruct or impede, without legal authority, the passage

of any river, harbor, or collection of water.

li. To obstruct or encroach upon public highways and streets.

Littering

It is unlawful for any person to throw, to drop, or to leave any discarded

object, debris, or any waste, upon any public or private property in this

State, or in any water in this State.

Regulation of Motor Boats

Motorboats shall be operated in a manner so as to not unduly or unreasonably

endanger life, limb, property, or other rights of any person entitled to the

use of such waters.



TITLE 36 - PARKS, FORESTS, AND MEMORIALS

Chapter II - Forest Service, Department of Agriculture

Part 251 - Land Uses

Part 251 of Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, is amended, effective
upon publication in the Federal Register, by adding sections 251.90 through
251.96 to read as follows:

Occupancy and Use of Developed Recreation Sites and Areas

of Concentrated Public Recreation Use

Sec. ,. t. . -

251.90 Definitions
251.91 Applicability and Scope
251.92 Sanitation
251.93 Public Behavior, Preservation of Public Property and Resources
251. 9U Audio Devices
251.95 Occupancy of Developed Recreation Sites ,

251.96 Vehicles

AUTHORITY; The provisions of sections 251.90 through 251.96 issued
under 30 Stat. 35^ as amended, I6 U.S.C. 551.

251.90 - Definitions
,

_^^.,s , . ,j.
,

The following definitions shall apply to all regulations in sections

251.90 through 251.96: ...

(a) The term "developed recreation sites" means all improved obser-

. vation, swimming, boating, camping, and picnic sites.

(b) The word "sites" refers to recreation sites.

(c) The term "areas of concentrated public recreation use" means those

areas identified by a posted map delineating its boundaries.

(d) The word "areas" refers to areas of concentrated public recreation

use.

(e) The term "camping equipment" includes tent or vehicle used to

. accommodate the camper, the vehicles used for transportation, and

,, the associated camping paraphernalia. ..;•.



251.91 - Applicability and ocopc .

The regulations in sections 2^1.90 through 251.96 prescribe the proper

use, management, government, and protection of, and maintenance of good

order in, the sites and areas to which they apply on lands of the United

States within the National Forest System.

The regulations in sections 251.90 through 251.96 apply to all persons

entering, using, or visiting developed recreation sites or posted areas of

concentrated public recreation use. A map delineating the boundaries of

the areas of concentrated public recreation use shall be posted by the

Forest Supervisor at each such area in such a manner as will reasonably

bring them to the attention of the public.

251.92 - Sanitation . The follov/ing acts are prohibited at developed

recreation sites and posted areas of concentrated public recreation use.

(a) Failing to dispose of all garbage, including paper, cans, bottles,

waste materials, and rubbish by removal from the site or area, or

disposal at places provided for such disposition.

(b) Draining or dumping refuse or waste from any trailer or other

vehicle except in places or receptacles provided for such uses.

(c) Cleaning fish or food, or washing clothing or articles of house-

hold use at hydrants or at water faucets located in restrooms.

(d) Polluting or contaminating water supplies or water used for

human consumption.

(e) Depositing, except into receptacles provided for that purpose,

any body waste in or on any portion of any comfort station or any

public structure, or depositing any bottles, cans, cloths, rags,

metal, wood, stone, or other damaging substancq in any of the

fixtures in such stations or structures.



(f) Using refuGe containers or other refuse facilities for dumping

household or commercial garbage or trash brought as such from

private property.

2^.93 - PMblic Behavior^ Preservation of Public Property and Resources

The following acts are prohibited at developed recreation sites and posted

areas of concentrated public recreation use.

(a) Inciting or participating in riots, or indulging in boisterous,

abusive, threatening, or indecent conduct.

(b) Destroying, defacing, or removing any natural feature or plant.

(c) Destroying, injuring, defacing, removing, or disturbing xii 3ny

manner any public building, sigh, equipment, marker, or other

structur-e or property.

(d) Selling or offering for sale any merchandise without the written

consent of the Forest Supervisor.

(e) Distributing any handbills or circulars, or posting, placing, or

erecting any bills, notices, papers, or advertising devices or

matter of any kind without the written consent of the Forest

Supervisor.

(f) Discharging firearms, firecrackers, rockets, or any other fireworks.

25l«9lt - Audio Devices , The following acts are prohibited at developed

recreation sites and posted areas of concentrated public recreation use.

(a) Operating or using any audio devices, including radio, television,

and musical instruments, and other noise producing devices, such

as electrical generator plants and equipment driven by motors or

J engines, in such a manner and at such times so as to disturb

other persons.



(b) Operating or using public address systems, whether fixed, portable,

or vehicle mounted, except when such use or operation has' been

approved by the Forest Supervisor in writing.

(c) Installing aerial or other special radio-telephone or television

equipment unless approved by the Forest Supervisor in writing.

251 « 95 - Occupancy of Developed Recreation Sites . The following acts are

prohibited within developed recreation sites.

(a) Occupying a site for other than primarily recreation purposes.

(b) Entering or using a site or a portion of a site closed to public

use. Notices establishing closure shall be posted in such

locations as will reasonably bring them to the attention of the

public

.

(c) Erecting or using unsightly or inappropriate structures.

(d) Occupying a site with camping equipment prohibited by the Forest

Supervisor. Notices establishing limitations on the kind or type

of camping equipment shall be posted in such locations as will

reasonably bring them to the attention of the public

.

(e) Building a fire outside of stoves, grills, fireplaces or outside

of fire rings provided for such purpose.

(f) Camping overnight in places restricted to day use only.

(g) Before departure, failing to remove their camping equipment or to

clean their rubbish from the place occupied by the person or

persons.

(h) Pitching tents or parking trailers or other camping equipment

except in places provided for such purposes.



(i) Camping within a ca^ipground for a longer period of time thaji

that established by the Forest Supervisor. Notices establishing

limitations on the period of time persons may camp within a

campground shall be posted in such locations as will reasonably

bring them to the attention of the public

.

(j) Leaving a camp unit unoccupied during the first night after

camping equipment has been set up, or leaving unattended

camping equipment for more than 2li hours thereafter, without

permission of a Forest Officer. Unattended camping equipment

which is not removed within the prescribed time limit is

subject to impoundment in accordance with the provisions of

Section 261.16 of this Title.

(k) Failing to maintain quiet in campgrounds between the hours of

10 p.m. and 6 a.m.

(1) Entering or remaining in campground closed during established

night periods to persons other than those who occupy the camp-

ground for camping purposes or persons visiting those carpers.

Notices establishing the period of closure shall be posted in

such locations as will reasonably bring them to the attention

of the public

.

(m) Bringing a dog, cat, or other animal into the site unless it is

crated, caged, or upon a leash not longer than 6 feet, or

otherwise under physical restrictive control at all times.

(n) Bringing animals, other than Seeing Eye dogs, to a developed

swimming beach.



(o) Bringing saddle, pack, or draft animals into the site unless

it has been developed to accommodate them and is posted accordingly.

251.96 - Vehicles . The following are prohibited at developed recreation

sites.

(a) Driving motor vehicles in excess of posted speeds.

(b) Driving or parking any vehicle or trailer except in

places developed for this purpose.

(c) Driving any vehicle carelessly and heedlessly disregarding

the rights or safety of others, or without due caution

and at a speed, or in a manner, so as to endanger, or be

likely to endanger, any person or property.

(d) Driving bicycles, motorbikes, and motorcycles on trails

within developed recreation sites.

(e) Driving motorbikes, motorcycles, or other motor vehicles on roads

in developed recreation sites for any purpose other than access

into, or egress out of, the site.

(f) Operating a motor vehicle at any time vjithout a muffler in

good working order, or operating a motor vehicle in such

a manner as to create excessive or unusual noise or

annoying smoke, or using a muffler cutoff, bypass, or

similar device.



(g) Excessively accelerating the engine of a motor vehicle or

motorcycle when such vehicle is not moving or is approaching

or leaving a stopping place.

Done at Washington, D. C, this day of August, 196?.

Secretary of Agriculture





EXCERTTf) FROM FEDERAL TRRSPASS REGUUTIONG

Intimidation of ForcrL Officcrr: (Regulation T-A)

Interft^ring on l:mds of the United States within a National Forest,
by intimidation, threats, assault, or otherwise, with any person
engaged in tlie protection, improvement, or administration of the

National Forests is hereby prohibited (36 CFR 261.1)

Occuparicy Trespass (Regulation 1-9)

1. Having or leaving in an exposed or unsanitary condition on

National Forest lands camp refuse or debris of any description,
or depositing in the streams, lakes, or other v;aters within or

bordering upon the National Forests any substance or substances
which pollute or are liable to cause pollution of the said streams,
lakes, or waters.

2. The discharging of firearms in the vicinity of cajnps, residence
sites, recreation grounds and areas, and over lakes or other
bodies of water adjacent to or vjithin such areas, whereby any
person is exposed to injury as a result of such discharge.

3. The operation of motorboats on artificial bodies of water without
adequate devices to prevent unnecessary noises and/or at a rate

. of speed in excess of 5 miles per hour when within 150 feet of

bathers, small boats, or established boat landings.

h» The placing of any vehicle or other object upon such lands in such

a manner that it is an impediment or hazard to the safety, conven-
ience, or comfort of other users of the area.

Impounding of Personal Property (Regulation T-l5)

Automobiles or other vehicles, trailers, boats, camping equipment, and
other inanimate personal property on National Forests or other land or

waters under Forest Service control without the authorization of a

Forest officer vjhich are not removed therefrom within the prescribed
period after a warning notice as provided in this regulation may be
impounded by a Forest officer.



Property Trespass Acts Prohibitrd (Regulation T-3)

1. The willful tearing down or defacing of any notice of the

Forest Service.

2. The going or being upon such lands with intent to destroy, nolcst,
disturb, or injure property used, or acquired for use, by the

United States in the administration of the National Forests.

3. Destroying, molesting, disturbing, or injuring property used,
or acquired for use, by the United States in the administration
of the National Forests.

U. Mutilitating, defacing, or destroying objects of natural beauty
or of scenic value on such. lands.

5« Damaging and leaving in a damaged condition roads or trails
which are under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service.

6. Entering, occupying, or using, without permission from a Forest
officer, any building of the United States used by the Forest
Service in connection with the adjTiinistration of a National
Forest, except in case of emergency to prevent suffering.

7« Leaving any building of the United States used by the Forest
Service in connection with the administration of a National
Forest without placing the same in a condition as sanitary as

when entered.

8. Using prohibited vehicles upon any road or trail which is not
a part of a State or county highway system and is located upon
National Forest lands during any period when such road or trail
has been closed to such vehicles by authority of the Regional
Forester. Notices of closure shall be posted in such locations
as will reasonably bring them to the attention of the public
and a copy of the closure order shall be kept available to the

public in the offices of the Ranger and Supervisor. Nothing
herein contained shall deprive actual residents within the

National Forests from reasonable opportunity to travel to and
from their homes.

9« Using prohibited vehicles in cross-country travel on areas of

National Forest lands during any period when such areas have
been closed to such vehicles by authority of the Regional
Forester. Notices of the closure shall be posted in such
locations as will reasonably bring them to the attention of

the public and a copy of the closure order shall be kept avail-
able to the public in the offices of the Ranger and Supervisor

(36 CFR 261. i^).
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.01 Purpose . This section sets forth the policies and procedures for

Bureau guidance in preventing and controlling trespass.

.02 Objectives . The objectives of the program are the prevention and

elimination of trespass on lands under Bureau jurisdiction and the

collection of compensation for any loss or injury suffered by the

United States.

.03 Authority . Authorities for establishing and operating a

trespass program are derived from the following:

A. Source .

1. Departmental Manual . (See DM 235.)

2. Federal Statutes . The Congress has empowered the Secretary
of the Interior to manage and protect lands under his jurisdiction.
The Public Land Administration Act of July 14, 1960 , specifically
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to conduct investigations
involving the protection of public lands. Other pertinent statutes
are

:

a. Taylor Grazing Act. 43 U.S.C. 315.

b. O&C Act. 43 U.S.C. 1181.

c. Materials Act, 43 U.S.C. 601

d. Classification and Multiple Use Act. 43 U.S.C. 1411-18.

e. Public Money, Property, or Records Act. 18 U.S.C. 641.

NOTE ; Federal Statutes relating to specific types of

trespass are listed under 43 CFR 9239.

3. State Statutes . Most States have criminal and civil statutes
for various types of trespass. BLM State Offices issue Manual Supple-
ments concerning the important state statutes. Field or Regional
Solicitors furnish advice as to the applicability of state laws.

MLM MANUAL
r;ci. 9-7:
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4. Arrests . No Bureau employees have arrest authority.
However, certain individuals may possess special arrest authority,
i. e. deputy fire wardens. Personnel observing a suspected trespass
being committed shall, without using force, attempt to stop it by
requesting voluntary cooperation.

B. Redelegations . (See Bureau Order 701, as amended.)

• 04 Responsibility.

A. Bureau . Departmental Order No. 2519 requires all Departmental
employees to report suspected trespasses to the proper official.
Field personnel must acquaint themselves with the location of lands
under Bureau jurisdiction and shall be observant for suspected vio-
lations of laws and regulations. District Managers and Area Managers
have the primary responsibility for carrying out an effective trespass
control program. State Directors shall exercise strong leadership
in developing a program which will accomplish the objectives set

forth in .02.

B. Office of the Solicitor . The Office of the Solicitor,
together with its Regional and Field Solicitors, provides legal review
and advice in trespass matters.

C. Department of Justice . Only the Department of Justice has
authority to file suit for unauthorized use of public lands.

lU.M MANUAL
Rel. 9-72—— 4/7/71
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.05 Definitions . As used herein, trespass means unauthorized use of

or harm to lands or other property of the United States under the

administrative jurisdiction of BLM.

.06 Policy . The Bureau's policy is as follows:

A. Prevent trespass.

B. Take prompt and efficient action to discover and report
trespass.

C. Investigate suspected trespasses aggressively.

D. Terminate unauthorized use.

E. Recover full compensation.

F. Report criminal action where applicable.

.07 Case Priorities. Because of the various statutes of limitation
which require that suit be brought within a certain period of time,

it is necessary to process trespass cases by priorities. Criminal
cases are to be processed ahead of civil cases, and cases of higher
values ahead of ones of lower values. With this in mind, normal
priorities are:

A. Current ongoing trespasses.

B. Cases less than one year old.

C. Cases over three years of age in which prospects for
settlement are good.

D. Cases between one and three years old.

E. Continuing unauthorized use which has been occurring over
long periods (Occupancy).

NOTE : Some cases involving special considerations call for

deviations from the above priorities, i.e., a case of

much local interest and publicity, or incendiarism.

niM MANUAL ^^^ g_-,2
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.1 Prevention . Preventing the occurrence of trespasses on public
lands saves money and manpower in trespass abatement and enforcement;
protects resources from damage, destruction, and misappropriation; and
permits management to carry out planned resource program operations.

.11 Training . All offices play a vital role in t raining Bureau
employees to be proficient in trespass prevention and abatement. For
example

:

A. Washington Office

1. Develops broad trespass training guidelines.

2. Develops training aids.

3. Provides periodic training of field personnel

4. Evaluates training.

B. State Offices

1. Provide annual training of district personnel.

2. Evaluate training.

3. Advise Washington Office and BIFC of State and

District training needs.

C. District Offices

1. Schedule employees for trespass control training
early in their careers.

2. Advise SO's of training needs.

.12 Inventory . An inventory is considered the best method of

determining the current trespass situation at the district level.
Use the Trespass Register to catalogue the number of unauthorized
uses or trespasses by type, date, and location. Map this information
to visually show problem areas. Include tables of quantities and
values where necessary to show problem magnitude. Use the trespass
inventory data in the Unit Resource Analysis.

11..M MANUAL
^^^_ g_^2
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.13 Plan . Planning is a continuing process which enables
examination of the trespass prevention program to appraise its

effectiveness and determine future needs. Districts prepare, imple-
ment, and keep current a basic trespass prevention plan in accordance
with SO and WO guidelines. Include the trespass inventory as a part
of the plan. Identify prevention skills and techniques needed to

prevent trespass. (See .14 and .15.) Evaluate the plan when tri-

annual reports are prepared and adjust as needed to make the prevention
program more effective.

.14 Public Relations . Informing the public, especially the user
of public lands, of the scope of the trespass problem is a part of the

day-to-day prevention program. Tell him about costs to the taxpayer
because of trespass, reduction in quality and/or use of public lands
resulting from trespasses, the Bureau's trespass control program, and
needs for public support and cooperation. Coordinate public relation
efforts through the Assistant to the State Director. Some public
relation techniques are as follows:

A. Printed Material . Prepare brochures and handouts for the

general public, which describe problems clearly and yet are inexpensive
enough to be distributed in mass quantities.

B. Publicity . Use news media publicity to persuade people
not to trespass, and to use lands within tVie framework of the law.

1. Preparat ion. Provide the news media v;ith clear, con-
cise, and accurate information. Be frank and honest at all times,

2» Clearance . Clear with the next higher Bureau author-
ity if there is doubt as to wording or advisability of issuing
publicity information,

3. Coordination .. Know local newspaper editors, radio,
and television station managers, trade publications, and other magazine
and periodical editors. Make known to the news media the Bureau's
prevention program and the kinds of publicity the Bureau wants. Find
out what kind of trespass prevention news the news media wants and
the format.

HI.M MANUAI, R^l^ 9_y2
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4. Special Considerations .

a. FBI Investigation . As long as the FBI is investi-
gating a case, it has full jurisdiction. Under such circumstances,
issue no public statements.

b. Pending Court Cases . Clear and coordinate all

public statements in advance with Regional Solicitor when a case is

being litigated.

c. Convictions and Judgments . Inform the appropriate
news media about a criminal conviction or civil judgment obtained a

court, within 24 hours after such conviction or judgment. Clear ell

statements with the Regional Solicitor.

d. Settlement and Collections . Inform, when appro-
priate, the news media about settlement and collections on trespass
handled administratively. Do not include the names of individuals or

firms and do not refer to specific cases or allegations.
Phrase statistical references in terms of damages collected and cases
settled during a specific period (quarter, calendar year, or fiscal
year).

C. Slide Shows . Prepare standard slide shows to be used by

the Bureau and interested public groups to call attention to difficult
trespass problems. Design standard slide shows to use "as is" or to

be supplemented with local material to make them more pertinent to

the occasion.

D. Exhibits . Design inexpensive exhibits for placement ir.

county fairs, public buildings, schools, banks, etc., to call public
attention to difficult trespass problems

E. Guided Tours . Conduct guided tours to show key people from
State, Federal, and local agencies, leaders in private organizations
and businesses, State Advisory Board members, and State and Federal
legislators or their representatives the nature and extent of trespass
in problem areas. Announce the Bureau's trespass control plan to

solve the problem. Enlist their support and help.
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F. Signs and Posters . Locate and erect signs and posters as

instructed in 9130.

1. Lines . Locate exactly on the boundary, signs or
posters which designate the boundary of land administered by BLM.

2. Roads and Trails . Post appropriate signs or posters
whenever a road or trail enters lands administered by BLM. (See

9135.)

3. Other Locations . Locate signs and posters giving
special instructions or prohibitions so that they will be readily
seen and understood.

G. Speeches . Whenever speaking about the public's oppor-
tunities on public lands, include statements about the protection of

lands and resources. Emphasize the reasons for heeding the laws and
regulations regarding the use of public land and resources. Do not
threaten.

H, Public Service . Encourage Bureau employees to work with
Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls, Red Cross, 4-H Clubs, Kiwanis, and any
similar groups. In addition to public service rendered, Bureau employees
have the opportunity to meet and work with people who help in promoting
Bureau programs.

.15 Special Measures . Discourage trespass by the following
actions.

A. Advise lessee, licensee, permittee, or contractor fully of

his rights.

B. Observe operations of persons operating on Bureau land
very closely .

C. Make the public aware of State and Federal laws and rules
and regulations.

D. Cooperate with adjacent landowners.

E. Take prompt and efficient investigation action on each
trespass.

F. Eliminate profit by collecting the full amount of com-

pensation allowed by law.

I<I,M MANUAl, Rel. 9-72
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.2 Detection. It is essential to have early detection of unau-
thorized uses of public lands if full compensation is to be recovered
and losses kept to a minimum. Be vigilant in watchipg for unauth-
orized use of public lands and resources. Report suspected violations
to the office having management authority over the lands where the

suspected violation is noted. Give special consideration to in-

creased surveillance of those lands subject to unauthorized use during
certain seasons, i.e.

- Grazing lands during spring.

- Land subject to being burned adjacent to railroads, fishing
streams, and public roads during summer.

- Lands containing young evergreen trees just prior to Christmas.

- Timber land adjacent to all-weather roads during winter.

- Archeological or historic sites during the tourist season.

.21 Registering Reports . Investigation of a case begins with dis-
covery of a suspected unauthorized use. Registering the basic infor-
mation of what was discovered or reported is essential. Record the

information completely and accurately. Registering a report of a

suspected trespass is the same regardless of whether a Bureau em-
ployee makes a discovery or receives a report.

Responsible
Office/Official Step

Employee 1. Records who made discovery, address, tele-

phone number, what was observed, who is

suspected,

la. If discovery is reported to a Bureau
employee by an eyewitness, obtains a

written statement. (See Appendix 5.)

2. Prepares Initial Report of Trespass, Form
9230-10, (Illustration 1), and attaches
written statement, if any.

3. Forwards report to District Manager through
Area Manager.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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Responsible
Offlce/nfficial Step Action

District Manager U, Reviews report and returns it to Area Manager
for investigation,

Ha, If information Indicates criminal intent
or nature, goes to •31B.

Area Manager Obtains case number by making an entry into
the District's Trespass Register, Form 9?30-8,

(See Illustration 2.)

Puts available information on a Trespass
Record card. Form 9230-18. (See Illustration
3.)

7. Starts a case folder, placing the case number

from the Trespass Register on the folder.

BLM MANUAL
Rcl. 9-72
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,3 Investigation .

I

.31 Criminal . Upon discovery of a suspected violation of a Federal

criminal statute, immediately notify your supervisor. Do not expose

ourself to personal risks. Take steps to protect evidence subject to

OSS or dilution prior to the arrival of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation. If it is subsequently determined through consultation with the
Regional Solicitor, State Director, and U. S. Attorney, that the case
should be investigated by the FBI, do not meike any further investigation,
demands, determinations, or contacts (either written or oral) with the
trespasser or witnesses, except as requested by the FBI, BLM can con-
duct investigations independently only at the request of the FBI to

obtain land status, locations of boundary lines, and estimates of
damage. Extend full cooperation to the FBI and keep advised on the
progress being made,

A, Evidence , The investigator, during his initial inspection of
the trespass area, must attempt to ascertain if there is any evidence
of criminal intent. Some examples which may indicate criminal intent

are:

1, Tree stumps concealed with moss, bark, debris, paint, etc.

2, Trees, minerals, etc, removed behind a clearly posted
property line,

3, Evidence of incendiarism at the scene of a fire.

U, Minerals or trees removed after the trespasser was told

not to do so,

5. Apparent willful and malicious disregard of the law.

B, Referrals to the FBI . In cases of apparent criminal intent,

the initial findings provide the basis for referring the matter to the

FBI, Upon determination that the matter should be referred to the FBI,

proceed as follows:

BLM MANUAL ^^^ ^"^^
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Step 1

9230 - TRESPASS

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

District Manager 1, Alerts State Director, by telephone or tele-
type, of initial findings,

la. If unusual circumstances demand im-
mediate action, calls FBI directly and advises
SD of information given to FBI.

2, Sends written summary of initial findings to
State Director,

State Director 3. Reviews District report with Solicitor's Office,

3a, If review indicates insufficient evidence
of criminal intent, advises District
Manager to obtain additional information
or to investigate as a civil case, (See
,32D and Illustration 12.)

3b, If review indicates insufficient evidence
of criminal intent and a major resource
loss or sensitive issue is involved,
assigns BLM investigator to case after
conferring with District Manager.

Calls FBI and relays basic information on

case, thereby passing investigative jurisdic-

tion of case to FBI. (See .lABAa.)

Notifies District Manager of action taken.
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step 6

9230 - TRESPASS

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

District Manager 6. When requested by FBI agent, takes him

to area of suspected trespass and provides
him with technical assistance.

7. Confers with FBI on requirements for pro^^^T-ty

line surveys, status reports, and dajnage

appraisals.

"• Makes damage appraisal with concurrence of
FBI. When requested by FBI agent, furnishes
him with copies of pertinent data and reports.

8a. If inquiries are received for information

about the investigation or the case,
refers requester to U.S. Attorney,

9. Advises State Director of progress of FBI
investigation, and provides him with copies
of all data and reports furnished to FBI.

C, Civil Damages . Upon completion of criminal investigation or

litigation, Jurisdiction of the case is returned to BLM for consideration
of recovery of civil damages, (See .32.)
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.32 Civil .

A. Investigator Qualification . Successful investigations are
dependent upon employees who are experienced and knowledgeable in tres-
pass procedures. Knowledge of the following is. helpful:

1. Trespass regulations and laws.

2. Sources of information.

3. Interviewing techniques.

4. Written statements.

5. Collection of physical evidence.

B. Location of Witnesses and Suspected Trespassers . (See

Appendix 1.)

C. Property Line Surveys .

1. Identified by Private Surveyors . Use section lines and
subdivision lines properly established and recorded by licensed surveyors
only when both the work and the procedure are checked by BLM cadastral
surveyors. Include copies of their survey plats and notes in case file.

If questions arise about the survey, interview the surveyor and get a

written statement. In all cases, determine the party who hired the
surveyor. (See Appendix 5.)

2. Identified by the Bureau. Only authorized Bureau employees
can establish property lines of public lands. Such surveys may either
be unofficial (surveys for administrative purposes — done by Bureau
employees who are not cadastral engineers) , or official surveys (cadas-
tral surveys or resurveys, etc.). Make all surveys which define corners
and boundaries of Federal lands in accordance with the "Manual of

Instructions for the Survey of the Public Lands of the United States " -

19A7 edition - and "Restoration of Lost or Obliterated Corners and
Subdivisions of Sections " (a Supplement to the "Manual of Instructions")
- 1963 edition, reprinted 1968. Place accurate and legible plats of

all surveys together with detailed notes in case file.

a. Unofficial Surveys. Bureau employees may make surveys
which are not official but which are often adequate to convince the

trespasser of his error. Keep all evidence of an unofficial survey
line to a minimum, without marking or blazing any line in such a manner
that it may subsequently be considered an official survey.

BLM MA,N',:,M
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b. Cadastral Surveys , At times it is necessary for the
Bureau to establish official property lines before a satisfactory settle-

ment of a trespass nay be reached. In such cases, the District Manager,
after makinp; a thoroup;h search of all corners involved, requests an
official survey or resurvey. Such a request is usually necessary when
any of the following conditions are encountered:

(1) The trespass hinges on the doubtful accuracy of a

survey made by a registered engineer where the district manager doubts
either the method or the accuracy of the work.

{?.) Lost or obliterated corners essential to the location
of the trespass are involved.

(3) Normal management activities require such a survey
within five years as a proper management safeguard.

D. Routine Investigations, Documentation of the investigation, case
file preparation, and referral to higher authorities are done as follows:

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

District Manager 1. Assigns employee to investigate case.

Investigator 2. Obtains case file from Area Manager.

3. Verifies United States land ownership by
obtaining status report from Land Office, and
places report in case file. -

4. Interviews person who reported trespass and

obtains a detailed written statement.
(See Appendix 5.)

^a. If trespass reported by trespasser, post-

pones Interview with him If at all possll)lr

until all facts are obtained from witnesses

5. Collects all available records from Bureau and
county on land ownership, land uses^ and surveys.
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Responsible
Office/Official

Investigator
(Con. )

Step Action

6. Visits suspected trespass area; takes
measurements; makes detailed notes and photo-
graphs of reported unauthorized use. (See

Appendices 2, 3, and 6-) If property line

requires delineation, requests survey of line,

(See .32c.) In cases where material has been
removed, obtains name of haulers and final
destinations. Proceeds as follows:

6a. If trespass material can be positively
certified as government property,
considers seizure. (See .52.)

6b. If trespass is in progress, considers
halting operations. (See .41.)

6c. If no trespass, makes written report to

District Manager. Closes record in

Trespasss Register (Form 9230-8) and
notes Trespass Record (Form 9230-18).

Obtains fair market value damage appraisal of

unauthorized use. (See CFR 9239 • on damage
appraisal for" specific trespasses.)

Obtains review and approval of damage appraisal
from district appraiser.

8a. If qualified appraiser is not available
in district, sends damage appraisal to

State office for review and approval.

Interviews all witnesses and unauthorized
user, and obtains written statements from
each.

9a. If person interviewed refuses to sign
statements, prepares memorandum to file
summarizing interview.
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, ,^ Step 10

9230 - TRESPASS

Responsible
Office/Official Step .

.

Action

Investigator 10. Prepares trespass report. (See .72A and

(con.) ;^ Illustration 4.)

11. Prepares colored trespass map with scale of
1" = 1000' or less, together with other

, ,, ,
,

sketches to geographically portray location
, ,

of trespass

.

12. Assembles case folder. Places correspondence
,

. on left side of folder in chronological order.

Place findings on right side of folder in

descending order as follows:

Trespass report.

Trespass map and sketches.

.
^. - Photographs with explanatory remarks.

Written statements in envelopes.

Memoranda, interview sheets, and
miscellaneous letters in chronological
order.

;
- Initial report of trespass (Form 9230-10)

Damage appraisal.

Original investigation notes.

Survey notes and plats.

Status report.

13. Prepares Notice of Trespass, Form 9230-1
(Illustration 11) in duplicate.
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Step lA
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Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

Investigator lA. Forwards case to District Manager.
(Con.)

District Manager 15. Prepares Bill/Receipt, Form 1370-1, and
attaches to Notice of Trespass. (See 1371.3.)

16. Sends Notice of Trespass and original of bill,

by Certified Mail with Return Receipt Requested,
to trespasser. Allows 30 days from date of

receipt for settlement. (See .Al.)

16a. If payment not made within 30 days, sends
demand letter by Certified Mail with
Return Receipt Requested. Allows 30

days from receipt for reply. (See .A2.)

16b. If full payment is offered, goes to .6.

16c. If data received indicates need to re-

consider appraisal of damages, make re-
evaluation of damages.

16d. Updates case file and sends to State
Director when:

- liability denied,

- compromise offer received, or

- no offer is made.

State Office 17. Reviews case file for sufficient evidence to

warrant further collection action.
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Responslhle
Office/Official Step Action

State Offire
(Con.)

17a, If Insufficient evidence, takes the
following action:

- Returns case to district for further
investigation, or

- Collects more information-, or

- Closes case and returns file to
District Manager. (See 1375. 2 e)

18. Talks with trespasser or his attorney about
settlement.

19. Orders Dun & Bradstreet reports.

20. Sends written demand by certified mail with
return receipt requested. Requests payment
within 30 days. (See ,h?,)

20a, If offer of settlement is received, goes
to .6.

20b. If trespasser refuses to negotiate in

good faith, and resnonsihility has been
clearly established, goes to .8 for

applying restrictions.

21, Forwards case to Regional or Field Solicitor
for further collection action.
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E. Regional Solicitor Action . The Regional or Field Solicitor
reviews each case file referred by the State Director for further collec-

tion action. After review, several courses of action may be taken:

1. Returns the case file to tne State Director for additional
information.

?., Returns the case file to the State Director and recommends

closure because of insufficient evidence to establish liability. State

Director closes case and returns case file to District Office.

3. Forwards case directly to the U.S. Attorney for suit and
advises State Director of action taken. State Director in turn advises
the Denver Service Center by memo, and sends copy of memo to District
Manager.

h. Returns case to State Director and recommends referral to the
Department of Justice for suit. State Director forwards through channels
pursuant to 1375.2.

5. Receives payment and returns case file to State Director for
closure.

F. Special Investigations . The magnitude or sensitivity of a case
may warrant assignment of an investigator to the case by the State
Director. Case processing is as follows:

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

State Director 1, Discusses case with District Manager.

2. Selects and directs employee to investigate
case. Gives District Manager name of investi-
gator and general information about investi-
gation.

Investigator 3. Performs Steps 2 thru 13 of .32D.

h. Advises District Manager of findings.
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Step 5

9230 - TRESPASS

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

Investigator
(con.)

Forwards completed investigation report to

State Director.

State Director Reviews findings and forwards case with
recommendations to District Manager,

District Manager 7. Issues Notice of Trespass (Form 9230-1) and
bill (Form 13T0-1). Follows Steps lU-2?
of .32D.

G. Techniques , A trained investigator acquires and documents the
facts of a case and presents them in a clear and logical way. (See

Appendices 2 through 6«)
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.4 Notices and Demands .

.41 Notice of Trespass .

A. Issuance . Form 9230-1, the Notice of Trespass (Illustration

11) is used to:

1. Formally notify a person (firm) who is using or
has used government lands or resources without authorization that the

Bureau considers him to be a trespasser.

2. Inform the unauthorized user of the act committed, the

laws and regulations violated, the description of the land trespassed
upon.

3. Give instructions regarding the cessation of the unau-

thorized use.

4. Afford the unauthorized user an opportunity to provide
information on the amount of damages which the Bureau may claim.

5. Allow an unauthorized user to make arrangements to satisfy
his liability.

6. Place the Bureau on record in regard to the unauthorized
use.

B. Preparation . Include on the form as much information as

possible about the nature of the trespass and the procedure for making
settlement.

C. Service . The Notice of Trespass is sent immediately, when
the unauthorized use is in progress. (See .32D, Step 6b.) When the

operation is not in progress, it is sent after the investigation is

completed. (See .32D, Step 16.) The Notice of Trespass is served by

Certified Mail with Return Receipt Requested, or delivered personally
by a Bureau employee. A copy of the receipt is attached to the file

copy, or the Certificate of Service on the file copy is completed by

the Bureau employee delivering the Notice of Trespass.
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.42 Letters of Demand . Letters to the trespasser requesting payment

for trespass on United States lands are sent by each collection level, by

Certified Mail with Return Receipt Requested, until case is resolved.

The receipt is attached to the file copy of the letter.

A. Preparation , Begin each letter with a brief reference to a

previous conversation or letter. Answer any questions raised earlier
by the trespasser. Explain the basis for the Bureau claim in general
terns. Avoid details, but provide sufficient facts for his consideration,
Be specific as to how settlement can be made. Conclude letter by
requesting his cooperation and expressing the Bureau's continued recep-
tiveness to new facts and reasonable arrangement for settlement.

B. Service . Demand letters are sent according to the schedule

shown in .32D, Steps l6a through 20.
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5 Litieation and Seizu re

.51 Litigation

A' Civil. Civil suits by the United States against private
parties are prosecuted in a Federal court. Trespass cases are referred
to the Department of Justice through the Director and Solicitor. (See
1375. A ,) A trespass case ordinarily is not referred for litigation
when it is administratively determined that:

1. The amount of compensation is less than $250, or

2. The record clearly shows that the debtor is unable to pay, or

3. The debtor cannot be located (see 344 DM.), or

4. There is an extraordinary case where it is necessary to halt
trespass. Consult with the Regional or Field Solicitor.

B. Criminal . When criminal acts including vandalism or litter-
ing are observed, carefully and fully document all aspects of the acts
and report them to the State Director. The State Director consults the

Regional or Field Solicitor before reporting such acts to the proper
law enforcement agency. (See .31B for referrals of trespass cases to

the FBI.)

.52 Seizure .

^' Timing . Ordinarily Federal property may be retaken into
Federal possession where it is necessary to protect it from deteriora-
tion or loss of value or in certain cases to mitigate liability. Take
this action only on advice of the Regional or Field Solicitor.

B. Procedure .

1. Positively identify the material as Government property.

2. Post Notice and Poster of Seizure of Government Property
(Form 9230-22), on the property seized. (See Illustration 8.)

3. Deliver either in person, or by Certified Mail with
Return Receipt Requested, a copy of the Notice and Poster of Seizure of
Government Property (Form 9230-22), to the trespasser, purchaser, and
other persons who may cause to assert a right of interest in the
seized material.
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.62 Promissory Notes . If a trespasser accepts responsibility but

is unable to immediately pay his obligation in full, have him execute
in duplicate Form 9230-5, Transmittal Letter - Promissory Note, and
either Form 9230-6, Promissory Note - Installment, or Form 9230-7,
Promissory Note - Single Payment. (See Illustrations 5 through 7.)
Depending on the financial circumstances of the trespasser, have him
execute a bond. (See Illustration 10.)

A. Approval . The District Manager or State Director approves
the note by signing in the space provided on Form 9230-5. (See .61.)

The copy of the approved note and transmittal letter are returned to

the trespasser with instructions to forward payments to the District
Office. Tlie original copy of the approved note and transmittal
letter are placed in the case file and returned to the District Office.

B. Default . The District Office collects current note
payments. If payment is not received within 15 days of the schedule
agreed upon, process as follows:

Responsible
Office/Official Step Action

District Office 1. Sends trespasser a courtesy letter by

Certified Mail with Return Receipt
Requested, demanding payment within 10 days.

la. If payment is received within time
specified, no further action is

necesfeary

.

2. After 10 days have passed and no payment
has been received, forwards note to

State Director.

State Director 3. Writes trespasser a courtesy letter
requesting all delinquent payments be

brought current within 10 days.

3a. If payment(s) received within time
specified, returns note with
payment(s) to District Office.
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Step k

9230 - TRESPASS

Responsible
Ofrice/Officjal Step Actj on

State Office 4. After 10 days sends trespasser letter by
(Con.) Certified Mail with Return Receipt Requested

notifying him that the note is defaulted and
payment in full is required within 10 days.

4a, If payment in full is received, closes
case.

4b. If partial pa3anent is made and eventual
collection of full amount appears likely,
deposits the payment. (See .620 for
computation of interest.)

4c.. If no payment is received, a new
delinquent account is created. (See

1375 •} If there is a bond for the

trespass outstanding, obtains advice
of the Regional Solicitor for action
to collect on the bond.
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C. Interest

as follows:

92 30 - TRESPASS

An example of computing Interest at 6 percent is

Amount of principal at time of default

Date of default - April 20, 1967

4-20 to 4-30

5-1 to 8-1

8-1 to 8-6

11 days
90 days

6 days

Interest Principal

$ 9,380.00

$ 17.20
140.70

9.38
$ 167.28 $ 9,380.00

Payment $100 on August 6, 1967

Balance due August 6, 1967

8-7 to 8-31 25 days

9-1-67 to 4-20-69 1 yr. 7 mos. 20 days

Totals as of final payment date

Grand total due at final payment

100.00
67.28

39.08

$ 922.35

$1028.71

9,380.00

$ 9,380.00

$10,408.71

NOTE : See 1375.3 for interest rates. Use 30-day months. Compute
daily interest rate by multiplying rate of interest times
principle and dividing result by 360 days.

.63 Mitigation of Damages . Material seized by the Bureau must be
sold as soon as possible in order to keep to a minimum the amount of

compensation claimed for the United States. (See .52.) Preferably
the seized material if not required in the Bureau's program is sold
through competitive auction. Small or isolated quantities of seized
material may be sold on a negotiated basis. Since state laws vary,
consult with the Regional or Field Solicitor to mitigate damages

regarding the Bureau's obligation to minimize its claim for compensation.

.64 Bankruptcy Proceedings . (See 1375.7.)
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.65 Offers of Real Property . Forward offers of real property in

settlement of trespass cases to the Director, together with case file.
Supporting information required in case file is as follows:

Correspondence with trespasser.

Recommendation of Field or Regional Solicitor.

Preliminary title Report on Offered Land.

Map showing offered land in relation to Government land.

Recommendation of District Manager.

Recommendation of State Director.
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• ^ Records and Reports.

.71 Records . Accurate records of use are an especially important
part of any land and resource management operation. This is true for

either authorized or unauthorized use.

A. Case File .

1. Assigning Numbers . Each case file number consists of

three groups of numbers, each separated by dashes. (For example:
50-02-1004.) The first two groups are the usual numbers designating
State and District Offices, i.e., 50-02 for Fairbanks, Alaska.
(See 1321.) The third group always has four digits. The first digit
denotes the type of trespass, as follows:

1 Agriculture 6 Righfe-of-Way

2 Fire 7 Timber

3 Grazing 8 Unlawful Enclosures

4 Minerals and Materials 9 Water

5 Occupancy Other

NOTE ; The numbers designating types of trespass are the same

numbers appearing at the top of the columns on Form 9230-17, Triannual

Trespass Report. Tlie last three digits of the third group of numbers

are the same digits that appear in the second column of the Trespass

Register, Form 9230-8. (See .71B1.)

B. Trespass Register (Form 9230-8). Each District Office uses

Form 9230-8, Trespass Register, to make the Trespass Register. If a

case involves more than one district. District Managers decide which

district keeps records. Make entries into the register in chronological

order when an Initial Report of Trespass (Form 9230-10) is received and

a case file established. (Scc .21 and Illustration 2.)
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1. Assigning Numbers . Enter in the second column of the

Trespass Register a tliree digit number beginning with 001. Assign
numbers consecutively. The three digit number is then placed on the

case file and appears at the end of the entire number assigned to the

case file. (See .71A1.) Examples are:
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C. Trespass Record (Form 9230-18 & 19) . Keep a permanent card
file record of all types of unauthorized use on Form 9230-18, Trespass
Record. (See Illustration 3.) Complete the front of the card. Record
briefly on the back of the card action taken, correspondence sent and

received, etc. Use Form 9230-19, Trespass Record Continuation Sheet,
if additional space is needed.

^* Filing . Initially divide the file into active (open) and

closed sections. Subdivide these sections by the 10 categories of tres-
pass shown in the column headings on Form '9230-17 , Triannual Trespass
Report. This helps you when completing the triannual report. File the

trespass record cards alphabetically by last name; file under "U" if

the name is unknown.

. 72 Reports .

A. Triannual Trespass Report, Form 9230-17 . Information
for making the Triannual Trespass Report is readily at hand if the

instructions for filing the Trespass Record Card, Form 9230-18, are

followed. ( See .7lCl.j The number of active cases reported on the

Triannual Trespass Report is equal to those appearing on Form 9230-8,
Trespass Register, whicVi are not red lined out. Districts send original
copy of the report to SD who consolidates and sends original copy to

Director. (See Illustration 9.)

B. Monthly Report of Debts Written-Off or Compromised .

(See 1375.2 „)

BLM MANUAL Rcl. 9-72
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9230 - TRESPASS

.8 Doing Business With Trespassers . A3 CFR 9239.0-9 permits the

Bureau to continue doing business with trespassers if it Is to the

advantage of the Government, even though the trespasser's liability
has not been satisfied.

.81 Persons Subject to Restrictions . Restrictions of A3 CFR
9239.0-9 on civil or criminal trespass cases are not applied until:

A. The State Director notifies the trespasser In writing that

he has failed to make satisfactory arrangements within a reasonable
period of time (usually 30 days following receipt of notice) pursuant
to a letter of demand and there is reason to believe payment will not

be made. Notification must be in the form of a letter sent by cer-

tified or registered mail or by personal service. The State Director
must not issue such notice to a trespasser until:

1. Full investigation of trespass has been completed and the

amount of damages determined;

2. It is determined by reasonable evidence the trespass was
committed or the materials received by the person, firm or corporation
to whom the restrictions apply;

3. Notice of trespass and demand have been delivered to the

trespasser; and

4. The time or negotiation requirements of .84A of this
Manual section have been met.

B. Purchasers of timber or, materials removed by a trespasser
are not subject to restriction unless they directly joined in the

act of trespass or unless they knowingly purchased material or logs

which they knew at the time of purchase were cut in trespass.

1. Trespassers responsible for trespasses arising out of

timber sale contract violations are not subject to restriction unless
there is a strong showing that the trespass was willful or criminal in

nature. .^

BLM MANUAL
Rel. 9-72
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.82 Persons Subject to Restrictions - Notifications . Wien the

State Director finds the evidence of liability of a trespasser Is

reasonably sufficient and the trespasser has failed to make satisfactory
arrangements to satisfy his liability and the State Director has reason
to believe settlement will not be made, he must notify the trespasser
that restrictions on the sale, lease, permit or license apply to any
future transaction. The State Director's belief that settlement will
not be made may be based on information that the trespasser lacks the

financial capability to pay compensation or that correspondence and

negotiation with the trespasser indicate that the trespasser's
intransigence will not result in settlement of the trespass without
use of restrictions by the United States. Such notification must be

in the form of a letter sent by certified or registered mail or by
personal service. The following paragraph should be included in the

notification letter:

"You are hereby notified that you have failed to

make satisfactory arrangements and it now appears
that it is your Intention not to satisfy your
liability to the United States resulting from a

(type of trespass) trespass (number) on Federal
lands located in (legal description) . You are

hereby informed that no lease, permit or license
will be issued to you and that no sale of timber or
materials may be made to you until you miike satis-
factory arrangements to satisfy your liability
pursuant to 43 CFR 9239.0-9."

A copy of this letter of notification is sent to the Authorized
Officer who initiated the action on the trespass.

A. If there is reason to believe payment will be made, appli-
cation of restrictions will be withheld. The exceptions to this are

those of a criminal nature on which the trespasser pleads guilty or

has been convicted.

.83 Procedure for Removing Restrictions. If a trespasser who
has been properly notified pursuant to the preceding section wishes to

complete any lease, permit, license or timber or material sale contract

he must first make satisfactory arrangements to satisfy his liability.

Satisfactory arrangements shall be deemed to have been made:

A. If the trespasser makes payment of the amount found to be

due by the Authorized Officer or by a final judgment of a court, or

pursuant to a settlement accepted by the United States; or

ni,M MANUAL
Rel. 9-72
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B. If the trespasRer maintains an agreed upon schedule of
payments pursuant to a promissory note or installment npjreement nrovidinr
for the total amount due, the agreement to accept payment on an install-
ment basis and the terms and conditions of such note or agreement to be
at the discretion of the Authorized Officer; or

C. If the trespasser delivers a satisfactory bond to the
Authorized Officer guaranteeing payment of the amount found to be due
to the United States by the Authorized Officer or by a court of comnetent
Jurisdiction; or

D. If the trespasser's liability for the trespass has been
relieved by a discharge in bankruptcy; or

E. If the State Director finds in writing that:

1, There is no other qualified bidder or that no other
qualified bidder will meet the high bid;

2, The sale, lease, permit, or license to the trespasser is

necessary to protect substantially the interests of the Government,
either by preventing deterioration of or damage to the resource to be
sold or loss or damage to other resources or by accepting a highly
advantageo\is price; and

3

,

The timber management or other resource management program
of the Government will not be adversely affected by the sale.

.84 Administrative Controls .

A. The trespass case file is forvarded to the State

Director for consideration of use of the restrictions provided by U3

CFR Q?^ 39. 0-9 when:

1. Within 30 days following the trespasser's receipt of the
initial demand letter, no reply, written or oral, is received from the
trespasser; and,

2

,

The trespasser, in the face of reasonable evidence of his
liability, refuses to propose settlement of the trespass or attempts
to delay settlement through protracted discussion and questioning of
matters not germane to the major issues of the case.

BLM MANUAL
Rel. 9-72
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B, Depending on the circumstances of the trespass and the
trespasser, the State Director may refer the trespass to the Director

or the Regional Solicitor for referral to the Department of Justice for

suit without invoking the provisions of 1»3 CFR 9^39.0-9.

C. The State Director may use administrative control dockets

covering those persons or firms to whom restrictions have been applied.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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Illustration 1, Pag« i

FoTB 9230-10
(.21, Step 2)

Initial Report of Trespass

Potra 9230-10
(Auguil 1966)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

INITIAL REPORT OF TRESPASS

Slate

73/0
Otm.

District ^0/1

Date
ffasiLur

1. Name of person reporting trespass •

y-/^-^f

2. Occupation and title

Address (include zip code)

Cotyyan^/t'/U. Ore. 9f/3C

Fcch Fi ck^r
^

a. Repotted (mumh. Jay. year) b. Discovered fmnnlh. diy, year)

4. Type of trespass

S. LOCATION

Section Township

3QS
Meridian

kL^

Range

County

Subdivision

D^i/4/^s
State

'rt^prf
6. How was the trespass discovered? AJk t l V 1 _ . / /^^

ff-fi'Ccvl C<l^'/ool, Trees i^i heyt^J i^/aze</ /:^e
7. What does the trespass appear to be' <chfck one)

Q] Criminal JiJCivi) in nature

Name of reporting officer

^*/A'atn Forres "tec

8. What is the recommendation'

(331 Report immediately to FBI ^investigate further

Title

Areii, A/A»i4.f^r
Comments and recommenHations (ivrlu^ie name and address of suspected lre*ipasser, tf known)

Met. lOcoA be/it^es trespeiser ts O a^e,

f^*^^Ui. she is net carfA^i^ oLo^iT /ccof;^

i^^t.lCocJ's f^hcn* hif^^tr ix Vii^-Jao/
^^•7/ ckeck th,'% cut i i>hn<>rC6iV,

* Informant's name must be held confidential at their request

(SiKiiuture of KcporiiiiR Ofticer)

BLM MANUAL
Rel. 9-72
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Illuptration 1, Page 2

rom 9?30-10
{.'^1, Step ?)

9r30 - TRESPASS

Initial R«port of Trespass

INSTRUCTIONS

Item 1. Name and address of person(s) first reporting

possible trespass, unless they wish to keep it

confidential.

Item 2. Occupation and title of person(s) reporting i e
,

Bureau employee, landowner, logger, rancher

Item 4. Type of trespass i.e., fire, grazing, lands,

minerals, timber.

Item 5. Location descriptions, as indicated.

Item 6. Describe briefly how the trespass was dis-

covered, such as, obvious property lines or

posted ownership.

Under comments and recommendation^ the Bureau re-

porting officer should i^ive a brief summary of the

circumstances involved in the discovery, and reporting

and make his recommendations as to action to be taken.

Person(s) suspected of committing trespass should be

indicated here

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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Trespass Roglstar

Illustration 2, Pago 1

Pom 9230-8

(.21, Step 5)
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Illuetration ?, Page !^

Form 9'^30-C

{.n, Step 5) 9230 - TRESPASS

Trespaa? Register

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Knipr eiich suspected trespass, verified or not. on this foim as

soon as possible after Initial Report of Trespass (Form 9?-i0-10)

is received m tlir district office

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Column

(a) To code types of trespasses, use only f>nr of the follow-

ing numbers:

1 Apriculture 6 Right-of-Way

2 Fire 7 Timber

3 Grazing 8 Unlawful Enclosure

4 Minerals & Materials 9 Wnter

5 Occupancy Other

See inslrucitons for examples of types of trespasses on

Triannual Trespass Report (Form 9230-17).

(b) Assi(;n three digit numbers consecutively beginning with

001 as cases are entered on this form.

(c) If name is not known at time of initial entry, make entry

when name is learned

ACTION (3ATES

(g) The date the trespass is reported is usually indicated

on Initial Report of Trespass (Form 9230-10) but may

also be on other documents or letters.

(h) Enter dale ns soon us an investigation shows an un-

authorized use exists.

(i) Enter date fir^t demand letter is sent.

CLOSURE DATES

When a case is closed, enter date in appropriate column. C.tn^s

out entry it/tlft n \inf^lr hnrtzoftlal red pencil line ni rnss the pOfte

(j) If investigation reveals no unauthorized use, enter date.

(k) If investigation verifies an unauthorized use, but

liability connot be established, enter date

(1) If a case is closed by the State Director or is referred

to the Director for closure, as an uncollectible account,

enter date.

(m) If trespass Is closed after collection is made, enter date

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
A/7/71
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Tt6 33339 Record

Illas-ra-.-cr.

farm 9770-1
( .21, S*.ep -

• .n;

r->m 1Jin_i 4 " * DfJ" ARTVENT OF THE iH rtBlOR
(Di-f:<fmh« ', VS-ti RfPEAU OF LAND MANA^,FJ1c.NT

f-.r,,.- • 1,1,1. TPE jP*SS ^cCORD

ru:»

ffostk W/*(

Tr-,f , 1,1 '..Ulr- >1

D^^/gj , ,3? iJ9"i| aw

r. t,t^ 6-ao-ct
D<',? P.r,.:ne.l

I

Oa'e ot Dem>«n,|

V-/6'4t I
7'9f-Cf

^h?lfr^<7?y^.

Dtf» V>'\li»d

V'O'tl I

ff'3 -C>5

12to
L.irl V i' ,1

0(^C
RA^ S ; f BETTL'iM^NT

-I L

X \^^^i»P > ')>>? 3T'' .-.-r. ^ir ( c ' ;
-1 1

T

s
rCT ^ ^ • \ L' F.

I
F » :omnended — in e-if i<Jt.)r

i'oMi liiA A OQ T'-srn ii'^r '^ uf'T

i/«Mi fie AOff ^COwJt/
Jtii«A.

A
I fltfgo

V')l. 'HER I

Fl--in,1i^i,^ '.,TnnY

ATiTjn- ,( i;onrt I Oar- ,i florl I Fi.,n1 N i:r -,,;
^>

PECjKD of A' PL».T OF TRESPASS

2-1 -~^'^^^aJiT~CaTg f'lL^ -ft 5. 2>.

Tt'i'<,<i \r,*iinr~TA>^/nfrArf~'Pie d 0i^^~^
_j

Li^A^iJiJj^j s7?f c- IdTfĵ fi, ^jfArr~3 y S"^
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fV30 - TRESPASS

TrespaBB Investigation Report (General)

lUuBtratloD Ut ?ag% .

foroL 9230-:'!

(.32D, Step 1:

Form OMO-24
(May 1969)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

TRESPASS INVESTIGATION REPORT
GENERAL

Tr»»p««» Numb«r ^0^3
DATE

Rrpoiird ?--»-70
tnvea(l(;«lrd Jl-fc-70
Thl» R»poft ^- T- 70

1. UNAUTHORIZED USER PHONE SO

N-"e (Seorae ^otNe^ Address (Include zip code)

N«me Address (include zip code)

2. Give location and area of unauthorized use. (Legal descriplion, name or number 0/ road, or rejerence to k.nou.n

locations.

)

3. Describe unauthorized use

Modification of the V7111ow Creek spring development end the installation
of 300 feet of plastic pipe, which results in thn drainage of the BLM
storage facility and removal of water to adjacent private lands.

4. DAMAGES CLAIMED 5. Sketch ares of unauthorized use ond show land s atua

ITEM VALVES

4-

/( Private
Repair of BLM installation

$

and pipe 55.00

oo V
V

iLO ^V<

^ Public Domair.

Pipe
/ Trespass

^'^^ Willow Cre ek r;prlnt'

TOTAL
^ Vt,W

Scale: 1-nCr»0'

6. Violation. iCtte rfaulalion. law, permit, or lease, etc. )

Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 193'*, and Grazing Regulations (43 C.F.R. 'ill2.3-l(c )

,

(See rr\ftt%f for adJifmnml fr^nrtin/f tirmt)

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9--
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IlluBtrHtion b, Pape V

Form 9'/30-i'l4

(.3?D, Step 10)
5V3O - THESPASS

Trespass Investigation Report (General)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Prppate in duplicate Otiuinal to case file and copy

retained in originating office

Use the followinR forms dpsip.nated for reporting certain

typesi uf unauthorized use, us applicable

1 Form 9230-0. Material"; Tresp.Tis Invest iRation

Report

2, Form 92^0-11, Grazing Trespa?;?; Report

3. Form 92.?0-12, Coal Trespass R<t.ort

4 Form 9230-20. Invcsligation and Enforcement

Report (Fire)

S. Form 9230-24, Trespass Investigation Report

(General), lor all other inveslip.alion reports.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

(Rtpurl Ui/JitiDtiiil itim\ <iri hiritik piigrs \iimhrr aji/i-

linnal fxi^fs t orisii itlii rl\ )

To complete, add the following as a continuation of this

report:

\e< II

10.

11

12

\uinmiir\ of Vnaiilhun^eil V-if - Describe what

happened, when; how; and for the lenjith of lime

Give basis of party's claim to use

Names i/nt/ Addresses of Parties Ini nlrrd — Name
witnesses, persons receiving Gnvernmi'nl prop

eriy, what (iovernment witnesses can testify to,

etc.

Rri iird i>l I iicis - Record in chronological order

permits, leases, or licenses, srnal numbers of

equipment, financial slaiuliiig and occupation of

person considered to be responsible, correspon-

dence, telephone calls; and other pertinent known

facts.

All'irtnys Sunn- iltid Ailjrrs Sis

Ht'intnmftidi4ti<>n\ — Indicate nature of unauthor-

ized use (civil or criminal), and action to be

taken

l.tirloM/rvs - List items such as maps, permits,

other agency reports which are enclosed in the

investigation report Do "ul duplicate items

already in case file

m.M MANUAL Rel, 9-72
4/7/71



J230 - TRESPASS

Trespasg.Inveetlgation Report (General)

Illuertration U, Page 3
Form ^'/JO-'^U

(.32D, Step 10)

Section Entry

©

©

stalled

g

Sumnary of I'rinuthorlzed Use - The water on Mr. Jones' private land In Section 22

dried up due to drought conditions. Rather than haul water to the livestock using
his private field, Mr. Jones modified the BLM spring on August 10, 1969, and In""-

the plastic pipe to transport the water to his private land. Neither the sprin„
modification nor installation of the pipe were authorized. Mr. Jones' action did not

result In damage to the public domain range in Section 23.

Names and A'.Hroeses of Parties Involved . Ray Jensen, Range Conservationist,
Shoshone, Idaho, observed the trespass on February 1, 1970. and discussed the

matter with Mr. Jones at his ranch on February 6, 1970. He can testify regarding
Mr. Jones' admission of trespass.

Record of Facts -

(1) The Willow Creek Spring was filed on by the Bureau and State of Idaho
permit No, 3941681 was issued to the Bureau on July 8, 1945.

(2) The spring was completed May 28, 1946.

(3) Mr. Jones has a grazing privilege for 1450 AUM's use In the Sage Unit which
was acquired November 15, 1954 by purchase of the John Smith base property.

jqI Attorneys Names and Addresses - None.

Recommendations - The trespasser should be required to repair the spring and remove
the unauthorized pipe. His failure to do so within 30 days from notice to make such
repairs should make him liable for costs that may be incurred by tlie Bureau. Renewal
of his grazing license should be withheld until any amounts due the Bureau as a result
of this trespass have been paid.

J2) Enclosures - None.

BLM MANUAL
^^^ g .,2
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Illustration 5

Form 9230-5
9230 - TteSPAS? (.6 J?)

Transmittal Letter - Promissory Note

{formedy 4-1507

Form 9230-5 UNITED STATFS
(Iiecemher 1964) DEPARTMENT OF Til t INTFRIOR ,

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

TRANSMITTAL LETTER - PROMISSORY NOTK

Clly

Statr

Zip Cod.

• ^Tfitc bir-icfo^ • Location Ti'//er^ Crtqon

Date: $"$"(0^

Dear Sir:

I ^W«^ have this date signed the attached note in the amount of $ /k ^00» O
made as a tender of payment for a trespass obligation due the United States It is understood and agreed by me

(m^ that:

(1) the amount of this note shall not be considered to be the amount of the trespass obligation due the

United States until this note is approved by you; and

(2) acceptance of the tendered note by the United States will not constitute a release, satisfaction, or

discharge of trespass obligation until the note shall have been paid in full.

Very truly yours,

:>

APPROVED:

(Title)

(11..1C)

BLM MANUAL Rel . 9-7.
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Fom O230-7

(.62)

9230 - TRESPASS

Promissory Note - Single Payment

Form 9230-7
(December 1964)
(form.rly 4-1 507b)

UNITED STATES
DFPARTMENT OF THF. INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PROMISSORY NOTE
SINGLE PAYMENT

77 //g.
Date

re9*>-a-

B'S'C^
Pror.issorv Note
$

ff */CQ,QO

For value received, I, i^ti,.^|^,^iu^airiM .
promise to pay the sum of 0(7( I f^OOtC** i T^^ hwf^V^ffldollars

on or before /VO^f *** Of^ t ^^O^f • ^'^^ interest after maturity at six percent per a.-.-j^i.

In the event that prior to the above maturity date any

one or more of the undersigned shall become insolvent.

or shall make ;< general assignment for creditors, or

shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, or if a

petition of involuntary bankruptcy shall be filed against

any one or more of the undersigned, or if a receiver shall

be appointed for the property or assecs of any one or

more of the undersigned, then the entire amount of this

note immediately shall become due and payable and

bear interest as after maturity.

For tood cause shown, the

, say. at his

disc etion, extend the time of maturity of tiis note

Each of the undersigned hereby waives derri^-:. protest

and notice of protest and nonpayment of tri;- ote, and

guarantees payment of the same, notwitns-a-ding any

extensions of time that may be granted or all;-aed lo the

maker for payment.

&o^x ^tn,^.
(Sipna'yre)

(Aiiress)

tStf;natuie)

Witness (Address)

' fSi nnilt iir^ 1(Sicna(urc) (Signatvire)

P, O. Boa /// ^ ^^
Cannon w^^lltj^ tH . l̂ mU^

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72



9230 - TRESPASS

Promissory Note - Installment

1 llustratici: 7, Tafi

Form 9230-6
(December 1964)

(locnwrlr 4-1 SO''*)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PROMISSORY NOTE
INSTALLMENT

t>ocMior

/ftJJ;^. Cal.i
Date ^

J-13-^i
Amoun: ot Pror^is^^ry Sole

For value received, I, <)it^^»^0at^»i*mK .
promise to pay the total sum of ^VI^VM nVltOf^KV O*' 1 fii^^:\'.ars.

according to the following schedule;

AMOUNT DUE
(DQllari)

fttc Ac

ifCC^ CO

and subjecl to the cunditinns on ri-versp

DATE r I

(On or Brf r«

? -I 'CI

ff-/-6g

BLM MANUAL



Illustration 7, Page 2

t<!irM 9230-6

(.62)
9230 - TRESPASS

Promlssary Note - Instsllment

1. In the event of failure of the undersigned to pay any

one or more of the specified installments when due, the

whole amount of this note then unp.iid shall at the optini

of the authorized officer become due and payable

2. In the event any one or more of the undersigned shnll

become insolvent, or shall make a general assignment

for creditors, or shull file a voluntary' petition in banl-

luptcy. ot if a petition of involuntary bankruptcy shall

be filed against any one or more of the undersigned, or

if a receiver shall be appointed for the property or

assets of any one or more of the undersigned, then thi'

obligation shall be in default, and the whole amount of

this note then unpaid shall become due and payabli

3. If the whole amount unpaid at the time of default

becomes due and payable under the provisions of para-

graphs 1 or 2 hereof, such unpaid amount shall bear

Witnesses

^ (.>ignatiin-) /y~

103 10th Street

Redding, California 96001
(Address)

«

^ (Signature)
Atft^^^

lOA 10th Street
Redding, California 96001

(Address)

(Signature)

(Address)

(Signjl ure)

interest at six percent per annum from the time of default

until paid.

4. • For good cause shown, the authorized officer may, at

his discretion, extend the time of maturity of this note.

Each of the undersigned hereby waives demand, protest

and notice of protest and nonpayment of this note, and

Ruarantees payment of the same notwithstanding any

extensions of time that may be granted or allowed to the

maker in paying any on^ or more of, such installments,

either expressly or by not exercising the option under

paragraph 1 hereof.

3. Acceptance of this note by the United Stales will not

constitute a release, satisfaction or discharge of the

tresp.Tss obligation until the note shall have been paid

in full.

Signed

102 10th Street

Redding, California 96001
(Address)

(Signature)

(Address)

(Signature)

(Address)

(Signature)

(Arirlri-'is)

8LM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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lllustratJon 8

Form 9230-22

(.53B2)

9230 - TRESPASS

Seizure of Government Property - Notice and Poster

Form 02,10-22 UNITED STATES
<""" '"*"' DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

SEIZURE OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
NOTICE AND POSTER

Mr. Clyde B. Clyde April 9, 13^^

2020 20th St. (D«f)

St. Louis,
Missouri 63122

And to All Others Whom This May Concern:

You Are Hereby Notified That I have on this g^j^dayof April *^ SU '<"

and on behalf of the United States of America, seized and taken into my possession the following-

desctibed property of the said United States, to wit:

10 fence posts

more or less, that said property has been heretofore unlawfully cut, severed or extracted from the lands

of the said United Slates by trespassers; that said property is now in my possession as an officer of the

United States, and is situated upon the following-described lands, to wit:

»

T6n, r6w, Bection 6, mhlli'A^^^K^}\ , W,M.

Now. Therefore, Take Warning: That any person, either in his own behalf or as agent,

servant, or employee of another, who shall in any manner remove, damage, destroy, or exert control over

any of said property will be prosecuted In the United States courts to the full extent of his civil and

criminal liability.

jd-\Lw.A. t,^ -(?>vjA

i

(Authorlzrd 0(/lc»t)

District Manar.er
(Title)

PO Box 73
Salem, Orepon _

_ 976].1_

(AddrcftH)
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TI30 • TUS»SS

trLuunAl Trespats Kaport

Oto) 19»»|

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

TRIANNUAL TRESPASS REPORT

\nn
AtRl

CULTURE

(1)

riRE

(1)

OUAZINC MINP.ItAL3 k
SATCKIALI OCCUPANCT

(5)

BICMT-
OF ••*

(»)

TIURER l,'r«LA«FIJL
ENCLOSLRE

IS)

• ATtH CTHtH _,^.

A CASES
(•) Shown on iBSI Ttpoil (llnr (e)) 1 I 3

'

2
1 1

1 ^

(i) Nr. ihn .fpoitini prrlod
1 1 1

1 t

(c) Tol.l (lirtti (.) • lb))
1 1 2 3 3 ! 5

(<j) Closed Ihii If polling peilod
I 1 i I •

(«) Prndinf to d«(e
1 2 3 2 1 4

B COLLECTIONS
(a) Shown on Usl ijport (lint (c)) • 10.00 S s t *125.00 t » 1.050.00 t ' [••.co.M '» :•-

(b) New (hit reportifls petiod 50.00 ! 50.00 I

(c) CumuUhve ih.B F Y * 60.00 s s t »125.00 s « 1,050.00 t « :« 150.00 ;'

Rem.iki The new timber c»«e reported thl« period Involves 515,677.00 (single itumpege).

The timber trespass closed during the reporting period was an uncollectible debt

The numbers of the closed esses are:

1089
7197

0122

GENERAL INST»UC7lON5
tPtafK. iNSTIlUCtlONS

Enamp ei of types of Iretpuaes Included In tlk« rarl*u> CVa«.
1 Pi*f«'« •" rf»/'/'. -»r Forwate oni^nai sno rvitm calejo ie»*r*«i ioUom* onlavful enclosu-ea. «a^> »nij afacaitunvcop> Ofcjon will compilt i»o rtpotu on. each fo.

weiietn and ea-^U-m Oregon Co/umr. Slorace and o«itdo-::« ad^ertjitf | i sf.'ayv

(1) AgfifiUurc ~ Use of Und to proovve crops. (6) R'ghofVay - V%e nv«.»m iocomor.wt or

2 Use Trfsp«ss Rci'.sler (Form 9230-8) »nd Tresp.st
including hay Removal o( rutive foodt used (or travel or Irifxspc.---^ f.r^z^mt rc'.MtJ-.i pow^r

Record (Form 9210-18) ,« , ba«it fo- th.s reporl
human consumplion Clearing •-atei.Ielephorw e'.r , r>«^i. tn .». and bfiasci

3 Report new ca»r« cImc4 dwrlne game reportln|
period

(2) f I'e - Anion Accident*! or anilary burning (7) TimV- - Da:-3ze c-.it.r^ c« ^no' si of it»«^

(3) r.r„_-.f,j( - VJ« of K\J\W b> domestic «nimals

ferwi. or « lid type of animals claimed oi owned
other forest prt>i_c*»

4 Show nv ire^psas wKlch Include! multiple tvp<-
b^ individuals («) LmUy,^t F.,--,..^ _ Fee^rrr, 'a, .«» m»

ireipMs •ction-( es onty •.f7, case Record thm: c»*e «) '•].„. ,.,U . \\.., !i - Eltracliof* or dfslruclion (9) fl/r* - l*se dest-.c^ior oe roosaactlon if
under rhe tit^fymni type column which is rr.i-,! basic. of all Ivpt's of m'nerala including minerals Ipiincs. »ells. :j«e> reseri-u.-s ct rrou^
ie R/K treipdSK in «hich rimber i6 removed at subiiil 1.. lliv Mm.ni; Uw, Mmtr^l L'-.t^mc

a R/K ifeipass L..W.. Mi.rvii..l% An (encept (on-tl product-;)

and K|H-i lit) ..clK

(0) Ol^lf - Refi»o*al c d*wtgt 'c irructure^ rw-

pfOtemenl* »frV. ! ^.^ii r. .T»t «e*-^t ..tiuj.ii

M ptrrnniali Ddrr.vg irasA or ^rte^r
(5> ^'•^f > - U»e of land fot Utructurr* or Im-

provements .iihrt than those lian:*J undri R'>l'»,

Ak«n4onrnrrvl •< ««; etc
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9230 - TRESPASS

TRESPASS BOND

Illuttratloa 17, ?»f^

Fofm 9230-4
(Novemhcr 1970)

Principal

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

TRESPASS BOND

"B'^U V^oTrV-evuioco
Trespass Number _ __

Date

Amount of Bond S r—ZOO . o oInstructions on reverse

Know All Men by These Presents, That (I)

and

of

in the State of

(*M ^3>'\\\ V^<i.\Vsje.r v»oco<

at (City) KjlVlrvOT'Ci

-. •
. -

, having an office i-d principa'. place :' ::

, fS/orcJ OrCg^OO ,asPr-,-,:_

•^^
, a corporation organized ar. ; existing under the '.j w :

State of ^ have its principal office at tr^

State of ^ , as Surety, are held and firr.ly bound unto the U-,ited Sjates of Ar.er :;

penal sum of PvV/C VvOnAvcdi ^ ^^^O O '~~"'

($*lOO<00 ), lawful money of the United States, for the payment cf ~hich sur-,, Aell and -.

made, we bind our";elves, each of us, our heirS, executors, administrators, successors s^ch that:

re tH

1 A trespass h.is been allegedly committed on the

property of the United States in Section \*L,

Township 30 S . ftjnge 2, VV
Wil\a.t-r\e+\*« Meridian

2 Based on presently available information, the

Authorized Officer of the United States believes Princi-

pal IS liable to the United States for damages caused

by saiH trespass in the maximum amount of S ^(^Ot 0<^

On the basis of new information Principal's maximum

liability may be either increased or decreased

3 In order to do business with the Bureau of Land

Mancigement in accordance witli re^julalions as set forth

in 43 CFR 9239 0-9 and without admitting an% liability

oi jeopardizing any rights of Principal to appeal, this

-(suiety) (aituk) bond is submitted hs u guarantee of

payment of Principal's l:.ibility a? finally i'>i r-

determined. Such fina'. reterminat;cn shall b>; r a

follows:

^•'^'a.
.

^
by the State ^ .rector ci his author-: f-c

sentative pu.s.ar.t to -3 CFR 92?- '.-'

and subject r? appeal u-der M C~- .;

the Secretar. Departme-.t of the Hf'.M

j^ b a court of C':-;-etent ,u:iSwictior .:--=-

43 CFR 923i ;-9(b/3>

4. The Principal, wi'-:- 'hirty i3?! d.ivs t^n .-.:

notice of the final ;•. •er-iinalio-. of the .- ':

liability as hercina'>: •• e prosiccc sha'.'. -
United States such a-:--' The aSove or! i""-"

be void and of no ello:'. if such pi\~ent is r. j :.r

thirty (30) days, but shd'.'. otherwise rerair. ,
: -;...

and effect.

^ Note: To be completed by surety and tresspasser.

HLM MANUAL



IlluBtratloD 10, Page 2
Fom 9230-U

(.62) 9?30 - TRESPASS

TRESPASS BOND

PRINCIPAL

Witnesses:

y
(Signature)

/
(Address)

/

Z_

(Name)

(Slgnsture)

(Signslure) (Title)

(Address)

// Principal is a corporation, the following certificate must be executed by the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of

said corporation.

I.- ., certify that I am the. Secretary of

who signed thisthe corporation named as Principal herein; that

bond, was then of said corporation; that said bond was duly signed for and in

behalf of said corporation by authority of its goveming body and is within the scope of its corporate powers.

(Signslure)

SURETY

Attest:

By:

(Nsme of Bonding Company)

By:

(TiUe) (Title)

Inslruclions: Surpty complett: in triplicate. Submit original and one copy to requesting DLM official, retain one copy. If this Is

s cssh bond, reference to Surety must be lined out.

lU.M MANUAL Rel. 9-72
4/7/71



9230 - TRESPASS

Notice of Trespass

1 1 lustra tier. '.

1 , Frp;

Forr ^r.i.'

(.32D, Sts:

Form 92.W-1
(April 1969)

UNITED STATFS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

NOTICE OF TRESPASS

•

Kevin Hardy Lumber Co.

P.O. Box 1191

Springfield, Oregon 97216

•

•

Number
7036

CUT

State

Oregcn
Slair

Zip
Code

District „
Eugens

• 3-i2-D9

You Are Hereby Notified That the Bureau of Land Management has made an investigation and evirlence

show that you are in trespass We allege that you Qfl ^re violating [^3 ""^V have violated '^ ha-.e viola:

law specified below and the regulations approved by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the aj'.hority •'

him by said law Therefore, it is our opinion that you:

Have committed the following act(s): Cut and removed 37 M bd.ft. of timber
during the period of July - September 1968.

*.n!

c ir

Are in violation of the following law(s): ORS 105.810

And are in violation of the following regulation(s): A3 CFR 9239.0-7

On the following-described land (descnhe the area by legal subdivision if surveyed, or tf unsw. e\ed *v —-rr

reference lo such natural landmarks as vrilt clearly identify the area):

• Lot 5, Section 7, T.26S., R.2W., W.M.
j

BLM MANUAL



I Iluscrfltion 11, PaKe 2

Fom 92"^0-l

(.32D. Step U)
9230 - TRESPASS

Notlcp of Trespnss

1.
I

! Vii'l iliKtiv. i( ('(iiiliniiin)'. "I'/^r •itnp imincdiiilolv

2 (_ ' Yon .itr .iIIowimI d.ivs from rerripl o( this

nolivi' lo n'.isc Ihc iillrp.fH tfc<;|>.i«;'-, operntion

3 l.'^lll \<>ii h.no pvirfrnrp or informnlion which li-nds

lo sivm' \oii iifr not .i lrrs|iii<;«:''r iis wc h:ivo

«llrci-d. voii iitc iillowrd 30 diiys fiom leccipl

of tins no( H P lo piosrni siirh rvidrncc ot infor-

m.ilion ul Ihc Oureiiu of I,nnd Mnnagcmenl office

shown on Ihe front of this form.

If sllrf^ations we have made are correct, you must

permanently cease and desist from the violations

rhiirpod. if you liiivr not .ilroiidv done so V"ti .ir

nilowrd 30 dnv- from rt'cripl of this n"(i< '• lo appear

III Ihc nuic.'iu of l.nnd M in:icrmrnl offi'r -.h'lwn oi lh»"

front of this form lo cflctt •• srlllrnK-nl f'U lmp;i«;5;

cl.iin:i(',rs

l-'iiiliilo lo comply with this notice will n'.iill in further

Mclion to prolrrl Ihc inlcrt^sts of Ihi- llniled St.ile^

Yoii .ire furlhfi ndviscd Ihot no siilr of |jrrl)cr or m'onal

cnn be miidc, nn<l no permit, lease, or license can be

issued to a trespasser who has fniled lo make satis-

factory arrangements to satisfy his li.ibilily lo the

United States, as provided in 43 CFR 923P 0-9.

9239 3-2. and 4113 1

vicXi O. !D<XL^O-' District Manager

(SlKoalurc) (Title)

,
19"°

, I served written notice

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1. William 0. Smiff

Certify That on the 3rd day of April

on Kevin Hardy Lumber Company

of P.O. Box 1191, Springfield, Oregon 97216

the party's address of record, by a true copy of the within notice by [V] personal service QJ certified mail If by

certified mail, Ihe envelope containing said notice bears registry stamp number and retom

receipt marked "for addressee only" has been requested.

(Slsnlllure or Server)

Area Manager
(Tlllr)

niM MANUAL Rcl . 9-72

^/7/7l



9230 - TRESPASS

Interrcgation - Advice of Rights

Illustration 12

Form 9230-23

(.31B, Step 3«)

Forw 9230-J3
(May 1969)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

INTERROGATION
ADVICE OF RIGHTS

Dcte

TlBI*

YOUR RIGHTS

Before we ask you any questions, you must understand

yout rights

You have the right to remain silent.

Anything you say can be used against you in court.

You have the tight to talk to a lawyer for advice before

we ask you any questions and to have him with you

during questioning

If you cannot afford a lawyer, one will be appointed for

you before any questioning if you wish.

If you decide to answer questions now without a

lawyer present, you will still have the right to

stop answering at any time. You also have the

right to stop answering at any time until you talk

to a lawyer.

WAIVER OF RIGHTS

I have read this statement of my rights and I understand

what my rights are I am willing to make a statement and

answer questions I do not want a lawyer at this time.

I understand and know what I am doing No promises

or threats have been made to me and no pressure or

coercion of any kind has been used against me

?d1 &:- J. --t tjjya. E
(Witness) (Sl\ned)

/J

4: .CJ. ]

(Witness)

C Zl PK
(Time)

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72





Appendix 1, Page 1

(.323)

9230 - TRESPASS

Locat"^ng Trespassers or V»itnesses

Sources of Information:

1. County (Borough) Records

a. Assessor's Office

Address.

Real property description and valuation.

Personal property description and valuation.

b. Recorder's Office

Copies of deeds.

Copies of agreements and rights-of-way.

c. Sheriff's Office

Address.

Criminal record.

Attorney's address.

d. Surveyor's Office

Survey plats

.

Requests for survey.

2. State Records .

a. Department of Motor Vehicles

Address.

Vehicle registration.

Driver's license.

Criminal record.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
4/7/71



Appendix 1, Page 2

(.3?B)

9230 - TRESPASS

b. Division of Forestry

Timber harvesting permits.

Inspection record.

Hazard reduction record.

- Weather data.

c. Agriculture Division

Brand inspections.

Aerial photographs.

d. Tax Commission

- Address.

Forest products harvest tax.

e. State Engineer

Water rights.

Water control structures.

3. Federal Records .

a. Post Office Department

- Address.

b. U.S. Forest Service

Address.

Operation record.

c. Internal Revenue

Address.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
4/7/71



Appendix 1 , Page 3

(.32B)

9230 - TRESPASS

d. Agriculture Stabilization Commission

Soil Bank.

Water control structures.

4. Private Records .

a. Adjoining landowners.

b. Equipment or supply outlets.

c. Residents on roads leading from area involved,

d. School bus drivers.

e. Hauling and transportation firms.

f. Utility companies.

g. Sawmills and other forest product purchasers,

h. Credit Bureaus.

i. Financial institutions,

j. Livestock auction yards.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
4/7/71





Appendix 2

( .32D, Step 6

9230 - TRESPASS

Notes

1. Notebook . The preferred notebook is a looseleaf type, approximately

7h" X 4^" with rings binding the top.

a. Use only one side of paper when making notes.

b. Record negative types of information as well as pertinent
information.

c. Identify each and every page with your initials, date of entry,
and case file number.

d. Record each interview or item of investigation on a separate
sheet or sheets of paper.

2. Information Recorded .

a. Date of interview.

b. Time interview began and ended.

c. Name, address, etc., of person interviewed. Names of persons
present during interview.

d. All information given or gained whether or not it seems
pertinent at the time.

3. When to Take Notes.
Each and every time an interview is conducted:

a. Take notes either during the interview or immediately
thereafter. Reflect comments of a witness in his own words, not
those of the interviewer. Make notes so that they can be used
to refresh your memory at any time subsequent to the interview.

b. Record any and all activity performed on a case. Record
dates and places where items are found or observed, things done,
actions taken, activities observed, etc.

c. Place notes in the case file, in an envelope marked "Notes".
Notes should not be destroyed if there is any possibility they
will be needed later to refresh the memory of a witness.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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Appendix 3
(.3?D, Step 6)

9230 - TRESPASS

Physical Evidence

Careful searches of the trespass area are helpful in establishing
liability. Such searches must be carefully made and must not be

conducted illegally. Where search is indicated:

1. Preliminary Preparations . Search the trespass area as soon as

possible. Assign one employee to be in charge of the investigation.
Assemble envelopes, plastic bags, or other containers for collecting
evidence. Cameras, film, notebooks, flagging, and maps are essential to
a properly organized investigation.

2. Search is Thorough . Starting from the outside perimeter of the

trespass area, work systematically through area.

3. Collection of Evidence . Every item found in the area is noted;
photographed, located by measurements, properly identified, and
packaged. Nothing is removed until it has been properly recorded.
Evidence must be handled carefully to avoid contamination, damage, or

loss

.

4. Landowner - Lessee . Obtain prior consent before conducting
investigations on private lands.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72

4/7/71





Appendix 4, Page 1

(.320)

9230 - TRESPASS

Intervtewlng

1. Time and Place.

a. It Is not always possible to set the time and place of Interview,

but it is basic that witnesses and suspects be interviewed as soon as

possible after the event.

b. Be on time after making an appointment.

c. Conduct the interview in a private office whenever possible.
Your vehicle may also be suitable. Avoid conducting the interview in

an unfamiliar place or locality.

d. Assure privacy; avoid interruptions and interference.

e. Do not conduct interviews in a public area unless there is no
alternative. Use an interview room, plainly furnished but not bare.

f. Interview one person at a time — this reduces collusion,
fabrication, and innocent collaboration.

2. Planning the Interview .

a. Plan questions in advance.

b. Know the case.

c. Know as much as possible about the person being interviewed.

(Example ; A BLM employee interviewed a suspected trespasser about his
activities in a certain area and had on hand information from scale
tickets which indicated 100 M bd.ft. had been removed during a two
month period. The trespasser, unaware of this, indicated he had removed
only 10 M bd.ft. during a one-week period. When his falsehood was
revealed, he promptly confessed and signed a complete statement.)

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-72
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Appendix 4 , Page 2

(.32G)

9230 - TRESPASS

3. Conducting the Interview .

a. Appraise the subject. Reach a conclusion as to his type, then

apply techniques most likely to result in his cooperation.

b. Introduce and identify yourself; state your position with the

Bureau. Show the person your business and/or identification card
with photo.

c. After the interview is started and it becomes apparent that the

evidence indicates criminal intent, immediately inform such person of

his rights and obtain a written waiver of rights. (See Illus. 12.)

This applies only to cases which may be criminal in nature.

d. It is important to get started easily and correctly in "breaking
the ice"; establish a point of common interest.

e. After the interview has begun, concentrate on obtaining the

essential facts.

f. Let the subject tell his own story without interruption.

g. After the narrative has been related, begin direct questioning.
Be specific and to the point; dominate the interview, and avoid rambling,
Exhaust one point of issue before proceeding with another.

h. By direct questioning, clarify or enlarge upon statements
previously made.

i. Do not use trick questions or bluff; stay within known facts.

j. Constantly evaluate the mannerisms and the emotions of the

subject person in the light of the information developed.

k. Avoid arguments.

1. Before ending the interview, make a mental check of the purpose
of the interview and briefly summarize the results. Then give the

person an opportunity to add, leave an opening for a reinterview, and

make sure the person knows where he may contact you if he recalls
additional information.

BLM MANUAL
f^^ ^ g_^2

4/7/71



Appendix 4 , Page 3

(.32G)

9230 - TRESPASS

4. Interview Notes ,

a. Notes are made for the sake of accuracy. Use a notebook or

write a "memorandum of interview" for each interview so that it will be

admissible in subsequent court action. (See .32E1).

b. Be judicious and unobstrusive in taking notes in order to prevent

reticence on the part of the subject. Ask permission to make notes.

Lead up to the use of the notebook by recording simple facts such as

names, addresses, date of birth, etc.

BLM MANUAL Re 1 . 9-72
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Appendix 5

(.32C)

9230 - TRESPASS

Written Statements

1. Introduction .

I of.

(name) (address)

do hereby give the following voluntary statement to_

(Investigator's name)

who has identified himself as an employee of the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment. I was born at

(date) (birthplace)

I am presently employed at

(name and address of employer)

2. Body. Set forth information on the "Who? Why? What? Where? When?

and How?" of the violation or incident.

include in the statement a paragraph stating the disposition of the

material taken from Government land (name and address of the converter.)

3. Conclusion .

a. The last paragraph should be in subject's own handwriting as

follows: "I have read this statement consisting of this and

(number of previous pages) pages, and it is all true and correct."

b. Have the subject initial each page and also sign the last page

immediately below the above statement.

c. Have him initial all corrections.

d. The investigator and witnesses affix their signatures below

signature of subject.

4. Care of the Signed Statements . Do not add or alter a written

statement after it is signed and witnessed. Place statement in an

envelope and fasten envelope to the case file. Do not punch holes or

put staples through the pages of the statement.

BLM MANUAL
j^^^ g_^2
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Appendix 5

(^32D, Step 6)

9230 - TRESPASS

Photographs

1. Aerial Photos . Aerial photos are used to good effect in showing
overall on-the-ground conditions, especially in the case of unauthorized
use involving timber, fire, road construction, and minerals. Aerial

photos are also very useful in detecting trespass. (See .21.)

a. Notations

.

Identify on the first of a series of aerial photos

the flight or strip symbols and numbers, contract number, name of

contractor, and dates and approximate time the photos were taken.

2. Other . Photographs in both color and black and white have a

multitude of uses as evidence. Take photographs throughout investigations
Each case file shall contain a photographic section with appropriate
interpretative remarks separate from the photos.

a. Subjects . Photos of trespass livestock (showing brands or other
identification), trucks using a road in trespass, trespass logging in

progress, etc., are excellent evidence of liability.

b. Types . Take close-ups of damages and other photos to show the

extent of damages. Select photo angles to show size and shape of the

trespass area.

3. Identification of Photos Taken by Bureau Investigators . When a

photograph is taken, record in your notebook the date and time the
photo was taken, the direction in which the camera was pointing, and
the name of the photographer. After the photo is developed and
printed, type this information on a sheet of paper and glue it to the
back of the photo. Keep a record of the order number for the developing
service, the name of the person who developed the negatives, the date
of development, the place where the negatives were developed and the

prints made. Prepare a sketch identifying objects.

4. Type of Camera . Preferably, the camera should be a fixed focus box
type camera. Use of this type of camera allows photography in a vide
light intensity range and avoids technical questions if photographs are
introduced in court. If other types of cameras are used, record type
of film, "f" stops, speed and distance settings, and serial number of

camera.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 9-7^
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APPENDIX 2

•cation

RECREATION USE INTERVIEW

Date Interviewer
I*

TOTALS

'HME

••?HICL£

Sedan
Other
Trailer

-J, PERSONS
AGES

Up tc 12

13 to 19

20 or over

: .ND OF VISIT
Vacation
W'end-0' night
Day Use

HOME
J :les today

:ngth of stay

T^REOVENCY OF VISIT
1 per vko

2 per mOo
1 per rao.

2-3 per yr.

1 per yr.

1st time

. friVITIES

(Use Code)
Most Important

^JISTINATION RATING
Main Deitlnation
Equal DeiCination
Stcondary Destn.
Not D^itination

JGGESTIONS,
COMPUINTS &
COMMENTS

Activities Cod«: S -Sightseeing, P-Picnicking, F-Fishing, Sw-Swiinming, C-Camping,
H-Hiking 6e Climbingj Hu-Game Hunting, R-Rockhounding



I



• BUREAU OF LAND MANAGIiMENT
^ ^ OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USE SURVEY APPENDIX 3

1. TO BE COMPLETED BY ; (~^ Individual User Date formOComple ted
Head of Family

'
^ / \ Organized Group Leader

2. LOCATION OF HOME OR GROUP HEADQUARTERS ;

(If group, ^^une of group)

3. TYPE OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLE;

/~^ Pickup
" /~\ "Jeep" Type f^ "Large" Cycle

OA WD Station Wagon / S "Tote-Gote" Cycle () Other
or "Carry-All" ^-^ ^-^

O "Trail-Bike" Cycle

A. IS YOUR OFF-ROAD VEHICLE USED PRIMARILY FOR ;

* / \ Transportation to a Particular Area

/ \ For Use After Arriving at an Area

5. NUM BER OF PERSON S IN (~^ ^P to 12 years /~\ 20 to A5 years
F/\MILY OR GROUP WHO ^-^ ^-^

RIDE VEHICLES; /~~\ 13 to 19 years /"^ over A5 years

6. IF YOU GENERALITY USE ONE PARTICUTJVR OFF-ROAD USE AREA, PLEASE
. GIVE GENERAL LOCATION: ]

A. FREQUENCY OF VISITS ;
/~\ Twice a month ^_) 2 to 3 per yr.

/ \ One per month ^ y One per yr.

B. OTHER AREAS USED:

AND FREQUENCY OF USE :

7. MAJOR SEASON OR SEASONS OF USE : ^~\ Spring (^ Fall
(List in order of actual use, ^—

'

such as; 1 2 3 A ) /^y Summer /^\ Winter

8. WHAT KIND OF RIDING DO YOU DO :/~\ Short Rides/"^ Undeveloped
^—

'

Cross-Country

O Developed
"Trails" (S Competition

U>

^~'^ Events



9. IF INDIVIDUALLY OR AS A FAMILY /~^ Never /~\ 2-3 Times

^ ^ Once a Year/ \ Other

how often do you participate
as a spectator at vehicle
evi:nts:

10. V/liAT TYPE OF TERRAIN DO YOU LIKE TO RIDE ON:

(List by number in order of preference, or combinations)

(~y Flat Land /~S Steep Hills /~\ Timber Lands

/ y Rolling Land / \ Open Land / \ Sand Dunes

/ \ Moderate Hills /^~\ Brush Covered Land/~\ Other

' V v'



1 ).j'; -i AI'PENDIX A

Hazar d Inven t ory of public Lands

Flannini; Unit County

Resource Area

Sec. T. Mer,

'

i'

r
'

1

1

'
t

!
1

! 1

1

!

1

t

j

1

1 '

1

1

1

i

1 . Typ e of hazard:

Mine shaft

Tunnel
Old buildings
Polluted "./ater

Other: explain

Snag or rotten tree?

Widow makers
Cliff or dropoff
Underwater hazard

Scale:

2 . Hazard rating
;

Minor
Moderate

3. Acce-:s to hazard area :

On foot only
Summer jeep trail

Hard surface road

High
Extreme

Public or private

Rough gravel road, pic-

Good gravel road.pick.:;

Other:

Status of land: Abandoned
Mining claim Mining Claim

Present use of surrounding land,:

Recreation Occupancy

Vacant
Public Domain

Mining

Power site

Forestry

Withdrav:.

Grazing

Recom;nended Action:

Remove Fall
f

Bury Guardrail
Burn Post signs

Equipment requirements:
Hand tool;

Power saw
Burning equipment
Climbing spurs and belt
Other: explain

Front end loader

Dump truck
Dozer

8. Estimate of manhour needs:

9. Other comments:

Date: Examiner;

10. Recommended Action:

Date: Area Manager;



Hazards on Public Land

PROJECT COMPLETION REFORT

Action taken: ^

Bureau of Land Management Cooperating Organization '

Item
j i

Estimated value
,

Hour-3 Cost ' Name i of Contribution
'

Employees

Travel

Per Diem

Equipment

A ,

1
1

Itotals !

mm

After Photo

Date Action Initiated

Action taken for future protection

Remarks

Date Action Completed

Prepared by:

Date:

Area Manager:

Date;



APPENDIX 5

VIOLATION STUDY REPORT

^^ Date and Time

a) Year Number

Occurred
Mo . Day Time

a .m.

p.m.

Reported
Mo . Day Time

a .m

p .m

Geographic location
BLM Facility Name or County, Township, Range, Section

d) Suspect

Witness/Person First
^enortine Tnridf^nt

O Unknown O Group O Adult O Juvenile

BLM Employee O Visitor D Permittee P Other

f* Type of Violation

1; Property

2) Persons

O Damage

D Theft

O Assault
Intimidatioi

B Other

Owner
O B.L.M.
O Visitor
O Permittee

Property Description

Estimated Value

Victim
Q BLM Employee

B Visitor
O Permittee

3) Recreation
Rules

Permits Required dk Commercial CT Sports event Cl Camping fee

Operating
Motorized
Devices

1. O Closed area 4. a Hazardous vehicle - fire

2. a Signs prohibit use °^ safety

3. O Exceed posted speed ^ '^ ^^&8^r^S for collecting

6. a Other

Developed Sites
Posted Rules
or Signs
Prohibit

Check Box and Circle Applicable Rule

O Sanitation 6261.1 a, b, c, d, e, f

Q Audio Devices 6261.2 a, b, c,

13 Occupancy 6261.3 a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i

O Vehicle 6261.4 a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h

O Safety 6261.5 a, b, c, d

Other

Other
Prohibited
Use

Dumping Abandoned vehicle Q Other pollution O Other

New construction State fire law State fish & game law

Remarks

Report prepared by;



; .^:.y •
' /

r-iii. r?

.s .-' .

-,!»•. y.



APPENDIX 6

JOB REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS
BLM DESERT RANGER GS-5/12

General Statement of Duties:

Desert Rangers plan, develop, advise on, recommend, perform, and supervise

the California desert programs or activities to meet existing and future

needs for the Desert. Desert programs and activities include public use

management, safety, and rescue, law enforcement, education and information,

recreation, interpretation, accident prevention, concessions management,

off-road vehicle management, natural resources management, land use planning,

structural restoration, fire control, and others.

Area Managers direct the overall operations of their areas. They oversee,

control, and guide the use of the personnel, funds, materials, and

facilities assigned to them to execute a complex desert management program

in their areas, and carry out the important public relations work for the

BLM desert organization.

Basic Requirement for Professional Grades GS-5/12:

A full 4-year course in an accredited college or university leading to a

bachelor's degree in any field-oriented natural science or in park and

recreation management. Recreation management and human beharioral science

related courses are highly desirable and should receive emphasis in ranger

selection.

Basic Requirement for Technical Grades GS-5/9:

A two year course in an accredited junior college, college or university

leading to an AA degree. Recreation management and human behavioral science

related courses are highly desirable and should receive emphasis in ranger

selection.



Additional Experience and Training Requirements/Professional and Technical Grades

Candidates for grades GS-7 and above must have had experience relevant to rec-

reation/natural resource management or graduate education or an equivalent

combination of both in addition to meeting the basic requirements. The

experience must have been in performing, planning, developing, regulating,

advising on, or supervising programs or a variety of activities in a BLM

District, USFS forest, state or national park, or comparable environment.

The graduate education must have been in, or directly related to, one of

the following: any field-oriented natural science, history, archaeology,

police science, or park and recreation management.

This experience or education must have equipped the candidate with the

knowledge and ability to perform fully the work of the position for

which he is being considered. Candidates for desert ranger positions

must possess the aptitude, knowledge and ability to perform desert ranger

work at the appropriate grade level.

1. Experience

In addition to the basic requirements, the following amounts of

desert ranger or other appropriate experience are required for

grades GS-7 and above:

Grade Minimum Amount of Experience

(Years )

GS-7 1

GS-9 2

GS-11 and above 3

For grades GS-11 and below, at least 6 months of the required

experience must have been at the level of difficulty comparable



to that of the next lower grade, or 1 year comparable to the

second lower grade in the Federal service. For grade GS-12,

at least 1 year of the required experience must have been at a

level of difficulty comparable to that of the next lower grade

in the Federal service.

2. Education

In addition to the basic requirements, the following amounts and

levels of education are qualifying for grades GS-7 and above,

as shown:

Minimum amount of level of education
Grade in appropriate subject - matter fields

> .1 -' " '
-

-

GS-7 One full academic year of graduate

education.

GS-9 -, - : ,,. Completion of all requirements for a

master's or equivalent degree; or

,, .. ^..,., ,.;.:; Two full academic years of graduate

.. .. • . f
education. ,.,;•, -' . ..

.
^-. -

'

3. Combinations of Experience and Graduate Education

Equivalent combinations of recreation/natural resource management

experience and graduate education of the types described above

are acceptable at each of the grades shown immediately above.

(Thirty semester hours, or the equivalent, or part-time graduate

education may be considered to be equal to 1 full academic

year of graduate education)

.



Supervisory Positions

All candidates for Desert Ranger and Supervisory Desert Ranger positions

must demonstrate (1) that they have the personal attributes that are

important to success in supervisory or managerial jobs, and (2) that

they possess, or have the potential to develop, the supervisory or

managerial abilities needed for the level of position to be filled.

Basis of Rating:

For grades GS-5 and GS-7, candidates will be rated on the basis of an

evaluation of their experience and education.

For grades GS-9 and above, candidates will be rated on the basis of the

quality and extent of their total experience, education, and training.

Ratings will be based on statements in the application form and any

additional evidence received by the Commission.

Interview Requirements :

Candidates may, at the option of the agency, be required to appear for

a preemplo3anent interview to evaluate skill in personal relationships

for the public contact aspects of Desert Ranger work.



Requirements for Motor Vehicle Operation ;

Most candidates must either hold, or obtain within 30 days of employment,

appropriate State and U.S. Government motor vehicle operator's pennits.

Selective Placement :

For positions that require particular knowledges and skills, consideration

may be restricted to those candidates whose background indicates that

they possess the required knowledges and skills.

Guide for Evaluation of Candidates in Relation to Job Requirements ;

The Desert Ranger is a supervisor, or a potential supervisor. The

following provides guideline information on evaluating candidates'

potential for supervisory positions.

1. Performance appraisals by supervisors :

Interviews with present and former supervisors are a means of

developing greater information on appraisal items that are

usually dealt with in a more summary manner on written

appraisal reports. To be of maximum aid in evaluating employees,

responses sought through interviews should concern (a) specific

work assignments as well as overall appraisals, (b) those

aspects of the requirements of the position to be filled which are

critical to successful performance, and (c) those elements

of the employee's performance which tend to indicate potential

for successful performance in the position to be filled.

2

.

Review of candidates' education and experience:

In examining personnel file and other available written

information, particular attention should be given to those aspects



of education and experience which have special value in the job

setting or which have particular relevance to the requirements

of the position to be filled. Such a review can serve to

confirm or complete information on knowledge and competence

elements contained in the Analysis and Appraisal Form of this

standard.

Qualifications Analysis and Appraisal for Desert Ranger Positions for
Inservice Placement:

The Qualifications Analysis and Assessment of Potential form included

in the qualification standard for Supervisory Positions in General

Schedule Occupations should be used for Desert Ranger positions with added

items, such as the following:

1. Knowledge and competence in desert management :

The candidate is especially knowledgeable and competent in

desert management matters pertaining to:

a. Visitor activities

b. Interpretation

c. Resources management

d. Maintenance management

e. Other (specific)



2. Knowledge and competence in administration :

The candidate is especially knowledgeable and competent in the

following administrative areas:

a. Planning, programming, and budgeting (PPB)

b. Property and procurement management

c. Financial management

d. Personnel management

e. Data processing

f. Management analysis

g. Other (specify)

3. Other useful methods :

See FPM Chapter 335-1, Evaluation of Employees for Promotion

and Internal Placement

.



Reassignment of Employees From Other Fields to Desert Ranger Positions:

Employees demonstrating a keen Interest and capability in Desert Ranger

type assignments and meeting the basic educational and experience

requirements of a Desert Ranger may be reassigned laterally to Desert

Ranger positions.

Physical Requirements :

Applicants must be physically able to perform efficiently the duties of

the positions. Some of the positions require arduous physical exertion

under rigorous and unusual environmental conditions, such as travel over

rugged, precipitous, slippery, and extremely hazardous terrain at high

elevations, carrying packs of heavy equipment. Applicants must be

proportioned as to height and weight, and gross disproportion will be cause

for rejection. Amputation or serious disabilities of arm, hand, leg, or

foot will disqualify an applicant for appointment; however, there may be

a few positions suitable for persons with minor handicaps. Vision, with

or without glasses, must test at least 20/30 (Snellen) each eye.

However, applicants with vision less than 20/30 (Snellen) in one eye

will receive consideration if the other eye tests 20/30 (Snellen)

with or without glasses. Applicants must be able to distinguish

basic colors and must be avle to hear the conversational voice, each ear,

with or without the use of a hearing aid. Since the duties of the

position are exacting, responsible, and require extensive oral

communication with the public, applicants must possess emotional and

mental stability and unimpaired speech.



APPENDIX 7

POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

GS-025-5 GS-025-5
Park (BLM Desert) Ranger GS-5

Nature of the assignment

This is the entrance or beginning trainee level. Park (BLM) Rangers

GS-5 are exposed to a wide variety of park (desert) operations on a

planned rotational basis. Work assignments are designed specifically
to (1) train and give on-the-job experience to park (BLM) rangers to

help them relate relevant academic knowledge to well-defined tasks in

park (desert) operations; (2) aid quick learning of accepted methods,
techniques, and practices; (3) guide employees' interests, aptitudes,

and potential in adjusting to work situations and park (desert)

management practices; and (4) orient them to agency policies, phi-
losophy, and procedures. Tasks may be similar to those assigned to

park (BLM) technicians, but represent basic preparation pointing to

more complex and responsible management v7ork.

Typical assignments include planned rotation through a combination
of activities such as ( 1) serving as crew members on habitat and
disease investigations, census projects, rehabilitation and reloca-
tion of wildlife missions, fish stocking surveys, plant and forest
pest and insect control; ((1) off road vehicles use inventory,
management planning, use supervision, and assisting in inventory
planning and management related to other resource activities), (2)

operating information desks at visitor centers or manning informa-
tion stations in historic houses (;) or battlefield parks; (3)

gathering and reviewing data on visitor contact, law enforcement,
and resources of the area and drafting reports related to these and
other matters; and (A) performing administrative functions such as
personnel and budget to get a better management understanding of
these operations.

Level of responsibility

Park (BLM rangers) of higher grade provide specific
instructions on practices to be followed, outline objectives of

each work assignment, check work closely during progress, and reviev;

completed vork in detail for substantive content, accuracy, and ade-
quacy of conclusions and reconmendations.

^^^Mj v^

Public contacts arc limited primarily (related) to informational
^

assignments liaving a local impact. Higher level park rangers (BLM
^ ) provide coaching in effective verbal communications and

interpretation.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

GS-025-7 Park (Desert) Ranger GS-7 GS-025-7

Nature of the assignment

Work assignments are designed to give park (BLM) rangers advanced pro-
gramed training and experience in applying relevant principles and
knowledge to a variety of tasks using the methodology, techniques and
practices accepted in park (desert) management work. Park (BLM)

Rangers GS-7 carry out duties which help them to develop an increas-
ingly better understanding of the dimensions of park (desert) manage-
ment work.

Park (BLij) Riinger GS-7 duties differ from those of the GS-5 level in
that these duties involve some complexities and a need to demonstrate
greater resourcefulness, initiative, ability to exercise judgment, and

other nanagerial qualities. GS-7 rangers carry out work which requires
them to: (1) select and use the proper techniques for specific situa-
tions; (2) recognize deviations in data gathered for management purposes;

(3) identify the kind of problems that need to be referred to higher
grade rangers; (

^^'^-^ '"'''')
j and (A) complete involved operational or

staff work needing proper documentation and good reporting. By compari-

son, GS-5 rangers perform well-defined tasks not requiring resourceful-
ness or judgment in applying knoxi/ledge of park (desert) management prac-
tices.

Typically, Park (BL>t) Rangers GS-7 perform a variety of assignments such
as the following:

1, Observe visitor use or services patterns in relation to the
vegetative cover, historic structures, archeologic remains,
or other resources of the area to identify significant factors
of use.

2, Determine levels or presence of fire hazards, unusual climatic
conditions, insect problems, or fish and wildlife management
problems by survey.

3, Inspect park (desert) area facilities and visitor activities,
applying standards for sanitation, pollution, safety, camp-
site use, concessions management, and special use permits.
Note deficiencies and recommend in draft form the action to

be taken. Follow up on assuring compliance with standards.
A. Oversee operation of picnic areas, campgrounds, marinas, e^rc ,

beaches and entrance stations, (May) schedule v^ork, assign
seasonal personnel, and account for fees collected in the

areas.
5. Perform special studies or projects on administrative support

and maintenance problems to get exposure for developmental
purposes.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS
GS-025-7 GS-025-7

Park (BLM Desert) Pvajigers CS-7 sometimes do v;ork similar to that of

park (BLM) technicians/ but for very limited time periods and for

management development purposes.

Level of responsibility

The supervisor specifically describes purpose and scope and problems
to be anticipated. Within this frame of reference, and in contrast
to rangers at the GS-5 level. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-7 generally make
their own plans as to how to carry out assignments. As compared to

the GS-5 level where close supervision is exercised on all work, only
spot checks of routine work are made to evaluate progress and deter-
mine compliance with instructions. Supervisors review nonroutine
assignments more closely for adherence to instructions and technical
accuracy. Supervisors are available for consultation on out-of-the-
ordinary matters.

Park (BLM) Rangers GS-7 apply resourcefulness and initiative in the

selection and use of guidelines and source materials and in carrying
out the details of assignments. They may make recommendations on

taking specific actions connected with their assigned work.

GS-7 rangers have public contacts for both informational and inspira-
tional purposes. Typical contacts are with (a) the general public and
special off-site groups to provide interpretive services or promote
organizational objectives; (b) park neighbors and private inholders to
provide technical help and keep sound vrorking relationships; and (c)

local. State, and Federal agency personnel for cooperative purposes.
Higher grade rangers or managers may observe and advise on public con-
tacts. By comparison, GS-5 rangers have contacts primarily for routine
informational purposes.

GS-025-9 Park (BLM Desert) Ranger GS-9 GS-025-9

Nature of the assignment

Park (BLM Desert) Rangers GS-9 carry out broad assignments that involve
some complexity. GS-9 rangers apply resourcefulness and judgment in

such tasks as formulation of short-range plans, recreation planning,
promotion of environmental conservation programs, planning and execution
of resource management analyses, and similar projects. By comparison,
GS-7 rangers receive assignments v/hich are of limited scope and complexity
for developmental purposes.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

GS-025-9 GS-025-9

The work situation is characteristically one where most basic lonp-
ranre planning has been completed in all functions or where such
planning is carried out primarioy by higher level specialists. For
park, assignments, the area may be an independent park entity such as

a national monument, a part of a cluster of parks, or a segment of a

large park or area. (Assignments are in the California Desert and

may be to one or more designated desert areas) . The following assign-
ments of park (BLH) Rangers GS-9 are illustrative, but not all-inclusive;

1. Plan and execute (individually or as team leaders) field
surveys on such problems as forest and range management,
wildlife management control , (habitat, recreation use) forest
disease and insect control , determination of levels of fire

hazards, and similar projects. Develop approaches to the
problem; plan execution; collect or supervise data collection
personally; analyze findings; draft reports or review drafts
of segments of reports; and make recommendations for action,

2. Draft guidelines and standard operating procedures in re-
sources management activities (e.g., fire control, soil and
moisture (water) control, structural fire control and pre-
vention, historic preservation, etc.). Observing practices
onsite, collect pertinent data, analyze and evaluate alter-
native techniques and practices, and justify the preferred
methods to be used.

3. Draft proposed new or revised guidelines and operating pro-
cedures for dealing with la^; enforcement (e.g., demonstra-
tions and riots), rescue services, and recreation program
activities (e.g., campgrounds, bicycle trails, (special
events), special tours). Make extensive onsite investiga-
tions of activities concerned and analyze alternative methods
and practices. Write justifications for proposals.

A. Mal:e periodic inspections at carppgroundp , entrance stations,
marinas, trails, roads, parking areas, etc. to ascertain the

quality of the operations and services, assure visitor safety,
and determine what inprovem.ents may be needed. Compile evalu-
ation reports based on such inspections for use by management.

5. Draft proposed short-range plans for operations which involve
identifying resources management projects to be completed
during upcoming seasons, determining the priorities for use
of seasonal employees, scheduling operations to fit staffing,
and similar items. Execute these plans after appropriate
discussion, review and approval.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS
GS-025-9 GS-025-9

Level of responsibility

This is an operating level as compared v;ith the CS-7 developmental
level. The immediate objectives of assignments are specified by the

supervisor or manager. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-9 select, apply, and

adapt standard techniques and practices in carrying out assignments.
They are responsible for proposing changes in operating plans where -

this may be needed. Prior to initiation of activities, v;ork. plans

for non-routine activities and controversial aspects of assignments
typically are discussed v/ith the supervisor. GS-9 range, are expected

to interpret existing instructions, methods, and practices, and to

generalize from several guidelines on a particular subject.

As compared with the GS-7 level where routine work is spot checked
and nonroutine tasks examined closely, completed work at GS-9 is

reviewed for overall adequacy, consistency with related park (desert)
management programs and activities, and accomplishment of objectives.

As compared with GS-7 rangers v/ho may be assisted or observed in their
public contacts. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-9 deal rather independently in

their personal work relationships. They make personal contacts with
park neighbors, conservation associations, and cooperating individuals
or groups including representatives of other Government agencies.
They participate fully in off-site programs and other activities to

promote support for conservation principles and practices.

GS-025-11 Park (BLM Desert) P^nger GS-11 GS-025-11

Nature of the assignment

Typically, Park (BLM) Rangers GS-11 deal with diverse complex technical
and administrative problems. They independently identify information
needed to solve conventional problems and select techniques for carry-
ing out assignments. They choose from among several alternative ap-
proaches to problems, and modify standardized guides and criteria.
Park (BLM) Rangers GS-11 rely on a good understanding of the management
and ecological interrelationships of park (desert) resources, and the
impact of internal decisions on the community and interested publics in
program planning and system development assignments. By comparison,
Park (BLM) Rangers GS-9 carry out a variety of important tasks connected
with management, but within the framework of generally accepted park
(desert) management practices and principles.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

GS-025-11 GS-025-11

At regional or national levels, (At district or State office levels)

,

GS-11 rangers deal with functional programs which involve drafting
long-range management objectives, researching, drafting and recommend-
ing segments of policy statements, and interpreting complex policies
affecting a region of the country or an (the entire California &esert)
system.

The work situation is characteristically one where planned long-range
development and planning is only partially completed or, if completed,
requires substantial modification to accommodate increases in visitor
loads, or provide complete visitor facilities and services. For park
assignments, the area may be an independent park entity such as a

small national park, several small areas clustered together for man-
agement purposes, or a major segment of a large park. (Assignments
are in the total California Desert).

The following assignments for Park BLM Rangers GS-11 are illustrative:

1. Individually or as team leaders, plan, organize, execute, and
reviev/ surveys on field problems of more than ordinary com-
plexity. Examples of surveys include studies of \7ildlife

management reductions; soil erosion in areas of delicate vege-
tative cover or geologic formations; protective management to

prevent destruction of outstanding and irreplaceable historic
structures and resources; and critical levels of fire hazards.
Develop approaches to problems, plan the execution of neces-
sary survey work, direct lower level employees in data col-
lection, review findings, and write narrative reports includ-
ing analyses, eveluations and recommendations.

2. Draft project plans and complex operatinp procedures in re-
sources management activities (e.g., fire prevention and con-
trol, soil and moisture (water) control procedures, management
of vegetative cover, etc.). Apply to this work a thorough
familiarity v/ith the resources of the area, the available data,
the pertinent problems, and the ecological interrelationships
involved.

3. Analyze, evaluate, and draft proposed revisions in guidelines
and operating procedures for law enforcement (e.g., riot con-
trol, urban demonstrations, emergency evacuations, etc.);
concessioner relations; and comparable activities or services
involving sensitive and complicated relationships.

A. Plan, initiate, and supervise studies related to visitor service

operations, e.g., visitor use studies of particular areas of

the park, special boundary surveys, special use permits, etc.,

where there are special problems with dif ficult-to-manage
variables involved.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS
GS-025-11 GS-025-11

5. Work out cooperative plans v;ith Federal, State, and local

aj^encies for rescue and emergency services.

Level of responsibility

The objectives and general scope of assignments are specified by a

higher level management official. In comparison to the GS-9 rangers
who receive prior advice on nonroutine matters, Park (BLM) Rangers
GS-11 are generally free to develop work plans for nonroutine
activities, and to select, modify and use the techniques for carry-
ing out assignments. Higher level park (desert) management officials
may advise in special problem areas such as applying new policies and
making choices betxs'een several equally complex methods of work plan-
ning and execution, GS-11 rangers do long-range management planning
under guidance.

Park (BLM) Rangers GS-11 are expected to recognize and evaluate
critical trends in park (deserO operations, draw sound conclusions and
make recommendations on complex problems and identify and develop
needed improvements in park (desert) programs and operations, Ry com-
parison, GS-9 rangers deal mainly with short-range planning and more
or less ordinary operational problems.

Except for long-range planning matters, completed i:ork is reviei;ed on

a sport-check basis for sound approach and accomplishment of program
objectives.

As compared v;ith GS-9 rangers whose contacts are typically diverse and
important but not sensitive. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-11 have dem.anding

public contacts. At GS-11, contacts with community officials and
others often require a high degree of diplomacy in such matters as

negotiation of agreements, investigation and resolution of complaints,
and reconciliation of conflicting view points.

Park (BLM Deaert) Ranger GS-12
GS-025-12 GS-025-12

Nature of the assignment

Park (BLM) Rangers GS-12 apply the comprehensive management experience
and understanding needed to identify, define, and resolve problems with
substantial park (desert) management and conservation impact. Solutions
may be novel, controversial, or previously undeveloped. Park (BLM)
Rangers GS-12 interpret and adapt guidelines and technical precedents to
complex current problems, and develop improved techniques or solutions



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

GS-025-12 GS-025-12

which affect the total resources management and park (desert) use

patterns of an area. By comparison. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-11 deal
with diverse complex problems, developing solutions by modifying
standardized guides and criteria and choosing from among several
alternative approaches.

GS-12 rangers perform advisory, coordinating, and review services
which are complicated by such factors as intensity of public
interest, varied ecological interrelationships of the area, park
neighbor relationships, and characteristics of the park (desert)

resources and facilities. They are relied upon as authoritative
sources of information. By comparison, GS-11 rangers may seek
advice in special problem areas and in making especially difficult
choices in \-Jork planning and execution. GS-12 assignments have
complex technical and public relations implications because of (a)

precedents pointing to conflicting decisions; (b) no pertinent
precedents; or (c) significant management decisions that change
existing technical guidelines.

The work situation is characteristically one vjhere long-range de-
velopment and planning are not completed or, if completed, require
constant modification to take care of increased visitation, acqui-
sition of adjoining private lands, or more complete visitor facil-
ities. For park assignments, the area may be a large national park
(the California Desert) or a cluster of smaller areas administered
as a group, (other problem areas in California)

.

The following assignments for Park (BLM) Rangers GS-12 are illustra-
tive:

1. Draft policy statements and long-range objectives for

resources management for area, regional or nationwide
(California Desert) appliccation in situations where a

large number of conflicting issues and functional inter-
relationships must be considered.

2. Serve as advisor and troubleshooter for various groups
or organizations dealing with major projects for the man-
agement and protection of cultural resources, major fish

and v;ildlife programs, and similar activities at a park
fiistrict) level.

3. Develop, analyze, and evaluate new or revised policy state-
ments, program outlines and guidelines based on an in-depth
knowledge of a particular function (e.g., law enforcement
and recreation program management) and its effects on other
functions of park (desert) management.



POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS
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4. Serve as technical advisor on nore complex short-range and
long-ranpe problems that may come up on law enforcement,
rescue and emergency services, recreation program operations,
or concessioner relations. Act as representative of park
(desert) management in working out agreements with law

enforcement authorities, concessioners, cooperating agencies,

and park neighbors when critical conflicts arise. For

instance, work on problems such as whether provisions in

agreement fit policy requirements, whether services provided

by concessioners fall within agreement provisions, and
whether cooperative agreements are adequate to meet park
(desert) needs in law enforcement.

5. Evaluate nev; techniques, methods, and operational approaches
for handling lav; enforcement recreation programs and other
visitor service functions. Evaluate, for instance, v/hether

revised campground layouts and plans are operationally
feasible, whether new equipment is economical and practical,
v;hether new forms of recreation activity or nev; techniques
for managing visitors can be put into effect, and similar
problems affecting one or more parks

.

(one or more parts of

the desert)

.

Level of responsibility

In comparison to the GS-11 level v/here objectives and scope of assign-
ments are specified. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-12 are given only (1) general
objectives in a relative order of priority for completion of projects,
and (2) broad administrative guidelines on assignments.

GS-12 rangers are expected to skillfully apply precedents, broad know-
ledges, and sophisticated techniques to their work and to interrelate
their functional areas of work v;ith other areas of work. They are ex-
pected to select techniques, methods, and processes for studying indi-
vidual situations independently, and successfully deal with conflict
situations. Completed controversies are resolved by consultation with
supervisors. Completed assignments are reviewed to see that they meet
program objectives. Projects involving major policy change are planned
v;ith supervisors or subject-matter specialists at higher echelons of
the organisation.

As compared with the CS-11 level where advice from higher officials is
available. Park (BLM) Rangers GS-12 get little or no technical guidance
except on critical or controversial issues. Decisions and recommendations
on technical matters are rarely changed b^' higher authority.
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Public contacts of rF-12 ranpers are broad and varied and typically
involve overcominp cominunications barriers to pet mutual understand-
ing of agency objectives and policies and acceptance of conservation
values.
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ANNOUNCING
THE

TWENTY-FIFTH CLASS

FOR

PEACE OFFICER S' BASIC TRAINING
(This school has been certified by

THE COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING)

In cooperation with the

YOSEMITE JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT

September ik, 1970, to November 2k, I97O

(10 Junior College Credits will be granted

for satisfactory completion of course)

To be conducted at the Modesto Police Department Class Room #236

601 Eleventh Street, Modesto, California





0Eji;CTIVE3

1. To teach new officers the fundamentals of police work and an understanding

of equipment used.

2. To establish an espirit de corps among officers. >.,.:.. ^

3. To develop competency as early as possible in the police function of most

frequent occurrence.

U. To eliminate hazards to the officer and others.

5. To increase efficiency.

6. To develop unifo-Tnity in police practices and procedures.

7. To develop cooperation between law enforcement agencies.

WHO MAY ATTEND

1. New personnel after employment, or those selected by department heads from
eligibility lists. If other than new personnel are assigned, it should be

expressly understood that the instruction is basic instruction only.

2. This school should be attended by officers who have not completed an in-

service basic school, or be experienced officers desiring additional
information and material to use in conducting training programs within
their own department.

P3CAMINATI0NS AND NOTEBOOKS . . • -,

1. fixaminations will be conducted at intervals during the course. A final
examination will be given at the end of the course. joc-: -

2. Notebook inspection will be conducted periodically during the course of
the program. it.

3. Notes are to be typewritten or printed in their final appearance.

WHAT TO BRING '-. '

v^^ 1 -

Clothing
_ ,

Civilian clothing may be worn. With the exception of Firearms and Defensive
Tactics instruction, the civilian clothing must be of such taste as it would
not be classed as casual or sloppy. Those officers appearing in uniform are
not to wear their sidearms or service revolvers in the classroom.

. ilV il'



WHAT TO BRING - Continued

Notebooks J Paper, and Index Dividers

Officers must have an 8j" X 11" size three -ring binder with hard back,

and at least 500 sheets of notebook paper for the formal notes. Also
sufficient index dividers for the notebook to sepairate the various

subject matter courses. Pen and ink.

!. Handcuffs

Revolver

Regulation .38 special calibre.

Out of District Permits

If your officers are from outside the Modesto Junior Co]-lege District
and are in another college district, they should bring with them an
out of district pei-mit from their home college.

ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND TEST GRADES

The department head will be furnished with attendance and examination
test records.

REGISTRATION

Officers will report to the Modesto Police Department Class Room at

7:^5 a.m., the first day of school.

ACCOMODATIONS

Arrangements have been made with a local motel for quartering out of
town officers who of necessity will reside in Modesto from Sunday night
through the week and leave on Friday for their home areas. The cost
for a room with two double beds (accomodates 2 men) is $9*^5 per day,
including tax, or $47.25 per week for 5 nights. The cost for a single
room (accomodates 1 man) is $6.30 per day, including tax, or $31.50 per
week for 5 nights.

"Cities and counties which by ordinance adhere to the Peace Officer
Standards and Training Program are entitled to reimbursements in the amount
of 50^ of the cost of room and meals when it is necessary for the trainee
to be away from his residence overnight."

Officers arriving in Modesto on Sunday ,^ prior to the commencement of school,
will report to the Sheriff's Department Dispatch Officer for directions to
their quarters.

MEALS

The Stanislaus County Sheriff's Department has arranged to serve three
meals per day to officers from out of town who stay in Modesto during
the school. These officers will be charged at the rate of $1.25 per day.
The charge for single meals will be 50^. The payment for meals for out of



town officers can be made in advance or at the conclusion of the school.
All payments should be made to "County of Stanislaus". All officers
who plan for such meals should report to the Administration Office to
register their desires.

GRADUATION EXERCISES

A graduation exercise Is planned following the final examination.
Sheriffs, Chiefs of Police, and Department Heads are usually in attend-
ance. Students' wives and other guests are cordially invited to be
present. The date and time will be announced during the school.





COURSE COMPARISON

SUBJECTS SCHEDULED SCHOOL
HOURS

POST
HOURS

I. IIWRODUCTION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT LO

Required

• 1. Orientation
^ 2, Law Enforcement Ethics and Professlonalization

^ 3« Criminal Justice System

Elective

J 1. Classroom Notetaking
• 2, Jurisdiction of Law Enforcement Agencies
• 3. Powers and Duties of the Sheriff
^ 4. Powers and Duties of the Coroner

2

2
6
2
2

II. CRIMINAL lAW 16

Required

1. Criminal Law (Penal Code)
2. laws of Arrest

rr-.

20
6

I II. CRIMINAL EVIDENCE 8

Required

• 1. Rules of Evidence
/ 2. Search and Seizure

• 3. Probable Cause for Arrest, Search, & Seizure
(Court Decisions)

8
\

10

IV. ADMINICTRATION OF JUSTICE -
'

'

Required

' 1. Court Organization and Procedure
• 2, Courtroom Demeanor and Testifying

Elective ' '

'

^ 1. Civil Processes 4



V. CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 3h

Required

y 1, Assault Cases h
' 2. Auto Theft Cases 2

^ 3« BurglAry Cases ^
^ i*. Collection, Identification and Preservation of Evidence 8

• 5* Injury, Death and Homicide Cases ^
-/ 6. Interviews and Interrogationa and Polygraph 8
• ?• Preliminary Investigation 6

' 8, Robbery Cases 2

/ 9, Sex Crimes k

^ 10. Theft and Receiving Stolen Property Cases h
' 11. Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 6
' 12. Major Crime Case Problems and Moot Court l6

Elective

y 1. Fingerprints
^ 2. Fraudulent Checks
^ 3. Police Records

8
2
If

VI. COMMUNITY - POLICE REIATIONS 20

Required

1. Discretionary Decision Making
2. Role of Police in Society

3. Police Community Relations
U. Race and Ethnic Group Relations
5. Press Relations
6. Local Community Relations Programs

2
2

10
k
2

2

VII, PATROL PROCEDURES ko

Required

1.

2.

'I:

7.

8.

10.

U.
12.

Liquor Law Violations
Drunk and Disorderly Conduct Cases
Dotnestic Con^lalnts
Field Notetaking and Crime Scene Recording
Mental Illness Cases
Patrol and Observation
Pjrowler and Disturbance Calls
Report Writing
Crowd Control emd Disaster Training
Missing Persons
Tactics for Crimes in Progress
Use of Police Radio and Teletype

k

k

2

6
2

12
2

16
k
2

2
2



Elective

v/1. Civil Dispute Problems 2
2, Jail Procedures k

VIII. TRAFFIC COtfTROL 20

Required

1. Traffic Control (Directing) 2
2. Drunk Driving Cases h

3. Citations, Mechanics and Psychology k
h. Driver Education 8

5. Traffic Accident Investigation 12
6. Traffic laws (Vehicle Code) 10

7. Vehicle PuHavers 2

8. Case Problems in Accident Investigation 6

DC. JUVICNILE PROCEDURES 8

Required

1. Juvenile Laws and Procedures 12

X. DEFENSIVE TACTICS ik

Reyiired

1. Arrest Techniques 12
2. Defensive Tactics 8
3. Transportation of Prisoners and Mentally 111 2
k. Baton Training k

XI. FIREARMS 12

Required

1. Legal Aspects and Policy 2
2. Range and Special Weapons 18
3* Chemical Agent Training 8

XII. FIRgr AID 10

Required

1. First Aid 10



XIII. FIELD TRIP

XIV. EXAMINATIONS

Required

1. Examinations

Required Subject Hours:

Elective Subject Hours:

Grand Total:

18

356

Voo

200

* No fixed hours on electives.



Unit number

1. ORIENTATION Total Hours 2

Welcoming of class by ranking officials, commanding officers of the

school, and school officials. Discussion of method of teaching, rules

of school, and other information to orient and motivate the student.

2. lAW £NFORCEMEm? CTHICS Total Hours h

The definition of a profession as it applies to law enforcement.

Defines euid discusses ethical and unethical acts. Emphasizes the

obligation of all officers to conduct themselves ethically and pre-

vent unethical conduct.

3. CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM Total Hours h

An overview of laws and their origin; the Courts and Court processes;
police agencies; crimes; arrests, trial processes; penalties, and
procedures and penal systems.

k. CIASSROOM NOTETAKING Total Hours 2

Fundamental methods and techniques of taking comprehensive notes in

classroom.

5. JURISDICTION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES Total Hours 6

The jurisdictions and relationships with federal, state, and coimty,
and other city law enforcement and regulatory agencies. The procedures
to be followed when a case of incident is found to be in the juris-
diction of another agency.

6. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SHERIFF Total Hours 2

Outlines the duties and powers of the Sheriff as set forth in the
Civil Code, Code of Civil Procedure, Penal Code, Political Code, the
Government Code.

7. CRIMINAL lAW ( PENAL CODE ) Total Hours 20

Covers California law relating to criminal acts with emphasis on the
elements of crime, parties to crime, and the specific sections most
frequently used in the Penal Code. A limited number of the most
frequently used sections of other Stafe Codes may be included also.



8. lAWS OF ARR£3r Total Hours 6

Peace officer's right and duty to make an arrest. Distinction between
felony and misdemeanor arrests. Requisites of a legal arrest as set

forth in Part 2, Title 2, Chapter 3> Penal Code. Immunity from arrest
and legal rights of a suspect. Legal use of force, degree of force

and attitudes of arresting officers.

9. RULES OF EVIDENCE Total Hours 8

Rules of evidence and their application to proper law enforcement. The
tests of admissability applied by the Courts, including direct and
circumstantial evidence, hearsay, confessions, dying declarations,
documentary evidence, competency of witnesses, degrading and incrimina-
ting questions, privileged and non-privileged communications.

10. SEARCH AND SEIZURE lAWS Total Hours k

Immunity from arrest and legal rights of a suspect. Legal use of

force, degree of force and attitudes of arresting officers. Current
pertinent case law is emphasized.

11. COURT ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE Total Hours 4

General Court organization, procedure and functions including jury,

complaint forms, writs, subpenas, warrants, and other allied papers
and Court Orders.

12. COURTROOM DEMEANOR AND TESTIFYING Total Hours k

Stresses fundamentals on how to be most effective as a witness in
Court. Includes preparation before Court. Appearance, manner, and
attitude in Court while waiting to testify and while on the stand.
Common pitfalls facing the new officers in Court. Use of notebook
as reference. Techniques helpful when being cross-examined.

13. CIVIL PROCESSES Total Hours k

The duties, writs, and Court Orders that a Deputy Sheriff is called
upon to execute.

Ik, ASSAULT CASES Total Hours k

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of
these types of reports and assignments. The legal aspects of each.
The preliminary methods and techniques necessary to successfully
investigate them.



15. AUTO TKEFT CASES Total Hours 2

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of

these type reports and assignments. The legal aspects of each.

The preliminary methods and the techniques to successfully investi-

gate them.

16. BURGIARY CASES Total Hours h

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of

these crimes. The legal aspects. Modus Operandi. The preliminary
methods and techniques to successfully investigate them.

17. COLLECTION, IDEM*IFICATION AND PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE Total Hours 8

The proper handling of each type of evidence from the time it is

located until it is offered in evidence at the trial. This course
will include a discussion of laboratory processing of evidence and
the assistance the investigator can expect to receive. Collection,
preservation, identification and recording of evidence. Developing
and preserving latent fingerprints.

18. INJURY, DEATH, AND HOMICIDE CASES Total Hours k

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of this
type of report and assignments. The legal aspects of it. The pre-
liminary methods and techniques to successfully investigate it.

19. IlfTERVIEWS AND INTEREOGATION AND POLYGRAPH Total Hours 8

Routine interrogations: Approach, attitude, securing complete
essential information, evaluation, file checks. To prepare recruit
policemen to conduct routine interrogation of: Complaints, witnesses,
victims, suspects, suspicious persons, and citizen informants. To
indicate methods and techniques employed in station and field interro-
gations, touching upon: Separation, approach, attitude, and the rights
and treatment of subjects. Introduction of methods and uses of
scientific aids. Statements, admission, and confession.

An explanation and demonstration of the polygraph machine and its use
as an investigative device as used in conjunction with the interrogation
of complainants, defendants and witnesses.



20. PRELIMINARY INVEgTIGATION Total Hours 6

The general principles applicable to all investigations. Attitude and

responsibilities to the officer. Need for complete, accurate informa-

tion, conrplaint evaluation, crime scene protection and examination.
Case preparation for Court.

21. ROBBERY CASES Total Hours 2

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of this
type of complaints and assignments. The legal aspects of them. The
proper attitudes and directions to complainants and dlsputents.

22. SEX CRIMES Total Hours k

The laws, elements of proof and problems dealing with the offenses
of Rape, Incest, Lewd and lascivious Conduct, Sodomy, etc. Likewise,
instruction with the problems of loitering about schools, playgrounds,
public Jjavatories, and depots. The exhibitionists, sex perverts, and
such activity.

23. THCTT AND RECEIVING STTOLEN PROPERTY Total Hours k

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of
these types of reports and assignments. The legal aspects of each.
The preliminary methods and techniques necessary to successfully
investigate them.

24. NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS Total Hours 6

The laws, descriptions, and symptoms of narcotics and dangerous drugs.
Investigative and arrest procedures in narcotics and dangerous djrug

cases.

25. FINGERPRINTS Total Hours 8

A varied basic indoctrination in fingerprint identification and
recognition of major fingerprint pattenis. An introduction to the
use of latent fingerprints and fingerprint cards of identification
of persons.

26. FRAUDULENT CHECKS Total Hours 2

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of these
reports and assignments. The legal aspects of each. The preliminary
methods and techniques to successfully investigate them.



27. POLICE RECORDS Total liours U

Provides an acquaintance with, and an appreciation of, the value of

the various records that are con?)iled by and available to law en-

forcement officers. In addition to the records contained in the

department's record bureau, those in possession of federal, state,

and county agencies are discussed.

28. DISCRgriONARY DECISION MAKING Total Hours 2

Deals with the responsibility of the Individual Police Officer to make
decisions within the framework of hla training, knowledge, and the
policies of his Department. Gives the new officer a basic starting
point for the formation of thought process to arrive at satisfactory
field conclxisions.

29. ROUS OF POLICE Total Hours 2

A course designed to enlighten the beginning officer as to his role
in law enforcement. Focuses on the misconceptions of the public and
the officer relative to the police task.

30. RACE AND ETHNIC GRCUP RELATIONS Total Hours h

Racial and ethnic group relations, and the dangers of improper handling
of matters having to do with such groups. The elements of proper
relations stressed.

31. PRESS RELATIONS Total Hours 2

An appreciation of the objectives and responsibilities of the police
reporter and American newspai)ers under freedom of the press. The
advantages of good press relations. Confidential reports and privileged
communications

.

32. LOCAL COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROBLEMS Total Hours 2

Review of local departmental programs designed to bring citizens and
law enforcement together for the piirpose of mutxial understanding and
creating a better community. Emphasis on community involvement and
action programs sponsored by department.

33. LIQUOR lAW VIOIATIONS Total Hours k

Common infractions and investigative steps. Proof of age. Premises
problems. The minor. Relationship of the State Agency and Local
Agency.

3^. DRUHK AND DISORDERLY CONDUCT Tcxtal Hours h

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of these
offenses. Recent legislative change in the law. Elements of proof.



35. DOME^IC COMPIAlJrrS Total Hours 2

Course covers fundamental procedures in the investigation of this
offense. The legal aspects of such disputes, the common problems
associated with them.

36. FIELD NOTBTAKING AND CRIME SCE^ RECORDING Total Hours 6

Methods of taking comprehensive notes in investigations, value of

notes, necessity of keeping notes and the preservation of notes. Use
of sketches, diagrams, and charts in recollection and reproducing crime
scene in Court. Use of field notes in Court and in writing investigation
reports

.

37. MEI7EAL ILUCESS CASES Total Hours 2

To inform the recruit of the laws and procedures in handling inseine,

feeble minded, inebriacy, sex-psychoi)athic, and other mental illness
matters. The legal aspects and specific preliminary methods and
techniques necessary to successfully investigate this type of case.

38. PATROL AND OBSERVATION Total Hours 12

Principal purpose of beat patrol: Protection, prevention, repression,
identification, and apprehension. Type of patrol: Fixed, Auto, and
Foot Patrol. Police hazards: Recognition, inspection, and control.
Operation of Police vehicles: On patrol, answering assignments,
emergencies, and non-emergencies. Methods of developing powers of
I)erception and observation of persons, places, and things.

39. PROWLER AND DigTURBANCE CALLS Total Hours 2

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of these
types of reports and assignments. The legal asi)ects of each. The
preliminary methods and techniques necessary to successfully investi-
gate them.

ho. REPORT WRITING Total Hours I6

Necessity of reports in law enforcement. Operation, requirements of
good reports. Basic \inderstanding of the types of reports, their use,
value and purpose. Types of reports: Narrative, elements of congxjsition,
general procedure regarding forms, substance, conclusion, statistics.
Emphasis on Modus Operandi Reports. Development of an appreciation for
accurate and complete descriptions of persons and •property.

41. CROWD CONTROL AND DISASTER TRAINING Total Hours k

Laws regulating crowds and/or gatherings. Types of crowds and

gatherings. Police authority. Causes and prevention and control
of panic and riot.



k2. MISSING PERSONS . Total Hours 2

The role and objectives of the officer in missing person cases.

Investigative techniques for locating missing adults and juveniles.
Emphasizes the urgency of an incident involving young children and
adults with suicidal tendencies.

U3. TACTICS FOR CRIMES IN PROGRESS Total Hours 2

Methods of responding to, and Initial coverage of, "crime now" calls.
Enrphasls is given to coverage plana for robberies, burglaries and
other dangerous felonies. Safety of officers and bystanders Is

keynoted.

kh, USE OF POUCE RADIO AND TELETYPE Total Hours 2

The proper use of the mobile transmitter and the channels assigned
to the jurisdiction and neighboring jurisdictions. Use of the tele-
type and its application.

J+5. CIVIL DISPUTE PROBLEMS Total Hours 2

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of
these types of complaints and assignments. The legal aspects of
them. The proper attitudes and directions to coraplaiiiants and
disputents.

h6, JAIL PROCEDURES Total Hours h

Basic instruction covering the receiving, booking, and searching of
prisoners and their care and custody; the laws relative to commitments,
holding orders, and warrants; dirties and responsibilities of the officer
as outlined in the law regarding property and belongings of prisoners.
Detention of prisoners for outside agencies.

^7. TRAFFIC CONTROL (Directions) Total Hours 2

Applicable laws gaveming traffic direction by police officers at
intersections, congested areas, accident scenes, fires, and other
disasters. Uniform methods of traffic signals and gestures by hand
and flashlight.

^8. DRUNK DRI\n:NG CASES Total Hours h

Course covers the fundamental procedures in the investigation of this
type of offense. The legal aspects, and the preliminary methods and
techniques to successfully investigate it.



i+9. CITATIONS, MEX:HANICS. and psychology Total Hours h

Correct method of writing traffic citations and other citations, and

other citations permitted by law. Psychology of dealing with oi)erator3

of motor vehicles when stopped by officers for traffic violations. I-/hen

to cite rather than when to arrest.

50. DRIVER EDUCATION Total Hours 8

An ai)preciation of traffic safety and care of police vehicles. Safe

driving practices taught in theory in the classroom and by demonstration
and piractice in the field.

51. TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION Total Hours 12

Method and procedure to be employed in investigation of traffic
accidents. Barking at scene, questioning witnesses, observation of
drivers, checking vehicles involved in accidents, checking roadway,
signs and signals, photography and measurements, with special emphasis
on hit-and-run. Use of forms.

52. TRAFFIC LAWS (Vehicle Code) Total Hours 10

Covers most frequently used sections of the Vehicle Code. Elements of
the violation and their application.

53. VEHICLE PULLOVERS Total Hours 2

Techniques of stopping vehicles under a variety of conditions. The
approach to, and cover of, the stopped vehicle. Proper removal of
occupants. Search of vehicle. Snrphasis is on officer safety.

5^. JUVENILE PROCEDURES Total Hours 12

ResjMDnsibility of law enforcement agencies and various juvenile
agencies. Procediire in handling juveniles and obtaining petitions.
Discussion of most frequently used sections of the Welfare and
Institutions Code. Proper attitudes, methods, and techniques in
dealing with juveniles.

55. ARREST TECHNIQUES Total Hours 12

Includes the officer's approach to a suspect on foot, in an auto,
his home or room, and in buildings or other areas. Also includes
protection of the officer, search upon arrest, use of the baton, gun
and handcuffs, transportation of prisoners from arrest to jail,
and custody and transportation of the mentally iUL.



56. DEFENSIVE TACTICS Total Hours 8

Teaches the fundamentals of use of the baton and riot stick, methods
of disarming and protection against armed with dangerous and deadly-

weapon, demonstration and drill in a limited number of holds and come-
alongs and handcuffing and restraint of prisoners and the mentally ill.

57. TRANSPORTATION OF PRISONERS Total Hours 2

Methods and techniques used in transportation of prisoners long
distances by vehicle, rail, or air. Restraint of Insane persons.
Female prisoners emd patients.

58. FIREARMS (legal aspects) Total Hours 2

Explanation of the situations In which the use of firearms Is warranted,
the legal pro\rlslons and restrictions Imposed on their use by the codes,
court decision and interpretations. The moral aspects in the use of
firearms and safety precautions are stressed.

59. FIREARMS (Range) Total Hours I8

Range safety and etiquette. Firing of the sidearm Including use of
bobber or silhouette targets. Familiarization of firing of riot shotgun.

60. FIRST AID Total Hours 10

An ijmnedlate and temporary care given in case of accident. Illness,
and emergency childbirth, with poisoning and asphyxiation cases
stressed. Course shall qualify students for the Standard Red Cross
First Aid Certificate,

61. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE CORONER Total Hours 2

Outlines the duties and powers of the Coroner as set forth in the
Government Code, Health and Safety Code, and Probate Code, The inter-
relationship of this office with law enforcement agencies,

62. CHEMICAL AGEWT TRAINING Total Hours 8

A course of instruction to meet the requirements of Penal Code Section
12^03 In that any officer who jxDssesses or transports tear gas, or
such chemical agent, must complete a co\irse of instruction approved
by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training, Course
will include legal aspects, nomenclature and practical application.

63. BATON TRAINING Total Hours k

A course of instruction in the proper care, handling, and use of the



(63 - Cont.)

baton as a defensive tool and legal aspects associated.

64. PROBABLE CAUSE FOR ARREgT, SEARCH AND SEIZURE Total Hours 10

A course of instruction that deals with cases in these areas that have brought
about court decisions, locally and nationally, that guide the officer in the
performance of his duty toward a lawful and acceptable conclusion.

65. MAJOR CRIME CASE PROBLEMS Total Hours I6

Officers will pursue the investigation of mock major crimes in which the
procedures of Interrogation, Crime Scene Investigation, Report Writing, and
other techniques will be utilized. These will be field maneuvers and developed
In teams.

Moot Court

A moot court trial wherein the officers involved in major crime case problems
will appear as witnesses relating the details of their reports and investigation.
Similarly utilizing their instruction in Court Procedure and Testifying.

(£, CASE PROBLEMS IN ACCIDEXTT INVESTIGATION Total Hours 6

Officers will pursue the investigation of mock traffic accidents which will
include accident scene charting, interviews, statements, guidance of traffic,
and all tactics utilized in a thorough investigation including the preparation
of citations and reports. This will be done in teams of class members.

67. POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS Total Hours 10

A course emphasizing those relationships with human conduct and behavior; mis-
beliefs and misunderstandings that create public attitude of the police;
inter-agency relationships; courtesy, fairness, personal appearance, etc.
Role playing by class members will be utilized.

68. FIELD TRIP Total Hours 8

The members of the class will travel by bus to Sacramento to visit the State
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation where they will receive
an explanation of the functions of that agency and tour the various sections.
After lunch they will visit the California Highway Patrol Academy where a
demonstration of EVOC will be given.

69. EXAMINATIONS Total Hours I8

Weekly examination - 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Final examination - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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